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Many years before Christ, the Chinese, Egyptians and Romans were already using radiant 
underfloor heating in their houses and in public places.

The simplest technique was that of building underfloor furnaces to be stoked with charcoal. Hot 
water was used for thermal purposes, whereas flue gases were channelled into ducts made under the 
floor of the room to be heated up.  It therefore was a single-room heating system. The Romans, instead, 
created the central heating system: by means of a single large furnace they could heat up several 
rooms, and even several buildings.  Hot gas distribution systems were accurately designed and built.  

The actual configuration of radiant underfloor heating systems dates back to the beginning of the 
nineteenth century. In this period, the first heating systems with underfloor pipes were created:  they used 
the same technique that is currently used. However, very few buildings were heated using this technique: a 
few large halls and some churches; definitely not sufficient to assess the efficiency of these new systems.  

Starting from the postwar period, more and more houses started to be heated using this technique 
(over 100,000 houses equipped with panel heating systems). The system consisted of steel pipes that were 
directly laid underfloor in the slab without inserting any insulating material. It was less expensive than 
those with heating radiators, required less building works and did not create any problem for finish works. 

However, this technique caused some problems: 

1 - Too high floor temperature, due to poor house insulation; 

2 - Too high floor thermal inertia since, lacking any insulation beneath the panels, the entire slab 
heated up;

3 - Inadequate adjustment, which indeed could only be made manually.

The disappointing effects were not due to the type of system, but to the failure to observe some 
design limits.

The energy crisis of the ‘70s brought radiant panels to the fore again.
Insulating materials started to be used in order to improve system efficacy and heat 

adjustment was improved too. Finally, energy saving regulations were promulgated: almost 
all European countries, indeed, issued laws making building thermal insulation compulsory. 
In this way, less heat and, therefore, lower floor temperatures were required to heat up rooms. 

Thanks to the research carried out over years, nowadays we can state that underfloor heating 
is more efficient both in terms of energy –and, hence, cost- saving– and in terms of conditioning 
quality, since it allows to heat up and cool down the rooms in the healthiest possible way. 



INSULATIONINSULATION
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IVR preformed insulation boards are used as insulating pipe support in underfloor heating and cooling systems. 
IVR preformed boards are made of expanded polystyrene and, besides guaranteeing specific thermal insulation 
standards, they make pipe laying works easier in case of both PEX-a and multilayer piping. These boards are 
generally preferred in civil building and service industry constructions, as well as in case of small warehouses. Thanks 
to the use of these boards, a significant quality improvement has already been possible for underfloor heating 
systems, revaluing the old technique with the pipes directly laid underfloor and filled with hot water, preventing 
the typical physiological disturbances and construction problems of old installation techniques.  Regardless of the 
type of insulation board used, boards should rather be laid even where system circuits are designed not to be 
laid (for instance, under kitchen) in order to prevent any heat bridges and to guarantee a complete and uniform 
structure. Thanks to the use of insulation boards, the number of pipes to be laid, the number of radiant circuits, the 
circulating water flow, feed pipe diameter and pump power can be reduced, hence allowing for immediate total 
energy saving.  The choice of the type of board to be used for the system depends on the available thickness for 
system building and on the thermal insulation capacity calculated. Thanks to their design and manufacturing in 
accordance with strict criteria, IVR radiant panels comply with the EN13163 standard.

TECHNICAL FEATURES OF EXPANDED POLYSTYRENE BOARDS

•  Mechanical and geometrical characteristics
 Preformed IVR insulation boards are coupled to a special 0.2 mm vapour barrier. This additional thickness allows 

to obtain excellent mechanical resistance of the mushroom-shaped fittings, thus making laying operations 
easiest and safest. The shape of the mushroom fittings makes it possible 
to lay the pipe preventing almost any springback that may occur where 
the direction changes and clips are generally used.  Reducing the 
number of used clips means reducing laying time and, hence, increasing 
profitability.

  

As for board joining system, male rebates have been provided on two sides, and female rebates on the other sides.  
These details not only make laying operations simplest, but also guarantee certain degree of strength. 
In order to increase structure efficiency and strength, boards are laid in brickwork pattern, thus reducing the risk 
that they rise due to uneven sub-base or piping rigidity which may lift the boards at bends. 
In addition to these benefits, board laying in brickwork pattern implies a significant waste and scrap reduction since 
the cut edge of the last board is used as beginning of the next row.

EXPANDED POLYSTYRENE PREFORMED BOARD
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In any case, it is necessary to check that the mushroom 
fittings of the reused part match the installed part, so to 
create the proper diagonal and avoid any problems in 
laying the pipe.

•  Board height
 Depending on the requirements of the installer, IVR provides a range of three possible height values for 

expanded polystyrene preformed boards. The team of designers working in IVR S.p.A. will assist customers in 
choosing the proper height according to the clearance measured on site.

•  Noise reduction system
 IVR preformed insulation board features a special knurled bottom guaranteeing significant noise reduction and 

excellent sound absorption.
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS AND RANGE

IVR offers a wide range of expanded polystyrene preformed board configurations which do not differ for board size 
(boards work size is 1100 mm x 600 mm, equal to 0.66 m² each), but for its height and density. Each type complies 
with the UNI 13163 reference standard. 

BIP305003C IVR preformed boards with 50 mm installation spacing, 35 mm height, 35 kg/m³ density and with 
orange vapour barrier.

Designation code Unit of measurement 
Name  Weight 50 Height 35
Pipes to be used mm 16 - 17
Dimensions  mm x mm 1122 x 622
Work size mm x mm 1100 x 600
Useful area m2 0.66
Installation spacing mm 50 mm and multiples
Total thickness mm 35
Flat board thickness mm 12
Density Kg/m3 35
Compression strength at 10% deform. Kpa 250
Class fire rating  E
Dimensional stability % ±0,2
Thermal conductivity W/mk 0,031
Quantity per single packaging item No. of boards 22
 m2 14.52
Gross weight Kg 13.2
Packaging size W x D x H cm 115 x 62 x 65
Type of packaging Large Box 

UNI EN13163 Standard Classification
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BIP455003C IVR preformed boards with 50 mm installation spacing, 45 mm height, density 30 kg/m³ and with 
orange vapour barrier.

Designation code Unit of measurement 
Name  Weight 50 Height 45
Pipes to be used mm 16 - 17
Dimensions mm x mm 1122 x 622
Work size mm x mm 1100 x 600
Useful area m2 0.66
Installation spacing mm 50 mm and multiples
Total thickness mm 45
Flat board thickness mm 22
Density Kg/m3 30
Compression strength at 10% deform. Kpa 200
Class fire rating  E
Dimensional stability % ±0.2
Thermal conductivity W/mk 0.033
Quantity per single packaging item No. of boards 15
 m2 9.9
Gross weight Kg 11.2
Packaging size W x D x H cm 115 x 62 x 65
Type of packaging Large Box 

UNI EN13163 Standard Classification
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BIP605002C IVR preformed boards with 50 mm installation spacing, 55 mm height, 25 kg/m³ density and with 
orange vapour barrier.

Designation code Unit of measurement 
Name  Weight 50 Height 55
Pipes to be used mm 16 - 17
Dimensions mm x mm 1122 x 622
Work size mm x mm 1100 x 600
Useful area m2 0.66
Installation spacing mm 50 mm and multiples
Total thickness mm 55
Flat board thickness mm 32
Density Kg/m3 25
Compression strength at 10% deform. Kpa 150
Class fire rating  E
Dimensional stability % ±0.2
Thermal conductivity W/mk 0.033
Quantity per single packaging item No. of boards 12
 m2 7.92
Gross weight Kg 11.6
Packaging size W x D x H cm 115 x 62 x 65
Type of packaging Large Box 

UNI EN13163 Standard Classification
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SPECIFICATION TEXTS

Preformed insulation board BIP305003C
Expanded polystyrene preformed insulation board moulded with relief nodules, orange vapour barrier, joining 
system with two male and two female rebated sides. 
Suitable for 16x2 multilayer or 17x2 PE-Xa piping installation.
Minimum installation spacing of 5 cm or multiples; density (UNI 7819 classification) of 35 Kg/m3, 35 mm total 
thickness, 12 mm board thickness, Class E fire rating, thermal conductivity of 0.033 W/m k, ± 0.2 % dimensional 
stability under laboratory conditions, nominal size of 1122 mm x 622 m, work size of 1100 mm x 600 mm.
Quantity per single packaging item 14.52 m².
EN13163 compliant.

Preformed insulation board BIP455003C
Expanded polystyrene preformed insulation board moulded with relief nodules, orange vapour barrier, bottom 
with sound absorbing pattern, joining system with two male and two female rebated sides. Suitable for 16x2 
multilayer or 17x2 PE-Xa piping installation.
Minimum installation spacing of 5 cm or multiples; density (UNI 7819 classification) of 30 kg/m3, 45 mm total 
thickness, 22 mm board thickness, Class E fire rating, thermal conductivity of 0.033 W/m k, ± 0.2 % dimensional 
stability under laboratory conditions, nominal size of 1122 mm x 622 m, work size of 1100 mm x 600 mm. 
Quantity per single packaging item 9.9 m².
EN13163 compliant.
         

Preformed insulation board BIP605002C
Expanded polystyrene preformed insulation board moulded with relief nodules, orange vapour barrier, bottom 
with sound absorbing pattern, joining system with two male and two female rebated sides. Suitable for 16x2 
multilayer or 17x2 PE-Xa piping installation..
Minimum installation spacing of 5 cm or multiples; density (UNI 7819 classification) of 25 kg/m³, 55 mm total 
thickness, 32 mm board thickness, Class E fire rating, thermal conductivity of 0.033 W/m k, ± 0.2 % dimensional 
stability under laboratory conditions, nominal size of 1122 mm x 622 m, work size of 1100 mm x 600 mm.
Quantity per single packaging item 8.58 m².
EN13163 compliant.  
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ALUMINISED PREFORMED BOARD

IVR preformed boards are used as insulating pipe support in underfloor heating and cooling systems. They are 
made of expanded polystyrene and, besides guaranteeing specific thermal insulation standards, make pipe 
laying works easier in case of both PE-Xa and multilayer piping.
These boards are generally preferred in civil building and service industry constructions, as well as in case 
of small warehouses. Thanks to the use of these boards, a significant quality improvement has already been 
possible for underfloor heating systems, revaluing the old technique with the pipes directly laid underfloor 
and filled with hot water, preventing the typical physiological disturbances and construction problems of old 
installation techniques. 
Regardless of the type of insulation board used, boards should rather be laid even where system circuits are 
designed not to be laid (for instance, under kitchen) in order to prevent any heat bridges and to guarantee a 
complete and uniform structure.
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Thanks to the use of insulation boards, the number of pipes to be laid, the number of radiant circuits, the 
circulating water flow, feed pipe diameter and pump power can be reduced, hence allowing for immediate 
total energy saving.  The choice of the type of board to be used for the system depends on the available 
thickness for system building and on the thermal insulation capacity calculated. Thanks to their design and 
manufacturing in accordance with strict criteria, IVR radiant panels comply with the EN13163 standard. 

TECHNICAL FEATURES OF ALUMINISED EXPANDED POLYSTYRENE BOARDS

•  Mechanical and geometrical characteristics 
 
 IVR aluminised preformed insulation boards are coupled to a special aluminised film with 0.11 mm thickness. 

This additional thickness allows to obtain excellent mechanical 
resistance of the mushroom-shaped fittings, thus making laying 
operations easiest and safest. The shape of the mushroom fittings 
makes it possible to lay the pipe preventing almost any springback 
that may occur where the direction changes and clips are generally 
used.  Reducing the number of used clips means reducing laying time 
and, hence, increasing profitability.

As for board joining system, male rebates have been provided on two sides, and female rebates on the other 
sides.  These details not only make laying operations simplest, but also guarantee certain degree of strength. 

In order to increase structure efficiency and strength, boards are laid in brickwork pattern, thus reducing 
the risk that they rise due to uneven sub-base or piping rigidity which may lift the boards at bends.  In 
addition to these benefits, board laying in brickwork pattern implies a significant waste and scrap reduction 
since the cut edge of the last board is used as beginning of the next row.  In any case, it is necessary to check 
that the mushroom fittings of the reused part match the installed part, so to create the proper diagonal and 

avoid any problems in laying the pipe.  
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• Board height
 Depending on the requirements of the installer, IVR provides a range of three possible height values for 

expanded polystyrene preformed boards. The team of designers working in IVR will assist customers in 
choosing the proper height according to the clearance measured on site.

• Noise reduction system
 IVR preformed insulation board features a special knurled bottom guaranteeing significant noise reduction 

and excellent sound absorption.



Polistirene espanso

Pellicola antivapore

Pellicola alluminata
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SPECIAL FEATURES OF THE ALUMINISED SYSTEM

The preformed boards of this series have been engineered, 
designed and manufactured by IVR team as a niche product, 
dedicated to especially demanding end users, for being used where 
plant immediate response is required. As shown in the diagram, the 
boards of this series consist of several layers, the so-called multilayer 
structure. The bottom layer is characterised by the expanded 
polystyrene insulation, which is the real insulating part of the board.  
The central layer consists of a thin aluminised film which is used 
for specific radiation purposes, as we will explain later.  The surface 
layer, instead, is the vapour barrier.  Let us explain what aluminate 
means: an aluminised ion is an aluminium amphoteric anion, whose 
formula is AlO2 An aluminate, therefore, is the chemical compound 
containing this ion. Aluminium has several characteristics. In this 
case, however, the most important characteristic is its being a 
material with extremely high thermal conductivity. 

CHARACTERISTICS AND USE OF ALUMINISED BOARDS

Compared to the traditional range, the density values of this board 
are 20% higher for boards with 30mm height, 33% higher for those 
with 45 mm height and 25% higher for boards with 60 mm height. 
Therefore, also the compression strength (Kpa) increases by the 
same percentage. This specific characteristic makes them especially 
recommended where the load on the screed is higher than the 
average, such as in case of industrial sheds, warehouses, storehouses, 
production facilities where machinery is located or through which 
heavy lorries are expected to pass. It is perfect for installers wishing to 
prevent the problem of mushroom fittings deformation when they 
lay the pipes.  Indeed, this board guarantees minimum deformation, 
even if treading on it several times.  

It is also specially suited if the system is expected to achieve full 
operation condition in very short time. Thanks to the extremely 
high thermal conductivity of the aluminised film, indeed, the system 
reaches full operation in very short time compared to traditional 
systems.  This may be especially interesting where radiating heating 
panels are to be installed in one’s holiday home, for instance the 
mountain house or, anyway, a house far from their usual one. In this 
way, once the system is started, it will reach full operation in very 
short time compared to traditional ones, and, consequently, the 
house will become warm and comfortable in very short time.
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS AND RANGE

IVR offers a wide range of expanded polystyrene preformed board configurations which do not differ for 
board size (board work size is 1100 mm x 600 mm, equal to 0.66 m² each), but for its height and density.
Each type complies with the UNI 13163 reference standard.  

IVR aluminised preformed board with  50 mm installation spacing, 30 mm height, 40 kg/m³ density and 
with bronze aluminised film.

Designation code  Unit of measurement 
Name   Weight 50 Height 30
Pipes to be used mm 16 - 17
Dimensions mm x mm 1122 x 622
Work size mm x mm 1100 x 600
Useful area m²  0.66
Installation spacing mm  50 mm and multiples
Total thickness mm  30
Flat board thickness mm  11
Density kg / m³  40
Compression strength at 10% deform.  Kpa  300
Class fire rating    E
Dimensional stability %  ± 0,2
Thermal resistivity m²k/W  0.34
Thermal conductivity W / mk  0.032
Quantity per single packaging item No. of boards  25
  m²  16.5
Gross weight kg  22
Packaging size W x D x H cm 155 x 62 x 65
Type of packaging Large Box 

UNI EN13163 Standard Classification
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BIP455004A Preformed insulation board IVR with 50 mm installation spacing, 45 mm height, 40 kg/m³ 
density and with bronze aluminised film.

Designation code Unit of measurement
Name    Weight 50 Height 45
Pipes to be used  mm 16 - 17
Dimensions  mm x mm 1122 x 622
Work size mm x mm 1100 x 600
Useful area m² 0.66
Installation spacing mm 50 mm and multiples
Total thickness mm 45
Flat board thickness mm 23
Density kg / m³ 40
Compression strength at 10% deform.  Kpa 300
Class fire rating   E
Dimensional stability % ± 0,2
Thermal resistivity m²k/W 0.72
Thermal conductivity W / mk 0.032
Quantity per single packaging item No. of boards 16
  m² 10.56
Gross weight kg 15.5
Packaging size W x D x H cm 155 x 62 x 65
Type of packaging Large Box 

UNI EN13163 Standard Classification
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BIP605003A Preformed insulation board IVR with 50 mm installation spacing, 60 mm height, 30 kg/m³ 
density and with bronze aluminised film.

Designation code Unit of measurement
Name   Weight 50 Height 60
Pipes to be used mm 16 - 17
Dimensions mm x mm 1122 x 622
Work size mm x mm 1100 x 600
Useful area m² 0.66
Installation spacing mm 50 mm and multiples
Total thickness mm 60
Flat board thickness mm 38
Density kg / m³ 30
Compression strength at 10% deform.  Kpa 200
Class fire rating  E
Dimensional stability % ± 0.2
Thermal resisivity m²k/W 1,19
Thermal conductivity W / mk 0,032
Quantity per single packaging item No. of boards 11
  m² 7.26
Gross weight kg 14
Packaging size W x D x H cm 155 x 62 x 65
Type of packaging Large Box

UNI EN13163 Standard Classification
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SPECIFICATION TEXTS

Preformed insulation board BIP305004A
Expanded polystyrene preformed insulation board moulded with relief nodules, with bronze aluminised film, 
bottom with sound absorbing pattern, joining system with two male and two female rebated sides.  Suitable 
for 16x2 multilayer or 17x2 PE-Xa piping installation.
Minimum installation spacing of 5 cm or multiples; density (UNI 7819 classification) of 40 Kg/m³, 30 mm total 
thickness, 11 mm board thickness, Class E fire rating, thermal conductivity of 0.032 W/m k, ± 0.2 % dimensional 
stability under laboratory conditions, nominal size of 1122 mm x 622 m, work size of 1100 mm x 600 mm. 
Quantity per single packaging item 16.5 m². EN13163 compliant.  

Preformed insulation board BIP455004A
Expanded polystyrene preformed insulation board moulded with relief nodules, with bronze aluminised film, 
bottom with sound absorbing pattern, joining system with two male and two female rebated sides.  Suitable 
for 16x2 multilayer or 17x2 PE-Xa piping installation.
Minimum installation spacing of 5 cm or multiples; density (UNI 7819 classification) of 40 Kg/m³, 45 mm total 
thickness, 23 mm board thickness, Class E fire rating, thermal conductivity of 0.032 W/m k, ± 0.2 % dimensional 
stability under laboratory conditions, nominal size of 1122 mm x 622 m, work size of 1100 mm x 600 mm. 
Quantity per single packaging item 10.56 m². EN13163 compliant.  

Preformed insulation board BIP605003A
Expanded polystyrene preformed insulation board moulded with relief nodules, with bronze aluminised film, 
bottom with sound absorbing pattern, joining system with two male and two female rebated sides.  Suitable 
for 16x2 multilayer or 17x2 PE-Xa piping installation.
Minimum installation spacing of 5 cm or multiples; density (UNI 7819 classification) of 30 Kg/m³, 60 mm total 
thickness, 38 mm board thickness, Class E fire rating, thermal conductivity of 0.032 W/m k, ± 0.2 % dimensional 
stability under laboratory conditions, nominal size of 1122 mm x 622 m, work size of 1100 mm x 600 mm. 
Quantity per single packaging item 7.26 m². EN13163 compliant.  
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THERMOFORMED BOARDS

IVR thermoformed insulation boards are used as insulating pipe support in underfloor heating and cooling systems. 
IVR thermoformed boards are made of expanded polystyrene and, besides guaranteeing specific thermal insulation 
standards, they make pipe laying works easier in case of both PEX-a and multilayer piping. Thanks to the use of 
these boards, a significant quality improvement has already been possible for underfloor heating systems, revaluing 
the old technique with the pipes directly laid underfloor and filled with hot water, preventing the typical physiological 
disturbances and construction problems of old installation techniques.  Regardless of the type of insulation board used, 
boards should rather be laid even where system circuits are designed not to be laid (for instance, under kitchen) in order 
to prevent any heat bridges and to guarantee a complete and uniform structure.

Thanks to the use of insulation boards, the number of pipes to be 
laid, the number of radiant circuits, the circulating water flow, feed 
pipe diameter and pump power can be reduced, hence allowing for 
immediate total energy saving. 
The choice of the type of board to be used for the system depends 
on the available thickness for system building and on the thermal 
insulation capacity calculated.

TECHNICAL FEATURES OF THERMOFORMED BOARDS

•  Mechanical and geometrical characteristics
 IVR thermoformed boards are manufactured according to an innovative 

design that provides the coupling of two different elements, namely:

1. expanded polystyrene insulation board, 150/200 class PSE;
2. thermoformed PST surface coating film with a 0.8 mm thickness.

Thanks to the characteristics of these elements, their coupling allows to obtain 
a board whose impact resistance is extremely higher than that of boards with 
higher density. 
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As shown in the picture, mushroom fittings feature a special shape 
with protuberances (called noses), which allow to lay pipes with 
different diameters.   Pipes are secured and, therefore, clips are not 
required.  This allows for a significant labour and pipe laying time 
saving.

IVR thermoformed insulation board has been designed so 
to allow pipe laying in both directions, and also diagonally. 
Board undercut (whose quantity has been increased with 
respect to the other boards available on the market) allows 
pipe secure fixing in all directions, even with 90° bends.

  
In order to increase structure efficiency and strength, boards must be laid in brickwork pattern, thus reducing the risk that 
they rise due to uneven sub-base or piping rigidity, which may lift the board at bends. 
In addition to these benefits, board laying in brickwork 
pattern implies a significant waste and scrap reduction 
since the cut edge of the last board is used as beginning 
of the next row.  In any case, it is necessary to check that 
the mushroom fittings of the reused part match the 
installed part, so to create the proper diagonal and avoid 
any problems in laying the pipe. For correct and fast laying 
operations, always start from the left corner, as shown in 
the picture.  Remove the two exceeding edges of the first 
board (by means of a cutter) and place it in the left corner. 
Trim only the longer side of the second board, and use 
the smaller one to fit it to the first board. Repeat these 
operations for all the boards of the first row.

• Board coupling

All IVR thermoformed insulation boards feature a special coupling system aimed at avoiding any “thermal bridge”, 
reducing energy losses and making laying operations simplest, 
thus obtaining a uniform base for the pipes.
These conditions could not be achieved by simply putting non 
rebated boards side by side. 
The coupling system is 
easy and fast for installers. 
The board features 15 
mm rebates on the 4 
sides, except for a 30 
mm thickness (10 mm 
insulation + 20 mm 
nodule). The size of the 
black thermoformed 
surface film exceeds the 
size of the polystyrene 
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insulation board beneath by 50 mm on two of the four sides. 
This makes it possible to “overlap” the first row of relief nodules with the first row 
of grooves of the subsequent board.

•  Board height
 Depending on the requirements of the installer, IVR provides a range of four possible height values for the 

thermoformed boards. The team of designers working in IVR will assist customers in choosing the proper height 
according to the clearance measured on site.

NB: if this type of heating has to be installed where small room is available, IVR makes it possible to install only the 
thermoformed surface film. Obviously, this will imply that no insulation will be provided and, therefore, customers must 
make sure that the slab is already properly insulated, in order to avoid energy waste and heat loss.   This system allows to lay 
the entire heating structure in approx. 20 mm.  Therefore, this may be an effective alternative solution to the dry lay system 
that is much more insulating, but also more expensive. 
Films will be firmly coupled together thanks to the system described above, and will be secured to the slab by means of 
couplers (such as small plugs or mushroom head rivets) in order to prevent them from lifting when pipes are laid.  In this 
case, two different IVR film thickness values are available:

• 0.8 mm, that is the film applied to insulation boards (BIT205008N);
• 1 mm, the increased thickness version, suited to frequent treading-on and heavy load (BIT205001N).
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS AND RANGE

IVR offers a wide range of thermoformed expanded polystyrene board configurations which do not differ for board size 
(board work size is 1100 mm x 600 mm, equal to 0.66 m² each), but for its height and density. 

BIT3050030 thermoformed board IVR with 50 mm installation spacing, 30 mm height, 30 kg/m³ density and with 
thermoformed film with 0.8 mm thickness.

Features BIT3050030

Designation code Unit of measurement
Name  Weight 50 Height 30
Pipes to be used mm  16 - 17
Actual size mm x mm  1150 x 650
Work size  mm x mm  1100 x 600
Useful area m² 0.66
Installation spacing mm 50 mm and multiples
Total thickness mm 30
Flat board thickness mm 10
Density kg / m³ 30
Heat resistance
(assessed in compliance with EN10211/1 standard) m²k/W 0.45
Black thermoformed film heat resistance 
(black PST thermoformed film thick 0,8 λ = 0,17)  m²k/W 0.005
Class fire rating  E
Thermal conductivity W/mk 0.034
EPS 200 Class   200
Compression strength at 10 % deform.  Kpa 200
Bending strength  Kpa 300
Tensile strength  Kpa ≥ 200
Dimensional stability   2
Rebated   NO
Quantity per single packaging item No. of boards 20
  m² 13.2
Gross weight kg 18
Packaging size W x D x H cm 116 x 67 x 64
Type of packaging   Large Box
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BIT4050025 IVR thermoformed board with 50 mm installation spacing, 40 mm height, 25 kg/m³ density and with 
thermoformed film with 0.8 mm thickness.

Features BIT4050025

Designation code  Unit of measurement
Name   Weight 50 Height 40
Pipes to be used mm 16 - 17
Actual size mm x mm 1150 x 650
Work size mm x mm 1100 x 600
Useful area m² 0.66
Installation spacing mm 50 mm and multiples
Total thickness mm 40
Flat board thickness mm 20
Density kg / m³ 25
Heat resistance 
(Assessed in compliance with EN10211/1 standard) m²k/W 0.75
Black thermoformed film heat resistance 
(black PST thermoformed film thick. 0,8 λ = 0,17 ) m²k/W 0.005
Class fire rating   E
Thermal conductivity W/mk 0 .034
EPS 200 Class   150
Compression strength at 10% deform.  Kpa 150
Bending strength  Kpa 250
Tensile strength  Kpa > 150
Dimensional stability   2
Rebated    SI
Quantity per single packaging item No. of boards 15
  m² 9.9
Gross weight kg 18
Packaging size W x D x H cm 116 x 67 x 64
Type of packaging   Large Box
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BIT5050025 IVR thermoformed board with 50 mm installation spacing, 50 mm height, 25 kg/m³ density and with 
thermoformed film with 0.8 mm thickness.

Features BIT5050025

Designation code  Unit of measurement
Name   Weight 50 Height 50
Pipes to be used mm 16 - 17
Actual size mm x mm 1150 x 650
Work size mm x mm 1100 x 600
Useful area m² 0.66
Installation spacing mm 50 mm and multiples
Total thickness mm 50
Flat board thickness mm 30
Density kg / m³ 25
Black thermoformed film heat resistance
(Assessed in compliance with EN10211/1 standard) m²k/W 1,05
Black thermoformed film heat resistance 
(black PST thermoformed film thick. 0,8 λ = 0,17 ) m²k/W 0.005
Class fire rating   E
Thermal conductivity W/mk 0 .034
EPS 200 Class   150
Compression strength at 10% deform.  Kpa 150
Bending strength  Kpa 250
Tensile strength  Kpa > 150
Dimensional stability   2
Rebated    SI
Quantity per single packaging item No. of boards 12
  m² 7.92
Gross weight kg 16 
Packaging size W x D x H cm 116 x 67 x 64
Type of packaging   Large Box
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BIT6050025 IVR thermoformed board with 50 mm installation spacing, 60 mm height, 25 kg/m³ density and with 
thermoformed film with 0.8 mm thickness.

Features BIT6050025    
    
Designation code Unit of measurement    
Name   Weight 50 Height 60
Pipes to be used mm 16 - 17
Actual size mm x mm 1150 x 650
Work size mm x mm 1100 x 600
Useful area m² 0.66
Installation spacing mm 50 mm and multiples
Total thickness mm 60
Flat board thickness mm 40
Density kg / m³ 25
Heat resistance 
(Assessed in compliance with EN10211/1 standard) m²k/W 1,35
Black thermoformed film heat resistance 
(black PST thermoformed film thick. 0,8 λ = 0,17) m²k/W 0.005
Class fire rating   E
Thermal conductivity W/mk 0.034
EPS 200 Class   150
Compression strength at 10% deform.  Kpa 150
Bending strength  Kpa 250
Tensile strength  Kpa > 150
Dimensional stability   2
Rebated    SI
Quantity per single packaging item No. of boards 10
  m² 6.6
Gross weight kg 15 
Packaging size W x D x H cm 116 x 67 x 64
Type of packaging   Large Box
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BIOLOGICAL THERMOFORMED BOARDS

Environmentally sustainable and biocompatible building has originated as a reaction against the serious environmental 
and cultural crisis characterizing the period we are living, and its main objective is that of mitigating the environmental 
impacts related to building operations and, if possible, using a quantity, quality and percentage of natural materials 
such as to allow “home” system self-sustainability and liveability. Indeed, one third of word energy consumption may be 
ascribed to the building sector, as well as 40% of material consumption, whose production, transportation and placing, 
in turn, imply further energy consumption.  Another aspect related to their final use has to be added to the energy and 
material consumption:   pollution. Designing and rising buildings which do not cause waste and that do not have negative 
impacts on the environment and on the health of the inhabitants are the main objectives to be pursued in order to slow 
down the entropy catastrophe of this world. An uncoordinated movement originated from these aspects, which brought 
about the fast trend towards new professional specializations, new designs, new materials, new system solutions as well 
as towards the escape from the town, misunderstanding the words biological and environmental as synonyms with hut, 
green, habitat and behaviour simplicity.  We must critically rethink the environmental sustainable and biocompatible 
building conceived until now, starting from architecture and from building use and up to the rationalisation of energy 
use, well keeping in mind the above objectives.

• Board technical features: IVR makes it possible to install this type of cork boards. The features of this board 
(mechanical and geometrical characteristics, board coupling, installation spacing, etc.) are the same of traditional 
polystyrene boards.  However, in this case the thermoformed surface coating film is made of recycled technical plastic.

 The BLACK CORK insulation is CE certified:  self-expanding “black” cork boards are especially suitable for acoustic and 
thermal insulation in buildings. Expanded cork is a material 100% obtained from cork oak bark, which is chopped into 
granules, heated up and compacted into blocks, using only Suberin (a cork resin) as glue and binding agent for the 
granules.

 The “black” cork board is an incomparable environmental friendly material, which can be used also in bio-
architecture thanks to its exceptional and stable thermal characteristics.

 Insulation cork properties. It does not disaggregate in hot water, has good resistance against the attack 
of chemical agents, is elastic, antimould, rot-proof, stable over time and resistant to the attacks of insects, 
parasites and rodents.
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• Board height
 Unlike the polystyrene version, cork boards feature a wide range of height values, from a minimum of 40 

mm to a maximum of 80 mm (20 mm is the nodule).

PRECAUTIONS AND WARNINGS FOR CORK BOARDS: CAUTION!

CORK BOARDS MAY BE SUBJECT TO DIMENSIONAL CHANGES OF SOME MILLIMETRES DUE TO AMBIENT 
TEMPERATURE AND HUMIDITY.  IF NECESSARY, TRIM THE EDGES WITH A CUTTER WHEN INSTALLING THE BOARDS 
FOR BETTER BOARD FITTING. WE RECOMMEND LAYING THE BOARDS AS SHOWN IN THE DRAWING.                         

 
  YES

  NO
DO NOT EXPOSE THE BOARDS TO SUN AND WATER - DO NOT DAMAGE THE BOARDS – DO NOT LAY THE BOARDS 
WITH A TEMPERATURE CLOSE TO 0 DEGREES OR LESS.
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS AND RANGE

BIT402050S Thermoformed cork board with with 50 mm installation spacing, 40 mm height, 110 kg/m³ 
density and with thermoformed film with 0.8 mm thickness.

Features BIT402050S

Designation code Unit of measurement 
Insulating material  Boards of pure expanded cork,
  in accordance with UNI EN 13170 
  and UNI EN13172 standards
Name  Weight 50 Height 40
Pipes to be used mm 16 - 17
Actual size mm x mm 1050 x 550
Work size mm x mm 1000 x 500
Useful area m² 0.5
Installation spacing mm 50 mm and multiples
Total thickness mm 40
Flat board thickness mm 20
Density kg/m³ 108 ÷ 120
Heat resistance m²k/W 0.534
Black thermoformed film heat resistance
(black PST thermoformed film thick. 0,8 λ = 0,17) m²k/W 0.005
Modulus of elasticity N/mm² 5
Thermal conductivity λ 10 °C W/mk 0.0375 ÷ 0.0363
Compression strength  kg/cm² 1.24 ÷ 1.59
Modulus of rupture in bending kg/cm² 1.25 ÷ 2.31
Tensile breaking load  kg/cm² 0.6 ÷ 0.9 
Quantity per single packaging item No. of boards 15
 m² 7.5
Gross weight kg 18
Packaging size W x D x H cm 107 x 57 x 62
Type of packaging  Large Box
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BIT502050S Thermoformed cork board with with 50 mm installation spacing, 50 mm height, 110 kg/m³ 
density and with thermoformed film with 0.8 mm thickness.

Features BIT502050S

Designation code Unit of measurement
Insulating material  Boards of pure expanded cork,
  in accordance with UNI EN 13170 
  and UNI EN13172 standards
Name  Weight 50 Height 50
Pipes to be used mm 16 - 17 
Actual size mm x mm 1050 x 550
Work size mm x mm 1000 x 500
Useful area m² 0.5
Installation spacing mm 50 mm and multiples
Total thickness mm 50
Flat board thickness mm 30
Density kg/m³ 108 ÷ 120
Heat resistance  m²k/W 0.801
Black thermoformed film heat resistance
(black PST thermoformed film thick. 0,8 λ = 0,17) m²k/W 0.005
Modulus of elasticity N/mm² 5
Thermal conductivity λ 10 °C W/mk 0.0375 ÷ 0.0363
Compression strength  kg/cm² 1.24 ÷ 1.59
Modulus of rupture in bending kg/cm² 1.25 ÷ 2.31
Tensile breaking load  kg/cm² 0.6 ÷ 0.9 
Quantity per single packaging item No. of boards 12
 m² 6
Gross weight kg 17
Packaging size W x D x H cm 107 x 57 x 62
Type of packaging  Large Box
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BIT602050S Thermoformed cork board with with 50 mm installation spacing, 60 mm height, 110 kg/m³ 
density and with thermoformed film with 0.8 mm thickness.

Features BIT602050S

Designation code Unit of measurement
Insulating material  Boards of pure expanded cork,
  in accordance with UNI EN 13170  
  and UNI EN13172 standards
Name  Weight 50 Height 60
Pipes to be used mm 16 - 17
Actual size mm x mm 1050 x 550
Work size mm x mm 1000 x 500
Useful area m² 0.5
Installation spacing mm 50 mm and multiples
Total thickness mm 60
Flat board thickness mm 40
Density kg/m³ 108 ÷ 120
Heat resistance  m²k/W 1.068
Black thermoformed film heat resistance
(black PST thermoformed film thick. 0,8 λ = 0,17) m²k/W 0.005
Modulus of elasticity N/mm² 5
Thermal conductivity λ 10 °C W/mk 0.0375 ÷ 0.0363
Compression strength  kg/cm² 1.24 ÷ 1.59
Modulus of rupture in bending kg/cm² 1.25 ÷ 2.31
Tensile breaking load  kg/cm² 0.6 ÷ 0.9 
Quantity per single packaging item No. of boards 10
 m² 5
Gross weight kg 15
Packaging size W x D x H cm 107 x 57 x 62
Type of packaging  Large Box
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BIT702050S Thermoformed cork board with with 50 mm installation spacing, 70 mm height, 110 kg/m³ 
density and with thermoformed film with 0.8 mm thickness.

Features BIT702050S

Designation code Unit of measurement 
Insulating material  Boards of pure expanded cork,
  in accordance with UNI EN 13170 
  and UNI EN13172 standards
Name  Weight 50 Height 70
Pipes to be used mm 16 - 17
Actual size mm x mm 1050 x 550
Work size mm x mm 1000 x 500
Useful area m² 0.5
Installation spacing mm 50 mm and multiples
Total thickness mm 70
Flat board thickness mm 50
Density kg/m³ 108 ÷ 120
Heat resistance  m²k/W 1.335
Black thermoformed film heat resistance
(black PST thermoformed film thick. 0,8 λ = 0,17) m²k/W 0,005
Modulus of elasticity N/mm² 5
Thermal conductivity λ 10 °C W/mk 0.0375 ÷ 0.0363
Compression strength  kg/cm² 1.24 ÷ 1.59
Modulus of rupture in bending kg/cm² 1.25 ÷ 2.31
Tensile breaking load  kg/cm² 0.6 ÷ 0.9 
Quantity per single packaging item No. of boards 8
 m² 4
Gross weight kg 15
Packaging size W x D x H cm 107 x 57 x 62
Type of packaging  Large Box
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BIT802050S Thermoformed cork board with with 50 mm installation spacing, 80 mm height, 110 kg/m³ 
density and with thermoformed film with 0.8 mm thickness.

Features BIT802050S

Designation code Unit of measurement
Insulating material  Boards of pure expanded cork, 
  in accordance with UNI EN 13170 
  and UNI EN13172 standards
Name  Weight 50 Height 80
Pipes to be used mm 16 - 17
Actual size mm x mm 1050 x 550
Work size mm x mm 1000 x 500
Useful area m² 0.5
Installation spacing mm 50 mm and multiples
Total thickness mm 80
Flat board thickness mm 60
Density kg/m³ 108 ÷ 120
Heat resistance  m²k/W 1.602
Black thermoformed film heat resistance
(black PST thermoformed film thick. 0,8 λ = 0,17) m²k/W 0.005
Modulus of elasticity N/mm² 5
Thermal conductivity λ 10 °C W/mk 0.0375 ÷ 0.0363
Compression strength  kg/cm² 1.24 ÷ 1.59
Modulus of rupture in bending kg/cm² 1.25 ÷ 2.31
Tensile breaking load  kg/cm² 0.6 ÷ 0.9 
Quantity per single packaging item No. of boards 7
 m² 3.5
Gross weight kg 14
Packaging size W x D x H cm 107 x 57 x 62
Type of packaging  Large Box
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SPECIFICATION TEXTS (Polystyrene)

Thermoformed insulation board BIT3050030
Expanded polystyrene thermoformed insulation board with moulded relief nodules, black thermoformed film, 
joining system with four rebated sides. Suitable for 16 x 2 multilayer or PE-Xa 17 x 2 PE-Xa piping installation. 
Minimum installation spacing of 5 cm or multiples; density of 30 kg/m³, 30 mm total thickness, 10 mm board 
thickness, Class E fire rating, thermal conductivity of 0.034 W/mk, nominal size of 1150 mm x 650 m, work size 
of 1100 mm x 600 mm. Quantity per single packaging item 13,2 m². EN13163 compliant.  

Thermoformed insulation board BIT4050025
Expanded polystyrene thermoformed insulation board with moulded relief nodules, black thermoformed film, 
joining system with four rebated sides. Suitable for 16 x 2 multilayer or PE-Xa 17 x 2 PE-Xa piping installation. 
Minimum installation spacing of 5 cm or multiples; density of 25 kg/m³, 40 mm total thickness, 20 mm board 
thickness, Class E fire rating, thermal conductivity of 0.034 W/m k, nominal size of 1150 mm x 650 m, work size 
of 1100 mm x 600 mm. Quantity per single packaging item 9,9 m². EN13163 compliant.

Thermoformed insulation board BIT5050025
Expanded polystyrene thermoformed insulation board with moulded relief nodules, black thermoformed film, 
joining system with four rebated sides. Suitable for 16 x 2 multilayer or PE-Xa 17 x 2 PE-Xa piping installation. 
Minimum installation spacing of 5 cm or multiples; density of 25 kg/m³, 50 mm total thickness, 30 mm board 
thickness, Class E fire rating, thermal conductivity of 0.034 W/m k, nominal size of 1150 mm x 650 m, work size 
of 1100 mm x 600 mm. Quantity per single packaging item 7,92 m². EN13163 compliant.  

Thermoformed insulation board BIT6050025
Expanded polystyrene thermoformed insulation board with moulded relief nodules, black thermoformed film, 
joining system with four rebated sides. Suitable for 16 x 2 multilayer or PE-Xa 17 x 2 PE-Xa piping installation. 
Minimum installation spacing of 5 cm or multiples; density of 25 kg/m³, 60 mm total thickness, 40 mm board 
thickness, Class E fire rating, thermal conductivity of 0.034 W/m k, nominal size of 1150 mm x 650 m, work size 
of 1100 mm x 600 mm. Quantity per single packaging item 6,60 m². EN13163 compliant.  
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SPECIFICATION TEXTS (Cork)

Cork thermoformed insulation board BIT402050S
Board for underfloor heating system in self-expanding black cork coupled to thermoformed pst film with 
thickness of  0.8 mm, with undercut for pipe laying with an external diameter of 16 –17 mm plan work size 
equal to 1000 x 500 mm. It features side joints for the correct coupling to adjacent boards; minimum installation 
spacing of 50 mm or multiples. 40 mm total thickness, 20 mm cork thickness, thermal conductivity of 0.0375 
÷ 0.0363 W/mk. Quantity per single packaging item 7,5 m². 

Cork thermoformed insulation board BIT502050S
Board for underfloor heating system in self-expanding black cork coupled to thermoformed pst film with 
thickness of 0.8 mm, with undercut for pipe laying with an external diameter of 16 –17 mm plan work size equal 
to 1000 x 500 mm. It features side joints for the correct coupling to adjacent boards; minimum installation 
spacing of 50 mm or multiples. 50 mm total thickness, 30 mm cork thickness, thermal conductivity of 0.0375 
÷ 0.0363 W/mk. Quantity per single packaging item 6 m². 

Cork thermoformed insulation board BIT602050S
Board for underfloor heating system in self-expanding black cork coupled to thermoformed pst film with 
thickness of 0.8 mm, with undercut for pipe laying with an external diameter of 16 –17 mm plan work size equal 
to 1000 x 500 mm. It features side joints for the correct coupling to adjacent boards; minimum installation 
spacing of 50 mm or multiples. 60 mm total thickness, 40 mm cork thickness, thermal conductivity of 0.0375 
÷ 0.0363 W/mk. Quantity per single packaging item 5 m². 

Cork thermoformed insulation board BIT702050S
Board for underfloor heating system in self-expanding black cork coupled to thermoformed pst film with 
thickness of 0.8 mm, with undercut for pipe laying with an external diameter of 16 –17 mm plan work size equal 
to 1000 x 500 mm. It features side joints for the correct coupling to adjacent boards; minimum installation 
spacing of 50 mm or multiples. 70 mm total thickness, 50 mm cork thickness, thermal conductivity of 0.0375 
÷ 0.0363 W/mk. Quantity per single packaging item 4 m². 

Cork thermoformed insulation board BIT802050S
Board for underfloor heating system in self-expanding black cork coupled to thermoformed pst film with 
thickness of 0.8 mm, with undercut for pipe laying with an external diameter of 16 – 17 mm plan work size 
equal to 1000 x 500 mm. It features side joints for the correct coupling to adjacent boards; minimum installation 
spacing of 50 mm or multiples. 80 mm total thickness, 60 mm cork thickness, thermal conductivity of 0.0375 
÷ 0.0363 W/mk. Quantity per single packaging item 3.5 m². 
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DRY LAY BOARD

IVR dry lay system is used as insulating pipe support in underfloor heating and cooling systems.
IVR boards are made of expanded polystyrene and, besides guaranteeing specific thermal insulation standards, 
they make pipe laying works easier in case of both PEX-a and multilayer piping.
Thanks to the use of these boards, a significant quality improvement has already been possible for underfloor 
heating systems, revaluing the old technique with the pipes directly laid underfloor and filled with hot water, 
preventing the typical physiological disturbances and construction problems of old installation techniques.  
Regardless of the type of insulation board used, boards should rather be laid even where system circuits are 
designed not to be laid (for instance, under kitchen) in order to prevent any heat bridges and to guarantee a 
complete and uniform structure.
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Thanks to the use of insulation boards, the number of pipes to be laid, the number of radiant circuits, the 
circulating water flow, feed pipe diameter and pump power can be reduced, hence allowing for immediate 
total energy saving.

TECHNICAL FEATURES OF THE DRY LAY BOARD WITH ALUMINIUM FOIL

• Mechanical and geometrical characteristics
 IVR preshaped dry lay insulation board in EPS 200 expanded 

polystyrene is coupled to a special aluminium foil with 0.3 mm 
thickness. This thermal conductive aluminium foil is coupled to EPS 
200 board surface and collects heat from pipe lower side, transferring 
it to the floor to be heated, thus limiting the heat loss downward.

 Board “milling” makes it possible to install the pipe preventing almost 
any springback that may occur where the direction changes and 
clips are generally used.  Reducing the number of used clips means 
reducing laying time and, hence, increasing profitability. 

As for board joining system, male rebates have been provided on two sides, and female rebates on the other 
sides.  These details not only make laying operations simplest, but also guarantee certain degree of strength. 
Dry lay board laying is as fast as that of traditional boards since the aluminium foil is already coupled to the 
board.  The increased radiant power, compared to traditional underfloor heating systems, allows to keep 
larger installation spacing and reduce pipe length, with consequent cost saving, reduction in time required 
for laying operations, pressure loss and quantity of liquid to be heated.  Pipes can be laid along the two axes 
and 90° pipe bending is also possible, if required.  As shown in the picture, channels for diagonal pipe 
laying are provided under the aluminium foil coupled to the polystyrene board.  In this way, coil or spiral 
pipe arrangement type can be chosen.
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Chasing is also provided on the aluminium foil coupled on the board.  To cut it completely, you will only need 
to press with a cutter and enchase as desired. 

 Chasing on aluminium foil Foil cut for diagonal pipe laying

A thermoformed aluminised PST foil covers the header insulation boards in EPS 200 expanded polystyrene. 
The purpose of these header boards is guiding, simplifying and speeding 
up laying operations, making it possible to obtain 90° and 180° pipe 
bending. Header boards can also be used for pipes laid with 75 mm 
installation spacing.  This guiding board for pipe bending features joints 
allowing its application as both header and side board.

 Header board application   Side board application
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• Board height

Depending on installer requirements, IVR makes available dry lay expanded polystyrene boards with two 
different height values. The team of designers working in IVR will assist customers in choosing the proper 
height according to the clearance measured on site.

SPECIAL FEATURES OF THE DRY LAY SYSTEM

Compared to traditional underfloor heating systems, IVR dry lay boards give a significant contribution to 
uniform heat diffusion, reducing the thermal difference between the areas over the pipes and the installation 
spacing between them, thus increasing the average temperature with certain benefits from comfort and 
management cost point of view.

Further features

1. During laying operations, installers will enjoy the advantage of quick installation. As a matter of 
fact, this system is easy to install and allows for immediate trading-on. Once the floor structure is 
complete, the desired covering can be laid immediately. This means that the same work team cam 
start, carry out laying operations and complete flooring without any cost related to screed 
setting time (no dead time and, hence, no site, staff and equipment to be moved).

2. Thanks to its reduced thickness, this type of underfloor heating system is suitable for installation on 
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the existing floor, without the need of any demolition works (in case of renovation works). 

3. Another advantage is the reduced weight of this system. Indeed, its light weight makes this system 
flexible and suitable for use also in case of reduced load allowed on the floor. Hence, this is a perfect 
solution for entresols. 

4. Steel conductivity and reduced thickness allow to obtain excellent thermal efficiency results, with an 
extremely low supply temperature and reduced system inertia, which makes it possible a cost saving 
operation suitable for all purposes and characterized by flexible management. 

CHARACTERISTICS AND USE OF DRY LAY BOARDS

Underfloor heating system diffusion has 
caused some problems when dealing 
with certain building requirements. More 
specifically, the reduced thickness available 
and the reduced load capacity of the floor do 
not allow the use of this technique, mainly in 
case of renovation works, and also in all those 
cases where structural and architectural 
restrictions exist (e.g. in case of entresols). 
These requirements led engineers to carry 
out research in this field, developing a new 
product aimed at providing the solution 
to these problems. Generally, a traditional 
underfloor heating system requires an 
available space of approx 9-10 cm, including 
the insulation, piping, concrete casting 
thickness and surface finishing (marble, 
ceramic, etc.). As we have already said, this space is not always available. IVR offers to its customers a solution 
requiring an available space of only 2.8 cm height plus the surface covering. This solution does not require the 
concrete screed to be cast on the piping. For surface covering bonding, however, a double layer of galvanized 
steel sheets or a layer of fibre plasterboard with minimum thickness of 18 mm (we will explain the difference 
later) must be provided to replace the concrete casting. The thickness of the desired surface covering will have 
to be added to the above. The overall dimension will depend on the desired finish, which generally ranges 
from a total of two to three cm.
In order to allow easy installation, this type of dry lay boards requires a flat and level surface for laying 
operations. 
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PERFORMANCE TESTING 

To prove the advantages detailed above we decided to carry out a specific laboratory test in order to assess 
the short thermal efficiency time of the dry lay board compared to traditional thermoformed boards.

 Sample 1: standard system with nodules Sample 2: dry lay system with aluminium foil

1. Sample 1: board with nodules and pst film
 EPS 200 kg/m³ board with nodules, 10 mm EPS thickness, 20 mm nodule height, coupled to a pst 

film;

2. Sample 2 : dry lay system with aluminium foil
 EPS 200 milled board, 15 mm constant thickness under the pipe, 17 mm deep chasing for pipes with 

half round section. The board is coupled to a moulded aluminium foil with 0.3 mm thickness.
 

The same underfloor radiation unit has been provided over the boards, including:  30 mm concrete screed 
over the pipes;

Other test conditions:

• 17 mm pipe diameter, 150 mm installation spacing;

• heat transfer fluid: water;

• supply liquid temperature: 35 °C.
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Test carrying out
 Sample 1 – with nodules   Sample 2 – dry lay
Behaviour after 30 minutes from system 
starting: 

the temperature difference between sample 1 and 
2 is 1° C between pipe coils and 2° at median point 
between coils.

 

 Sample 1 – with nodules Sample 2 – dry lay

Behaviour after 90 minutes from system starting:

the temperature difference between the two 
samples is of 2.9 ° C in the central area between two 
pipes and 1.6 ° C over the pipes.

 Sample 1 – with nodules Sample 2 – dry lay

Behaviour under full operation conditions 
(200 minutes from system start):

28.2 °C measured in the area over the pipes 
for sample 1, and 29.9 °C for sample 2, with a 
temperature difference of 0.7 °C. In the central area 
between the pipes, the measured temperature is 
of 26.7 °C for sample 1 and 27.7 °C for sample 2, 
with a difference of 1°C.

Benefits of the dry lay system:

1. The dry lay system is much faster in achieving the full operation condition compared to traditional 
boards. The time required for achieving 25°C in the central area of pipe spacing was:

 

 

Preformed board with nodules
3 hours and 15 minutes  

Dry lay board
1 hour and 15 minutes
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2. better behaviour in case of intermittent operation or with system operation reduction;

3. the test has shown a quicker and more uniform heat distribution compared to traditional systems: 
this allows for larger installation spacing and, therefore, pipe linear development reduction, thus 
saving pipe and laying time costs;

4. the uniform heat distribution makes this system suitable for dry lay underfloor systems especially 
where the laying thickness of the underfloor system has to be reduced to the minimum.

CHOICE OF THE SURFACE COVERING

Once radiant underfloor system laying operations are complete, and the lack of pipe leakage has been 
assessed, different solutions are possible depending on the space available and on the load capacity.

• First solution: insulating sheets of prefinished laminated wood with joining system to be applied 
directly to the aluminium foils, thus avoiding any glue that may damage or dissolve the insulation 
board.
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• Second solution: direct application of two crossed layers of galvanised steel sheets (size: 600 x 600 
mm) onto the aluminium foil. They replace the traditional concrete screed that generally has a 45 mm 
thickness. The purpose of these sheets is that of providing an excellent solution for obtaining a layer 
for load distribution within a 2 mm thickness (1 mm per layer), guaranteeing excellent mechanical 
strength and heat conductivity for heat transmission.

 Board with adhesive Board without adhesive

The first layer of galvanised steel sheets is laid on the board, whereas the second layer has a self-adhesive side 
and is laid over the first one in brickwork pattern in order to obtain a single “load distribution” element.

These two layers, one over the other in brickwork pattern, will create a solid structure that will provide an 
extremely low system thermal inertia. 
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Once laying operations are complete, the surface covering (ceramic, wood, etc.) can be directly glued onto the 
steel. Special attention will have to be paid to the glue used, since it shall feature excellent elastic properties.

• Third solution: direct application of a prefabricated screed onto the insulation boards.
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Sheet thickness can vary from 18 to 25 mm. Once laying operations are complete, the desired surface covering 
(ceramic, wood, etc.) can be directly glued onto the base coarse.
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS AND RANGE

IVR offers a wide range of preshaped expanded polystyrene board types which do not differ for board size, 
whose work size is 1,200 mm x 600 mm, equal to 0.75 m² each, but for its height.

BIS28150030 preshaped polystyrene dry lay board with 50 mm installation spacing, 28 mm height and 30 
kg/m² density coupled to a thermo conductive smooth aluminium foil with a thickness of 0.3 mm.

Designation code  Unit of measurement BOARD
Name     IS28150030
Dimensions  mm x mm 1215 x 615
Work size mm x mm  1200 x 600
Useful area m²  0,72
Installation spacing mm 150 and multiples
Total thickness mm  28
Flat board thickness mm  10
Density kg/m³  30
Heat resistance  m²k/w  0.55
Fire reaction   E
Compression strength  Kpa  200
Bending strength Kpa  300
Tensile strength   Kpa  >200
Dimensional stability  %  2
Water absorption by immersion  %  2
Water absorption by diffusion %  None
Vapour diff. resistance   50 - 100
Quantity per single packaging item  No. of boards 16
  m² 11.52
Packaging size  cm 124 x 64 x 48
Type of packaging  Large Box 
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BIS28150030T preshaped polystyrene dry lay header board, 28 mm height and 30 kg/m² density coupled 
to thermoformed and aluminised PST foil.

Designation code Unit of measurement HEADER 
Name    IS28150030T
Dimensions  mm x mm 615 X 315
Work size mm x mm 600 X 300
Useful area m² 0.18
Total thickness mm 28
Flat board thickness mm 10
Density kg/m³ 30
Heat resistance  m²k/w 0.55
Fire reaction   E
Compression strength  Kpa 200
Bending strength Kpa 300
Tensile strength  Kpa >200
Dimensional stability % 2
Water absorption by immersion % 2
Water absorption by diffusion % None
Vapour diff. resistance   50 - 100
Quantity per single packaging item  No. of boards 32
  m² 5.76
Packaging size  cm 64 x 64 x 48
Type of packaging Large Box
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BIS3815003 preshaped polystyrene dry lay board with 150 mm installation spacing, 38 mm height and 30 
kg/m² density coupled to a thermo conductive smooth aluminium foil with a thickness of 0.3 mm.

Designation code   Unit of measurement  BOARD
Name        IS3815003
Dimensions    mm x mm   1215 x 615
Work size   mm x mm   1200 x 600
Useful area   m²   0.72
Installation spacing   mm   150 and multiples

Total thickness   mm   38
Flat board thickness   mm   20
Density   kg/m³   30
Heat resistance    m²k/w   0.85
Fire reaction       E
Compression strength    Kpa   200
Bending strength   Kpa   300
Tensile strength    Kpa   >200
Dimensional stability   %   2
Water absorption by immersion   %   2
Water absorption by diffusion   %   None
Vapour diff. resistance       50 - 100
Quantity per single packaging item   No. of boards  12
   m²  8.64
Packaging size   cm  124 x 64 x 48
Type of packaging   Large Box 
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BIS38150030T preshaped polystyrene dry lay header board, 38 mm height and 30 kg/m² density coupled 
to thermoformed and aluminised PST foil.

Designation code Unit of measurement HEADER
Name   IS381500T
Dimensions  mm x mm 615 x 315
Work size mm x mm 600 x 300 
Useful area m² 0,18
Total thickness mm 38
Flat board thickness mm 20
Density kg/m³ 30
Heat resistance  m²k/w 0,85
Fire reaction  E
Compression strength Kpa  200
Bending strength Kpa  300
Tensile strength Kpa  >200
Dimensional stability % 2
Water absorption by immersion %  2
Water absorption by diffusion %  None
Vapour diff. resistance  50 - 100
Quantity per single packaging item   No. of boards  24
  m²  4,32
Packaging size  cm  64 x 64 x 48
Type of packaging Large Box    
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BIOLOGICAL DRY LAY BOARDS

Environmentally sustainable and biocompatible building has originated as a reaction against the serious 
environmental and cultural crisis characterizing the period we are living and its main objective is that of 
mitigating the environmental impacts related to building operations and, if possible, using a quantity, quality 
and percentage of natural materials such as to allow the “home” system self-sustainability and liveability. 
Indeed, one third of word energy consumption may be ascribed to the building sector, as well as 40% of material 
consumption, whose production, transportation and placing, in turn, imply further energy consumption.  
Another aspect related to their final use has to be added to the energy and material consumption:   pollution. 
Designing and rising buildings which do not cause waste and that do not have negative impacts on the 
environment and on the health of the inhabitants are the main objectives to be pursued in order to slow 
down the entropy catastrophe of this world. An uncoordinated movement originated from these aspects, 
which brought about the fast trend towards new professional specializations, new designs, new materials, 
new system solutions as well as towards the escape from the town, misunderstanding the words biological 
and environmental as synonyms with hut, green, habits and behaviour simplicity.  We must critically rethink 
the environmental sustainable and biocompatible building conceived until now, starting from architecture 
and from building use and up to the rationalisation of energy use, well keeping in mind the above objectives.

•	 Board technical features:
 IVR makes it possible to install this type of wood fibre boards. The features of this board (mechanical and 

geometrical characteristics, board coupling, installation spacing, etc.) are the same of traditional polystyrene 
boards.  The surface board for heat diffusion is made of a special aluminium alloy having a thickness of 0.3 
mm, fitted to the acoustic and thermal insulation wood fibre board;

WOOD FIBRE insulation is an acoustic and thermal insulation product that complies with standards and holds 
CE certification. This board is ultra pressure resistant.  It is made of Swiss softwood fibre, starch (5%), paraffin 
(0.5% max.), non toxic white adhesive (2% max).

The wood fibre board is an incomparable environmental friendly material, originating from renewable 
materials, which can be used also in bio-architecture thanks to its exceptional and stable thermal 
characteristics.

The exceptional heat capacity makes it perfect for protecting against heat during summer. 
Only standard 40 mm thickness is available.
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The header board is made of milled wood 
fibre. In this case, unlike the traditional 
polystyrene boards, the installation shall 
be carried out with extreme care in order to 
prevent board breakage (since it is milled).

40

20

40

20

INSTRUCTIONS FOR LAYING OPERATIONS, WARNINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

• Store in a cool and dry place, away from water, heat sources and direct sunlight;

• Cut with proper knife or circular saw (supplied with dust extraction); generally, standard tools for wood 
processing can be used;

• Any additional or multiple insulating layer must be laid with joints in brickwork pattern;

• If recommended and required, apply a moisture barrier beforehand;

• Apply impact insulation beforehand (if required);

• Make sure to prepare a perfectly smooth, flat and even surface, only small irregularities of 2 mm max. can 
be compensated by the porous insulation board;

• Take standard precautionary measures and follow the standard laying instructions of the radiant underfloor 
systems, entrust only skilled staff and qualified firms experienced in underfloor heating system laying with 
the works. 
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS AND RANGE

BIS401500F IVR wood fibre dry lay board  with 150 mm installation spacing, 40 mm height e 210 kg/m² density 
fitted to a thermo conductive sheet in smooth aluminium with a thickness of 0.3 mm.

Designation code Unit of measurement BOARD
Name    BIS401500F
Dimensions  mm x mm 1220 x 620
Work size mm x mm 1200 x 600
Useful area m² 0.72
Installation spacing mm 150 and multiples
Total thickness mm 40
Flat board thickness mm 20
Density kg/m³ 210
Heat resistance  m²k/w 0.426
Fire reaction    DIN 4102 B2 E
Compression strength at 10 % deform. Kpa 150
Temperature resistance (short term) °C 250
Max. heat capacity (specific) ( c ) j/kg°K 2,100
Declared thermal conductivity   w/m°k 0.047
Resistance to the passage of vapour ( μ )   5
Type of packaging Large Box

Patented product.

Board holding UNI EN 13171 certification;
The wood fibre board holds DIBt (German institution for building techniques) type-approval certificate No. 
Z-23.15-1429
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BIS40150FT wood fibre dry lay header board, 40 mm height height and 210 kg/m² density, coupled to a 
thermoformed and aluminised PST film.

Designation code Unit of Measurement HEADER BOARD
Name   BIS40150FT
Dimensions   mm x mm 620 x 320
Work size mm x mm 600 x 300
Useful area m² 0.18
Total thickness mm 40
Flat board thickness mm 20
Density  kg/m³ 210
Heat resistance  m²k/w 0.426
Fire reaction   DIN 4102 B2 E
Compression strength at 10% deform. Kpa 150
Temperature resistance (short term) °C 250
Max. heat capacity (specific) ( c ) j/kg°K 2,100
Declared thermal conductivity   w/m°k 0.047
Resistance to the passage of vapour  ( μ )    5
Type of packaging  Large Box
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SPECIFICATION TEXTS (Polystyrene)

Dry lay insulation board BIS2815003 BOARD
Preshaped EPS 200 expanded polystyrene dry lay insulation board, joining system with rebated sides.
Suitable for 16x2 multilayer or 17x2 PE-Xa piping installation. Minimum installation spacing of 15 cm or 
multiples; 30 kg/m³ density, total thickness of 28 mm, board thickness of 10 mm, E class fire rating, 0.55 m²k/w 
heat resistance, compression strength of 200 kpa, bending strength of 300 kpa, tensile strength >200, nominal 
size  1215x615 mm, work size 1200x600 mm. Quantity per single packaging item 11.52 m². Aluminium foil 
applied over the board, thickness 0.3 mm.

Dry lay insulation board BIS281500T HEADER BOARD
Preshaped EPS 200 expanded polystyrene dry lay insulation board, joining system with rebated sides.
Suitable for 16x2 multilayer or 17x2 PE-Xa piping installation. Minimum installation spacing of 15 cm or 
multiples; 30 kg/m³ density, total thickness of 28 mm, board thickness of 10 mm, E class fire rating, 0.55 
m²k/w heat resistance, compression strength of 200 kpa, bending strength of 300 kpa, tensile strength >200, 
nominal size  615 x 315 mm, work size 600x300 mm. Quantity per single packaging item 5.76 m². Header 
coating with thermoformed and aluminised PST film.

Dry lay insulation board BIS3815003 BOARD
Preshaped EPS 200 expanded polystyrene dry lay insulation board, joining system with rebated sides.
Suitable for 16x2 multilayer or 17x2 PE-Xa piping installation. Minimum installation spacing of 15 cm or 
multiples; 30 kg/m³ density, total thickness of 38 mm, board thickness of  20 mm, E class fire rating, 0.85 
m²k/w heat resistance, compression strength of  200 kpa, bending strength of 300 kpa, tensile strength >200, 
nominal size 1215x615 mm, work size 1200x600 mm. Quantity per single packaging item 8.64 m². Aluminium 
foil applied over the board, thickness 0.3 mm.

Dry lay insulation board BIS381500 THEADER BOARD
Preshaped EPS 200 expanded polystyrene dry lay insulation board, joining system with rebated sides. Suitable 
for 16x2 multilayer or 17x2 PE-Xa piping installation. Minimum installation spacing of 15 cm or multiples; 
30 kg/m³ density, total thickness of 38 mm, board thickness of 10 mm, E class fire rating, 0.85 m²k/w heat 
resistance, compression strength of 200 kpa, bending strength of 300 kpa, tensile strength>200, nominal 
size 615x315 mm, work size 600x300 mm. Quantity per single packaging item 4.32 m². Header coating with 
thermoformed and aluminised PST film.

SPECIFICATION TEXTS (Wood fibre)

Wood fibre dry lay insulation board BIS40150F BOARD
EC certified dry lay insulation board in wood fibre with excellent compression strength, joining system with 
rebated sides. Suitable for 16x2 multilayer or 17x2 PE-Xa piping installation. Minimum installation spacing of 15 
cm or multiples; 210 kg/m³ density, total thickness of 38÷40 mm, board thickness of 20 mm, E class fire rating, 
0.426 m²k/w heat resistance, compression strength of 150 kpa, nominal size 1220x620 mm, work size 1200x600 
mm. Aluminium foil applied over the board, thickness 0.3 mm.

Wood fibre dry lay insulation board BIS40150FT HEADER BOARD
EC certified dry lay insulation board in wood fibre with excellent compression strength, joining system with 
rebated sides. Suitable for 16x2 multilayer or 17x2 PE-Xa piping installation. Minimum installation spacing of 15 
cm or multiples; 210 kg/m³ density, total thickness of 38÷40 mm, board thickness of 20 mm, E class fire rating, 
0.426 m²k/w heat resistance, compression strength of 150 kpa, nominal size 1220x620 mm, work size 1200x600 
mm. Aluminium foil applied over the board, thickness 0.3 mm.
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EXTRUDED POLYSTYRENE SMOOTH INSULATION BOARD

IVR smooth insulation boards are used as insulating pipe support in underfloor heating and cooling systems.
IVR smooth boards are made of extruded polystyrene and, besides guaranteeing specific thermal insulation 
standards, they make pipe laying works easier in case of both PEX-a and multilayer piping. These boards are 
specially preferred in case of systems for large surface, as well as for civil building use.
The special features of this type of board make it easier to build underfloor heating systems where the load 
typical of production facilities has to be born.
This board is generally used together with pipe fitting systems on structures physically independent from the 
insulation board itself.
For instance, piping may be secured onto supporting wire mesh by means of special clips or rail systems.   

Installazione pannello  estruso IVR
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Thanks to the use of these boards, a significant quality improvement has already been possible for underfloor 
heating systems, revaluing the old technique with the pipes directly laid underfloor and filled with hot water, 
preventing the typical physiological disturbances and construction problems of old installation techniques. 
Regardless of the type of insulation board used, boards should rather be laid even where system circuits are 
designed not to be laid (for instance, under kitchen) in order to prevent any heat bridges and to guarantee a 
complete and uniform structure.
Thanks to the use of insulation boards, the 
number of pipes to be laid, the number of 
radiant circuits, the circulating water flow, 
feed pipe diameter and pump power can be 
reduced, hence allowing for immediate total 
energy saving. 
The choice of the type of board to be used 
for the system depends on the available 
thickness for system building and on the 
thermal insulation capacity calculated. 
Thanks to their design and manufacturing 
in accordance with strict criteria, IVR radiant 
panels comply with the EN13163 standard. 
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TECHNICAL FEATURES OF EXTRUDED POLYSTYRENE BOARDS

•  Mechanical and geometrical characteristics
 Three different thickness values are available for BIEX00035 series 

IVR extruded polystyrene insulation boards. They are supplied in non 
rebated boards without any vapour barrier. This is why the application 
of an additional vapour barrier, such as the BAM15002 polyethylene 
film, is required. Designed and manufactured according to strict 
production criteria, IVR extruded polystyrene (XPS) smooth boards 
comply with EN13164 standard. 

As for board laying, installer must take some precautions in order to make installation easier and guarantee a 
perfect result.
Even though no rebate is provided along the sides for 
these boards and no vapour barrier is applied to the 
surface, we recommend laying the boards in brickwork 
pattern in order to ensure improved structure efficiency 
and solidity. 
In addition to these benefits, board laying in brickwork 
pattern implies a significant waste and scrap reduction 
since the cut edge of the last board is used as beginning 
of the next row. 
Should a double insulation layer be required, boards 
will have to be laid in a cross pattern.

Should the surface on which boards are to be installed not be even, level it by using borrow such as sand or fix 
the boards to the sub-base by using plastic plugs.
This last installation method, however, must be absolutely avoided if a special material for acoustic insulation 
is going to be inserted between sub-base and insulation board.
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•  Board height
 Depending on the requirements of the installer, IVR provides a range of three possible height values for 

expanded polystyrene preformed board. The team of designers working in IVR will assist customers in 
choosing the proper height according to the clearance measured on site.

•  Laying techniques
 This board allows two pipe laying techniques:

 Wire mesh system  Rail system  
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS AND RANGE

IVR offers a wide range of extruded polystyrene board configurations which do not differ for board size (boards 
work size is 1,250 mm x 600 mm equal to  0.75 m² each), but for its height and density. Each type complies with 
the UNI 13164 reference standard.  

BIE200035 extruded polystyrene smooth board  with 20 mm height and 35 kg/m³ density, without vapour 
barrier.

Designation code  Unit of measurement
Name   IE200035
Work size mm x mm 1250 x 600
Useful area m² 0.75
Installation spacing (*) mm  libero
Total thickness mm  20
Density kg / m³  35
Compression stress  Kpa  330
Class fire rating  E
Thermal conductivity  W / mk 0.0294
Long term water absorption  % vol < 0,45
Dangerous substance emission  COMPLIANT
Quantity per single packaging item No. of boards 20
  m² 15
Gross weight kg  10.5
Packaging size W x D x H cm  125 x 66 x 40
Type of packaging Bag
    
(*) installation spacing may vary depending on the relevant element (mesh or rail system)  

UNI EN13163 Standard Classification
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BIE300035 extruded polystyrene smooth board  with 30 mm height and 35 kg/m³ density, without vapour 
barrier.

Designation code  Unit of measurement
Name  IE300035
Work size mm x mm 1250 x 600
Useful area m² 0.75
Installation spacing (*) mm free
Total thickness mm 30
Density kg / m³ 35
Compression stress  Kpa 330
Class fire rating   E
Thermal conductivity  W / mk 0.0294
Long term water absorption  % vol < 0,45
Dangerous substance emission   COMPLIANT
Quantity per single packaging item No. of boards 13
  m² 9.75
Gross weight kg 10.5
Packaging size W x D x H cm 125 x 66 x 40
Type of packaging Bag   

(*) installation spacing may vary depending on the relevant element (mesh or rail system)

UNI EN13163 Standard Classification
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BIE400035 extruded polystyrene smooth board  with 40 mm height and 35 kg/m³ density, without vapour 
barrier.

Designation code Unit of measurement
Name  IE400035
Work size mm x mm  1250 x 600
Useful area m²  0.75
Installation spacing (*) mm  free
Total thickness mm 40
Density kg / m³ 35
Compression stress  Kpa 330
Class fire rating   E
Thermal conductivity  W / mk 0.0294
Long term water absorption  % vol < 0,45
Dangerous substance emission  COMPLIANT
Quantity per single packaging item No. of boards 10
  m² 7.5
Gross weight kg 10,5
Packaging size W x D x H cm 125 x 66 x 40
Type of packaging Bag 
    
(*) installation spacing may vary depending on the relevant element (mesh or rail system)

UNI EN13164 Standard Classification
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VAPOUR BARRIER

This film is also used in the mesh or rail laying systems. The film is laid on polystyrene boards ad explained 
above. The provided system for pipe support and anchorage, such as the BAT553 or BAT10103 electro-welded 
mesh or BAT17251 grip rails for circuit piping, will then be installed on this film. 
It is also advisable to put the transparent film covering the edge strip on the laid polystyrene.
All these details allow for the subsequent concrete screed casting without infiltrations between the boards.
Pay special attention to the installation stages in order to avoid boring, cutting or damaging the vapour barrier.  

SPECIFICATION TEXTS

BIE200035 insulation board
Extruded polystyrene (XPS) smooth insulation board;  density (according to UNI 7819 classification) equal to 
35 kg/m³, 20 mm board thickness, Class E fire rating, thermal conductivity of 0.0294 W/mk, compression stress 
of  330 Kpa, size 1.25 x 0.6 m. Quantity per single packaging item 15 m² - 20 boards. UNI EN13164 compliant.

BIE300035 insulation board
Extruded polystyrene (XPS) smooth insulation board; density (according to UNI 7819 classification) equal to 
35 kg/m³, 30 mm board thickness, Class E fire rating, thermal conductivity of 0.0294 W/mk, compression stress 
of 330 Kpa, size 1.25 x 0.6 m. Quantity per single packaging item 9.75 m² - 13 boards. UNI EN13164 compliant.

BIE400035 insulation board
Extruded polystyrene (XPS) smooth insulation board; density (according to UNI 7819 classification) equal to 
35 kg/m³, 40 mm board thickness, Class E fire rating, thermal conductivity of 0.0294 W/mk, compression stress 
of 330 Kpa, size 1.25 x 0.6 m. Quantity per single packaging item 7.5 m² - 10 boards. UNI EN13164 compliant.

BAM15002 polyethylene film
Transparent polyethylene film with a 0.200 mm thickness, made in virgin material. Used as vapour barrier 
under the insulation material or to protect a smooth insulation without any barrier (UNI EN 1264/4).
IVR marked in orange and blue, it is supplied in rolls with 1 m height and 50 m² surface.
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ELECTRO-WELDED MESH WITH Ø 2 WIRE [mm]

IVR electro-welded mesh sheets, item No. BAM552, are manufactured with hot galvanised wire resistant to 
concrete chemical agents.
Their use in laying reinforcements for sub-bases allows to sharply reduce surface cracking and guarantees 
higher resistance to the expansion and shrinkage due to thermal stress.
This is specially recommended for laying marble and granite and for slabs that are required to bear special 
loads (garages, warehouses, etc.).

The reinforcement shall be placed approximately 
in the centre of the screed, and interrupted near 
expansion joints and at certain distance from the 
baseboard. For special high point loads, please 
refer to the technical engineer for the armoured 
concrete.
 

BENEFITS OF ELECTRO-WELDED MESH

• The high tensile strength of electro-welded 
galvanised wires guarantees great strength, 
avoiding deformation.

• the reduced size makes it practical and allows quick 
installation.

• reduced overlapping is perfect for optimising 
product quantity.
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TECHNICAL FEATURES:

• WIRE NOMINAL DIAMETER Ø 1.70 [mm] ± 0.09 (according to DIN 177)

 • WIRE BREAKING LOAD 400 / 550 [N/mm2]

• QUANTITY OF ZINC ON WIRES min. 20 [g/m2]

• HEIGHT AND TOLERANCE 1000 [mm] ± 5 [mm]

• LENGTH AND TOLERANCE 2000 [mm] ± 5 [mm]

• MESH WIDTH 50 x 50 [mm]

• APPROXIMATE WEIGHT 1.3 [Kg] approx

      
CHEMICAL COMPOSITION:

ELEMENT %

C ≤ 0,10
Si ≤ 0,30

Mn ≤ 0,60
P < 0,035
S < 0,035

Details of IVR electro-welded mesh laying

SPECIFICATION TEXTS

BAM552 electro-welded mesh
IVR electro-welded mesh, item No. BAM552, is manufactured with hot galvanised wire resistant to concrete 
chemical agents. It is supplied in 1000 [mm] x 2000 [mm] sheets and its use in laying reinforcements for 
sub-bases allows to sharply reduce surface cracking and guarantees higher resistance to the expansion and 
shrinkage due to thermal stress.
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ELECTRO-WELDED MESH WITH Ø 3 [mm]

IVR electro-welded mesh sheets, item No. BAT553-BAT10103, are manufactured with pre-galvanised 
horizontal and vertical wires as per DIN 177 standard. They are made of smooth metal wire, do not feature 
sharp edges or welding burrs. During its manufacturing, the mesh undergoes an anticorrosion treatment and 
is equipped with spacer feet. It is used to hold the piping lifted from the insulation surface, thus allowing the 
screed to wrap the pipe completely.  

The electro-welded mesh with 3 [mm] wire distinguishes for its special shape (pattern) guaranteeing perfect 
positioning. IVR range offers two mesh types with pattern differing for mesh width. (See table)

70 [mm]

10
 [m

m
]

Wire mesh details
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TECHNICAL FEATURES:

ITEM No. ITEM No.

BAT553 BAT10103

WIRE Ø 3 [mm] 3 [mm]

SIZE 2000 x 1000 [mm] 2000 x 1000 [mm]

MESH WIDTH 50 X 50 [mm] 100 X 100 [mm
INSTALLATION 

SPACING 50 - 100 - 150…. [mm] 100 - 200 -300… [mm]

BREAKING LOAD > 600 [N/mm2] > 600 [N/mm2]

 BENEFITS OF ELECTRO-WELDED MESH WITH 3 [MM] WIRE

• horizontal and vertical pre-galvanised wire with a high breaking load that guarantees strength, avoiding 
deformation.

• the reduced size makes it practical and allows quick installation.
• reduced overlapping allows to reduce waste.
• while supporting the pipe, it allows pipes to be completely in contact with the concrete screed.

Details of IVR electro-welded mesh with 3 [mm] wire laying

SPECIFICATION TEXT

Electro-welded mesh with ø 3 wire [mm] BAT553 – BAT10103
IVR electro-welded mesh with 3 [mm] wire, item No. BAT553-BAT10103, is manufactured with horizontal and 
vertical pre-galvanised wire in accordance with DIN 177 standard.
It is supplied in 1000 [mm] x 2000 [mm] sheets, and is equipped with spacer feet in order to hold pipes lifted 
from the insulation surface, thus allowing the screed to wrap the pipe completely.
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FIBREGLASS MESH

IVR fibreglass mesh, item code BAM1100, is supplied in rolls and manufactured with selected fibre glass yarn 
sized by means of resins resistant to concrete alkali.
Thanks to its high resistance against thermal variations and tensile strength, it is mainly used for reinforcing 
floors and screeds allowing to avoid the cracks due to static settlement and shrinkage while setting. 
Therefore, it is a valid alternative to standard wire mesh.

The reinforcement shall be placed 
approximately in the centre of the screed, 
and interrupted near expansion joints and at 
certain distance from the baseboard. For special 
high point loads, please refer to the technical 
engineer for the armoured concrete.

BENEFITS OF FIBRE GLASS MESH

• no rusting 
•  resistant against concrete alkali 
•  light weight, but extremely strong 
•  easy to install 
•  easy transportation 
•  ductile since it adapts to floor and wall irregularities  
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TECHNICAL FEATURES:

• ROLL HEIGHT 1 [m]

• ROLL LENGTH 100 [m]

• m2 PER ROLL 100 [m2]

• MESH WIDTH 40 x 40 [mm]

• WEIGHT g 130 / m2

• AVERAGE 
  HORIZONTAL/VERTICAL STRENGTH 23.500 [KN/m]

      
LAYING SUGGESTIONS:

• Unroll IVR fibre mesh roll on the laying surface. If required, cut stripes 
with the required length simply by means of shears.

• Overlap the stripes for approx. 8-10 [Cm] and fix them, if required, by 
means of plastic clips, metal wire or adhesive tape.

•  To prevent cracks, completely dip the mesh into the mixture and place 
it at 2/3 of casting thickness. 

SPECIFICATION TEXT

BAM1100 fibre glass mesh
IVR fibreglass mesh, item code BAM1100, is supplied in 100 [m2] rolls and manufactured with selected fibre 
glass yarn sized by means of resins resistant to concrete alkali.
It is used for reinforcing floors and screeds allowing to avoid the cracks due to static settlement and shrinkage 
while setting.
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EDGE STRIP 

IVR edge strip is laid along walls, acting as a buffer for absorbing any settlement expansion of the radiating 
floor. IVR edge strip is made of expanded polyethylene and is available in two different versions with 150 mm 
height and 8 mm thickness and with 250 mm height and 10 mm thickness respectively. Both models feature 
double-side adhesive strip along their entire height, so to allow installers to make it adhere to the wall easily 
and quickly. The strip is laid over the entire wall perimeter, including pillars, reveals and steps in order to insu-
late the horizontal element unit from the vertical one, so to allow for the proper expansion, especially when 
heating up. The edge strip also features a transparent polyethylene film to be laid on the board during laying 
operations in order to avoid that the concrete mixture infiltrates in the space between board and edge strip 
during screed casting.
This is necessary to avoid thermal bridges and to guarantee the proper expansion space.

Once the final covering is completed, the excess strip can be removed.

 Unit of measure  Quantity
Product No.  BIF15080 BIF250100
Height mm 150 250
Thickness mm 8 10
Quantity per single packaging item m 50 50 
Adhesiveness g/in g/in 1200 1200 
Material  Closed-cell Polyethylene

 
SPECIFICATION TEXT
BIF15080 edge strip
IVR closed-cell expanded polyethylene insulation edge strip, with a thickness of 8 mm, 150 mm height, re-
quired for allowing for the proper floating floor expansion in accordance with UNI EN 1264-4 standard. It is 
equipped with a self-adhesive strip on one side and coupled polyethylene film on the other in order to avoid 
any mortar infiltration between frame and board. It also prevents acoustic and thermal bridges. Adhesiveness 
1200 g/in.
BIF250100 edge strip
IVR closed-cell expanded polyethylene insulation edge strip, with 10 mm thickness, 1250 mm height, requi-
red for allowing for the proper floating floor expansion in accordance with UNI EN 1264-4 standard.
It is equipped with a self-adhesive strip on one side and coupled polyethylene film on the other in order to 
avoid any mortar infiltration between frame and board. It also prevents acoustic and thermal bridges. Adhe-
siveness 1200 g/in.
malta tra cornice e pennello. Evita inoltre la formazione di ponti termici e acustici. Adesività 1200 g/in.
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EXAMPLES
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SYNTHETIC FIBRES FOR CONCRETE MIXTURE

IVR synthetic fibres function can be defined as “anti-cracking”, that means they are able to reduce and 
effectively fight cracking during concrete setting.
Fibres are made of “virgin” additive-mixed polypropylene and are highly resistant to chemical agents. 

THE MIXING RATIO MUST NEVER BE LOWER THAN 0.9 [Kg] PER m3 OF CONCRETE MIXTURE.

CHEMICAL AND PHYSICAL PROPERTIES

• PHYSICAL STATE SOLID

• COLOUR PIGMENTED OR WHITE

• ODOUR ODOURLESS

• WATER SOLUBILITY INSOLUBLE

• FIBRE DIAMETER 19.8 µ (±3%)

• TENSILE STRENGTH 400/500 Mpa

• SPECIFIC GRAVITY OF THE MATERIAL 0.91 g/cm3

• MELTING POINT 160 - 170 °C

• BOILING POINT STARTS TO DECOMPOSE AT 330 °C

• SPONTANEOUS IGNITION TEMPERATURE > 400 °C
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MODES FOR USE

IVR fibre is extremely easy to use. It can be applied in 
the concrete-mixing equipment or directly on site. You 
only need to make the mixer operate for 5 minutes at 
high speed in order for the concrete mixture to become 
homogeneous.

By using water-soluble bags, fibres can be added to the mixture 
without the need to remove the bag, thus saving time.

PACKAGING: supplied in 0.9 [Kg] bags.

STORAGE: store in a naturally ventilated place, away from fire and intense heat sources. Avoid storing exposed 
to direct sunlight.

REACTIVITY’: combustible substance: avoid contact with oxidizing substances.

TOXICOLOGICAL INFORMATION: polypropylene is not chemically reactive and is generally considered 
biologically inert.

ENVIRONMENTAL INFORMATION: non biodegradable.

DISPOSAL INFORMATION: according to Italian presidential decree DPR 915, polypropylene is classified 
among those substances that are neither toxic nor harmful for urban waste disposal purposes. Therefore, it 
can be disposed of in category 1 (urban waste) landfill).

SPECIFICATION TEXT

Synthetic fibres for concrete mixture BAM90000F
IVR synthetic fibres for concrete mixture, item No. BAM90000F, in “virgin” additive-mixed polypropylene with 
high resistance to chemical agents. Supplied in 0.9 [Kg] bags, they are used for reducing cracking during 
concrete setting.   
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PROFILE FOR EXPANSION JOINTS

Expansion joints are used to absorb screed movements due to thermal expansion/shrinkage.
The UNI EN 1264 standard states that the surface between the joints shall not exceed 40 m2, with a maximum 
length of 8 m. In case of narrow and long areas, the surface between the joints can exceed the indicated 
values, but the maximum length ratio must be 1:2. Moreover, only connecting pipes may pass through these 
joints, and are to be covered by an insulation hose of 30 [cm] length approximately. Contraction or settlement 
joints are installed on door jambs and thresholds.
Expansion joints must interrupt the screed along its entire height and must be made of compressible material, 
just like the side edge. In this way, the stress due to different setting times and the expansion that the edge 
strip cannot absorb are prevented.

IVR range for expansion joints includes a specific 2 [m] long and 38 [mm] wide self-adhesive profile allowing 
to lay underfloor heating system pipes with an installation spacing of 5 [cm] and multiples. Together with the 
edge strip (item BIF15060 or BIF250100) and to a protective sheath (item BAM25200 or BAM28230), this item 
allows to obtain an expansion joint.
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EXAMPLES

 Cut the edge strip making holes for pipe passage  Lay the support profile on the sub-base and    
                                                                                                                                                   the edge strip inside it. 
  Wrap the pass-through pipe in the relevant insulation sheathing.

 

Example of how to make an expansion joint in IVR laying diagrams.

LAYING DETAILS

with preformed board with smooth board with extruded board
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INSTALLATION STEPS: PREFORMED SYSTEM

STEP 1: PRELIMINARY CHECKS

Underfloor heating systems require preliminary checks to be carried out on site:
• check that floor height values available on site match those of the provided laying diagram.
•  check that sub-base surface is even, smooth, flat, levelled and free of any irregularities or rubbles.
•  check that the covering type (ceramic, wood, etc.) to be applied is the same considered in system design.

STEP 2: PLACING THE CABINET AND THE RELEVANT DISTRIBUTION MANIFOLD

Once defined where rising pipes are going to be laid, 
the metal manifold cabinet can be installed, following 
the design instructions installers have been provided 
with.
The cabinet’s height of installation is extremely 
important: it shall be higher than circuit laying 
surface, guaranteeing system vent.
Then, insert the manifold and connect it to the rising 
pipes by means of ball valves.

STEP  3: FIXING THE EDGE STRIPS

After the cabinet and the manifold have been 
installed, glue the adhesive side of the edge strip 
along the entire system perimeter, so to make 
the floor resistant to thermal stress and structural 
settlement. 
This insulation strip must vertically connect the 
bearing base to the finished floor surface, allowing 
the sub-base to move a few mm. Near wall edges 
and corners the insulation strip may require to be 
slightly cut in order to guarantee better contact with 
walls, thus avoiding any cement mixture infiltrations 
during screed casting. 
To avoid this problem, also remember to lay on the 
insulation board the transparent film coupled to the 
edge strip.
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The upper part of the edge strip that will protrude 
from the finished floor will have to be cut only after 
the entire floor covering is complete.

STEP 4: MAKING THE EXPANSION JOINTS

In order to avoid any screed expansion, breakage or 
cracking, expansion and break joints may be required, 
as provided for by UNI EN 1263-3 standard.
This standards states that any surface larger than 
40 sq. m. and with a maximum length of 8 m has 
to be divided by using expansion joints; in case of 
rectangular rooms, joint surface may exceed these 
values, provided that the maximum length ratio is 2:1. 
Furthermore, all irregular surfaces are to be turned 
rectangular or square. The joints must pass through the 
entire screed, separating all the various components, 
mesh, piping, screed and surface covering.  
System pipes must be protected by the proper 
sheathing (at least 30 cm long) where they cross 
the joints, so to avoid any possible damage due to 
mechanical stress. 
In case of structural joints, they must be inserted in 
the expansion joints, too. Joints are to be provided 
also at doors in order to separate the different rooms 
also from the point of view of possible expansion. The 
special support rail is required (Item No.: AM002).

Steps for joint making:

• lay the support rail on the sub-base (the insulation 
board will be coupled to its sides)

• fit the edge strip inside the profile
•  cut the edge strip drilling holes for allowing pipe passage
•  wrap the pass-through pipe with the proper insulation sheathing
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STEP 5: LAYING THE INSULATION BOARD

Once the edge strip has been laid, cover the surface 
to be heated up by laying the expanded polystyrene 
boards. Below we will detail the laying procedure 
of preformed insulation boards equipped with 
nodules for pipe anchoring. (Item No.: BIP3050035 - 
BIP4550030 – BIP6050025).
These boards have a double insulation function 
since they limit and absorb the possible acoustic and 
thermal dispersion.
The specially provided rebate forces board laying so 
that board rebated sides overlap, thus guaranteeing 
quick fit and insulation structure solidity.
Below you will find two practical tips for laying 
operations:

• start laying the boards from the longer wall or from 
the wall opposite to the entrance door, so to avoid 
as much as possible treading on the boards, thus 
reducing the risk of damaging the nodules.

• arrange the boards in brickwork pattern, thus 
reducing the possible insulation structure lifting 
that may be mainly due to an uneven sub-base or 
to pipe rigidity at bends.

Boards may be cut by simply using a rigid blade 
cutter and the scraps, depending on their size, may 
be reused. Insulation boards must be carefully placed 
alongside the edge strip and the transparent film of 
the latter must remain lifted above the board so to 
guarantee better insulation and avoid cement mixture 
infiltrations during casting.
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STEP 6: LAYING THE CIRCUITS

After laying all the boards, lay the pipes. Before starting, check on the design the installation spacing, pipe 
length and passages and from which room you have to start. Circuits must be laid in succession avoiding any 
overlapping between the feed sections from the manifold to the coils.
Lay the pipes starting from the supply manifold and, in case of spiral pipe circuit, start from the outside going 
towards room centre. During this operation, the pipe installation spacing must be twice the spacing provided 
in the design in order to leave space for manifold return pipes.

Example: Installation spacing set out in the design given to the installer: 100 [mm].

1) circuit supply pipe installation spacing 200[mm] 2) installation spacing between circuit supply and return pipes 100[mm

For pipe bending, strictly observe the minimum radius 
reported in product data sheet so to avoid any bottleneck 
or cross-section reduction that may affect liquid flow 
inside the pipe.

During the design stage perimeter areas may be required 
where the heat loss is higher (e.g. large surfaces with 
windows or walls with high heat dissipation). There the installation spacing is generally reduced in order to 
guarantee a higher thermal flow. These areas may be provided with a separate circuit or part of the same 
heating circuit.
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perimeter area with a single heating circuit perimeter area with an independent heating circuit

Once the coil has been laid, connect the supply and return 
pipes to the manifold by using the special ¾ Eurocono 
fittings.
•  Fitting item No. (158107163) for multilayer pipes with 

16x2 diameter. 
•   Fitting item No. (158107173) for Pe-X pipes with 17x2 

diameter.
•   Fitting item No. (158107203) for Pe-X pipes with 20x2 

diameter.

Once each circuit has been laid we recommend marking it 
with the number assigned to it in the design, or with the 
name of the room it belongs to. This will make it easier to 
recognize it during future maintenance operations or in 
case of thermoelectric actuator application.

In case of Pe-X pipes, provide bend formers (Item No.: 
BAT16180-BAT2000) outside the cabinet in order to help 
guaranteeing the correct pipe direction. After laying 
operations are completed, in case of both Pe-X and 
Multilayer pipes, manifold supply and return are to be 
completely insulated in order to avoid their overheating 
and, thus, the creation of a significant temperature 
difference in those points, compared to others.

IVR underfloor heating system laying details
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STEP 7: FILLING THE SYSTEM

After making sure that all coils have been properly laid and that the manifold is properly connected to the 
distribution network, fill each circuit, paying special attention to the air vent.  The correct step sequence to be 
followed is reported below.

1) Close all circuits by closing the flow-rate meters of the supply 
manifold.

2) Close all return manifold thermostatic radiator valves.

3) Connect a simple rubber water pipe to the return manifold 
fill/drain valve to make a discharge pipe.
4) Connect another pipe with domestic water distribution 
network to the supply manifold, as already done for the return 
manifold, thus making system fill pipe.

5) Open the supply and return manifold fill/drain valve using the 
relevant square key supplied. Feed the first circuit opening its 
thermostatic radiator valve and the relevant flow-rate meter.
In this way, air will be completely vented out the drain pipe of 
the relevant circuit. Repeat the same operation for all manifold 
connections, always remembering to open only the circuit to be 
vented, leaving the others closed so to avoid that the vented air 
enters the already filled circuits.
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STEP 8: TESTING THE SYSTEM

Once the system has been filled, and after re-opening all circuits, circuit tightness must be tested by hydraulic 
pressure test. In compliance with the UNI EN 1264-4 standard, “use for the test a pressure value that is twice 
the operating pressure, with a minimum pressure of 6 bars”. The system must stay under pressure also during 
concrete casting. The absence of leakage and the test pressure are to be reported in the test report. It is important 
to check that no pipe leaks. This is why the system must stay under pressure for at least 24 hours. In case of frost 
hazard, undertake the proper precautionary measures, such as, for instance, the use of antifreeze products or 
building air conditioning. Should proper system operation not require further antifreeze protection, drain it and 
flush the system changing water at least three times.

STEP 9: SCREED CASTING

After checking that no pipe leaks, additive-mixed screed 
casting is possible.
Do not carry out this operation if the ambient 
temperature is lower than 5°C. After casting, keep this 
temperature for not less than 3 days (UNI EN 1264-4).  
When making the sand-cement mixture, consider the 
addition of plasticizer with the following proportion: 1 
Kg additive per 100 Kg pure cement.
The plasticizer increases concrete workability, 
guaranteeing better circuit covering and higher thermal 
efficiency for the system. The complete screed setting 
cycle before the floor can be laid must be of at least 21 
days under smooth air conditions.
The sub-base that covers board system pipes may be 
reinforced by electro-welded mesh. This is specially 
recommended if marble and granite are to be laid, as 
well as for slabs that are required to bear special load 
(garages, warehouses, etc.). The reinforcement shall be 
placed approximately at screed centre, and interrupted 
near expansion joints and at certain distance from the 
baseboard. We recommend a fine mesh with 10 cm 
mesh width. For special high point loads, please refer to 
armoured concrete technical engineer. In case of screed 
with reduced thickness, we alternatively recommend 
polypropylene fibres to replace the wire mesh.
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STEP 10: STARTING THE SYSTEM

Once the screed has completely set, the system can be started (21 days after concrete casting). Initial heating 
will start with a feed temperature between 20°C and 25°C, which shall be kept for at least 3 days. Then, increase 
it by 5°C a day until reaching the maximum design temperature (40-45°C approx.), which shall be kept for at 
least 4 days.  This procedure will allow screed final setting without cracking. After this stage, make the system 
cool down gradually by lowering the supply temperature by 10° a day.

STEP 11: ANTI -ALGAE ADDITIVE

Soon after starting the system (when the system is stopped and cold) we recommend filling pipes with anti-
algae additive, i.e. a protective scale-inhibiting solution that prevents system and pipe corrosion. The required 
additive concentration is 0.5% - 1% of the entire quantity of water in the system. We recommend repeating 
this operation once a year in order to keep the protection at its maximum efficiency.

FASE 12: FLOORING

Lay the surface covering only after the screed reaches ambient temperature. During this operation, it is 
essential to respect expansion/break joints so to avoid possible breakage in the covering.
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INSTALLATION STEPS: MESH SYSTEM

STEP 1: PRELIMINARY CHECKS

Underfloor heating systems require preliminary checks to be carried out on site:
• check that floor height values available on site match those of the provided laying diagram.
•  check that sub-base surface is even, smooth, flat, levelled and free of any irregularities or rubbles.
•  check that the covering type (ceramic, wood, etc.) to be applied is the same considered in system design.

STEP 2: PLACING THE CABINET AND THE RELEVANT DISTRIBUTION MANIFOLD

Once defined where rising pipes are going to be 
laid, the metal manifold cabinet can be installed, 
following the design instructions installers have 
been provided with.
The cabinet’s height of installation is extremely 
important: it shall be higher than circuit laying 
surface, guaranteeing system vent.
Then, insert the manifold and connect it to the 
rising pipes by means of ball valves.

STEP 3: FIXING THE EDGE STRIPS

After the cabinet and the manifold have been 
installed, glue the adhesive side of the edge strip 
along the entire system perimeter, so to make 
the floor resistant to thermal stress and structural 
settlement.
This insulation strip must vertically connect the 
bearing base to the finished floor surface, allowing 
the sub-base to move a few mm. Near wall edges 
and corners the insulation strip may require to be 
slightly cut in order to guarantee better contact 
with walls, thus avoiding any cement mixture 
infiltrations during screed casting.
To avoid this problem, also remember to lay on the 
2nd insulation board the transparent film coupled 
to the edge strip.
The upper part of the edge strip that will protrude 
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from the finished floor will have to be cut only 
after the entire floor covering is complete. 

STEP 4: MAKING THE EXPANSION JOINTS

In order to avoid any screed expansion, breakage 
or cracking, expansion and break joints may 
be required, as provided for by UNI EN 1263-3 
standard.
This standard states that any surface larger than 
40 sq. m. and with a maximum length of 8 m has 
to be divided by using expansion joints; in case 
of rectangular rooms, joint surface may exceed 
these values, provided that the maximum length 
ratio is 2:1. Furthermore, all irregular surfaces are 
to be turned rectangular or square. The joints 
must pass through the entire screed, separating 
all the various components, mesh, piping, screed 
and surface covering. System pipes must be 
protected by the proper sheathing (at least 30 cm 
long) where they cross the joints, so to avoid any 
possible damage due to mechanical stress. In case 
of structural joints, they must be inserted in the 
expansion joints, too. Joints are to be provided 
also at doors so to separate the different rooms 
also from the point of view of possible expansion. 
The special support rail is required (Item No.: 
BAM002).

Steps for joint making:
• lay the support rail on the sub-base (the 

insulation board will be coupled to its sides)
• fit the perimeter edge strip inside the profile
•  cut the edge strip drilling holes to allow pipe 

passage
•  wrap the pass-trough pipe with the proper insulation sheathing
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STEP 5: LAYING THE INSULATION BOARD

Once the edge strip has been laid, cover the 
surface to be heated up by laying the insulation 
board.
Below we will detail the laying procedure using 
extruded polystyrene boards (item numbers: 
BIE200035 – BIE300035 – BIE400035).
Available with three heights, the sheets are free 
from rebates and vapour membrane.
Boards may be cut by simply using a rigid blade 
cutter and the scraps, depending on their size, may 
be reused.
Insulation boards must be carefully placed 
alongside the edge strip and the transparent film 
of the latter must remain lifted above the board so 
to guarantee better insulation and avoid cement 
mixture infiltrations during casting.
Below you will find two practical tips for laying 
operations:
• start laying the board from the longer wall or 

form the wall opposite to the entrance door, so 
to avoid as much as possible treading on the 
boards, thus reducing the risk of damaging 
them.

• arrange the boards in a brickwork pattern, 
thus reducing the possible insulation structure 
lifting that may be mainly due to an uneven 
sub-base or to pipe rigidity at bends.

STEP 6: LAYING THE POLYETHYLENE FILM

After completing the installation of all the 
insulation boards, lay the 0.2 [mm] thick 
polyethylene film (Item No.: BAM15002) on the 
thermal insulation, with a 8 [cm] overlapping 
at the joints, until reaching the edge strip. This 
film serves to protect the insulator against 
moisture and to prevent possible cement mixture 
infiltrations to the lower levelling concrete layer. 
We suggest laying it starting from the door so that 
in case of opening the junctions do not oppose 
the screed casting which is always performed 
from the wall toward the door, especially in case 
of liquid screeds.
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STEP 7: LAYING THE ELECTRO-WELDED MESH

Wire meshes with support feet shall be laid on 
the polyethylene film paying attention not to 
damage either the film or the insulator below. 
These sheets shall be connected together so to 
form a continuous structure. IVR range features 
two types of meshes:
• Item No.: BAT553 with 50 [mm] x 50 [mm] mesh 

width is suitable for an installation spacing of 
50 [mm] or relevant multiples.

•  Item No.: BAT10103 with 100 [mm] x 100 
[mm] mesh width is suitable for an installation 
spacing of 100 [mm] or relevant multiples.

It is the designer who chooses one of the two 
types. 

STEP 8: INSTALLING THE CLIPS

The pipe supporting element is a special plastic 
clip with No.: BAT1700R.
Thanks to its special shape, when the pipe is fitted 
in the upper section of the clip, the lower part 
automatically fits into the supporting mesh with 
a reciprocal fit.
The clips can be mounted manually or with a 
special tool.
The average quantity of clips used for this type 
of system is of 2 pcs/m of installed pipe. The 
particular size of the clip permits housing pipes 
with 17 [mm] external diameter.
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STEP 9: LAYING THE CIRCUITS

After laying all the insulation boards, lay the pipes. Before starting, check on the design the installation spacing, 
pipe length and passages and from which room you have to start. Circuits must be laid in succession avoiding 
any overlapping between the supply sections from the manifold to the coils. Lay the pipes starting from the 
supply manifold and, in case of spiral pipe circuit, start from the outside going towards room centre. During 
this operation, the pipe installation spacing must be twice the spacing provided in the design in order to leave 
space for manifold return pipes.

Example: Installation spacing set out in the design given to the installer: 100 [mm]

1) circuit supply pipe installation spacing 200[mm] 2) installation spacing between circuit supply and return pipes 100[mm]

For pipe bending, strictly observe the minimum radius 
reported in product data sheet so to avoid any bottleneck 
or cross-section reduction that may affect liquid flow 
inside the pipe.

During the design stage perimeter areas may be required where the heat loss is higher (e.g. large surfaces 
with windows or walls with high heat dissipation). There the installation spacing is generally reduced in order 
to guarantee a higher thermal flow. These areas may be provided with a separate circuit or part of the same 
heating circuit.
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perimeter area with a single heating circuit perimeter area with an independent heating circuit

Once the coil has been laid, connect the supply and return 
pipes to the distribution manifold by using the special ¾ 
Eurocono fittings.
• Fitting item No. (158107163) for multilayer pipes with  

16x2 diameter. 
• Fitting item No. (158107173) for Pe-X pipes with 17x2 

diameter.
• Fitting item No. (158107203) for Pe-X pipes with 20x2 

diameter.

Once each circuit has been laid we recommend marking it with the number assigned to 
it in the design, or with the name of the room it belongs to. This will make it easier to 
recognize it during future maintenance operations or in case of thermoelectric actuator 
application.

In case of Pe-X pipes, provide bend formers (Item No.: BAT16180-BAT2000) outside the 
cabinet in order to help guaranteeing the correct pipe direction. After laying operations 
are completed, both for Pe-X and Multilayer pipes, manifold supplies and returns are 
to be completely insulated in order to avoid their overheating and, thus, a significant 
temperature difference between that area and the other ones.

IVR underfloor heating system laying details
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STEP 10: FILLING THE SYSTEM

After making sure that all coils have been properly laid and that the manifold is properly connected to the 
distribution network, fill each circuit, paying special attention to the air vent.  The correct step sequence to be 
followed is reported below.

1) Close all circuits by closing the flow-rate meters of the supply 
manifold.

2) Close all thermostatic radiator valves on the return manifold.

3) Connect a simple rubber water hose to the return manifold 
fill/drain valve to make a discharge pipe.
4) Connect the supply manifold with another hose to the 
domestic water distribution network, as already done for the 
return manifold, thus making system fill pipe.

5) Open the supply and return manifold fill/drain valve using 
the relevant square key supplied. Fill the first circuit by opening 
the relevant thermostatic radiator valve and flow-rate meter. 
In this way, air will be completely vented out the drain pipe of 
the relevant circuit. Repeat the same operation on all manifold 
connections, always remembering to open only the circuit to be 
vented, leaving the others closed so to avoid that the vented air 
enters the already filled circuits.
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STEP 11: TESTING THE SYSTEM
Once the system has been filled, and after re-opening all circuits, circuit tightness must be tested by hydraulic 
pressure test. In compliance with the UNI EN 1264-4 standard, “use for the test a pressure value that is twice the 
operating pressure, with a minimum pressure of 6 bars”. The system must stay under pressure also during concrete 
casting. The absence of leakage and the test pressure are to be reported in the test report. It is important to check 
that no pipe leaks. This is why the system must stay under pressure for at least 24 hours. In case of frost hazard, 
undertake the proper precautionary measures, such as, for instance, the use of antifreeze products or building 
air conditioning. Should proper system operation not require further antifreeze protection, drain it and flush the 
system changing water at least three times.

STEP 12: SCREED CASTING
After checking that no pipe leaks, additive-mixed screed casting is possible.
Do not carry out this operation if the ambient temperature is lower than 5°C. After casting, keep this temperature for 
not less than 3 days (UNI EN 1264-4).  When making the sand-cement mixture, consider the addition of plasticizer 
with the following proportion: 1 Kg additive per 100 Kg pure cement. The plasticizer increases concrete workability, 
guaranteeing better circuit covering and higher thermal efficiency for the system. The complete screed setting cycle 
before the floor can be laid must be of at least 21 days under smooth air conditions. The sub-base that covers board 
system pipes may be reinforced by electro-welded mesh. This is specially recommended if marble and granite are 
to be laid, as well as for slabs that are required to bear special loads (multi-storey car parks, warehouses, etc.). The 
reinforcement shall be placed approximately at screed centre, and interrupted near expansion joints and at certain 
distance from the baseboard. We recommend a fine mesh with 10 cm mesh width. For special high point loads, 
please refer to armoured concrete technical engineer. In case of screed with reduced thickness, we alternatively 
recommend polypropylene fibres to replace the wire mesh.

       
STEP 13: STARTING THE SYSTEM
After the screed has set start the system. The operation must be carried out 21 days after the concrete layer has been 
cast. The initial heating begins with a feed temperature between 20°C and 25°C. This temperature must be kept 
constant for three days. Followingly the temperature shall be increased by 5°C a day until reaching the maximum 
design temperature (approx. 40-45°C), which shall be maintained for at least 4 days. This procedure permits 
obtaining the final setting of the screed without provoking cracks. At the end of this stage, gradually cool down the 
system decreasing the supply temperature by 10°C a day.

STEP 14: ANTI ALGAE ADDITIVE
Soon after starting the system (when the system is stopped and cold) we recommend filling the pipes with anti-
algae additive, i.e. a protective scale-inhibiting solution that prevents system and pipe corrosion. The required 
additive concentration is 0.5% - 1% of the entire quantity of water in the system. We recommend repeating this 
operation once a year in order to keep the protection at its maximum efficiency.

STEP 15: FLOORING
Lay the surface covering only after the screed reaches ambient temperature. During this operation, it is essential 
to respect expansion/break joints so to avoid possible breakage in the covering.
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INSTALLATION STEPS: DRY SYSTEM

STEP 1: PRELIMINARY CHECKS

Underfloor heating systems require preliminary checks to be carried out on site:
• check that floor height values available on site match those of the provided laying diagram.
• check that sub-base surface is even, smooth, flat, levelled and free of any irregularities or rubbles.
• check that the covering type (ceramic, wood, etc.) to be applied is the same considered in system design.

STEP 2: PLACING THE CABINET AND THE RELEVANT DISTRIBUTION MANIFOLD

Once defined where rising pipes are going to be 
laid, the metal manifold cabinet can be installed, 
following the design instructions installers have 
been provided with.
The cabinet’s height of installation is extremely 
important: it shall be higher than circuit laying 
surface, guaranteeing system vent.
Then, insert the manifold and connect it to the 
rising pipes by means of ball valves.

STEP 3: FIXING THE EDGE STRIPS

After the cabinet and the manifold have been 
installed, glue the adhesive side of the edge strip 
along the entire system perimeter, so to make 
the floor resistant to thermal stress and structural 
settlement.
This insulation strip must vertically connect the 
bearing base to the finished floor surface, allowing 
the sub-base to move a few mm.
Near wall corners and edges, the insulation strip 
may require to be slightly cut in order to guarantee 
better contact with walls.
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The upper part of the edge strip that will protrude 
from the finished floor will have to be cut only 
after the entire floor covering is complete.

STEP 4: LAYING THE INSULATION BOARD

Once the edge strip has been laid, cover the 
surface to be heated up by laying the expanded 
polystyrene boards.
Below we will detail the laying procedure of the 
dry system using specific insulation boards (Item 
No: BIS2516703).
Thanks to short working times, and to the reduced 
thickness and weight of the screed, dry systems 
are ideal for renovations or mansards.
It is indeed possible to install an underfloor 
heating system with only 4-5 [cm] thickness.
Pre-shaping the insulation boards makes it 
possible to apply on the upper side aluminium-
coated thermal conduction profiles that permit 
joining the heating pipes and allow heat 
distribution.
The main function of the profiles is indeed 
expanding the heat dissipating surface increasing 
system performance.
This heat-diffusing covering (Item No: BAT11204) 
permits anchoring the IVR Ø16x2 [mm] multilayer 
pipe.
The quantity per square meter of insulator varies 
from 6 to 4 pieces depending on the installation 
spacing adopted.
Said spacing strictly depends on the board profile 
and can be 167 or 250 [mm].
Boards may be cut by simply using a rigid blade 
cutter and the scraps, depending on their size, 
may be reused. 
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Insulation boards must be carefully placed 
alongside the edge strip and the transparent film 
of the latter must remain lifted above the board so 
to guarantee better insulation.

STEP 5: LAYING THE CIRCUITS

Example of a dry system pipe layout

After laying all the insulation boards, lay the pipes. Before starting, 
check on the design the installation spacing, pipe length and 
passages and from which room you have to start. Circuits must be laid 
in succession avoiding any overlapping between the supply sections 
from the manifold to the coils. 

Once the coil has been laid, connect the supply 
and return pipes to the distribution manifold by 
using the special ¾ Eurocono fittings.
• Fitting item No. (BRA1620ME) for multilayer 
pipes with 16x2 diameter. 
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Once each circuit has been laid we recommend marking it with the number assigned to it in the design, or 
with the name of the room it belongs to. This will make it easier to recognize it during future maintenance 
operations or in case of thermoelectric actuator application. After laying operations are completed, manifold 
supplies and returns are to be insulated in order to avoid their  overheating and, thus, a significant temperature 
difference between that area and the other ones.

IVR underfloor heating system laying details

STEP 6: FILLING THE SYSTEM

After making sure that all coils have been properly laid and that the manifold is properly connected to the 
distribution network, fill each circuit, paying special attention to the air vent.  The correct step sequence to be 
followed is reported below.

1) Close all circuits by closing the flow-rate meters of the supply 
manifold.

2) Close all thermostatic radiator valves on the return manifold.
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3) Connect a simple rubber water hose to the return manifold 
fill/drain valve to make a discharge pipe.
4) Connect the supply manifold with another hose to the 
domestic water distribution network, as already done for the 
return manifold, thus making system fill pipe.

5) Fill in the first circuit by opening the relevant radiator valve 
and flow-rate meter.
In this way, air will be completely vented out the drain pipe of 
the relevant circuit. Repeat the same operation on all manifold 
connections, always remembering to open only the circuit to 
be vented, leaving the others closed so to avoid that the vented 
air enters the already filled circuits.

STEP 7: TESTING THE SYSTEM

Once the system has been filled, and after re-opening all circuits, circuit tightness must be tested by hydraulic 
pressure test. In compliance with the UNI EN 1264-4 standard, “use for the test a pressure value that is twice 
the operating pressure, with a minimum pressure of 6 bars”. The system must stay under pressure also during 
concrete casting. The absence of leakage and the test pressure are to be reported in the test report. It is 
important to check that no pipe leaks. This is why the system must stay under pressure for at least 24 hours.
In case of frost hazard, undertake the proper precautionary measures, such as, for instance, the use of 
antifreeze products or building air conditioning. Should proper system operation not require further antifreeze 
protection, drain it and flush the system changing water at least three times.

STEP 8: SCREED CASTING

After checking that no pipe leaks, two procedures 
are possible depending on both dimensions and 
loads.
• The first solution permits applying prefinished, 
click-together laminate hardwood flooring planks 
directly on the covering thus avoiding the use of 
glues that may damage or dissolve the insulation 
board below.
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•  The second solution allows the dry 
application of a precast screed directly 
on the covering.
Thickness can be 18 to 25 [mm].
After the cast is complete, the final 
surface covering (tiles, prefinished 
laminate hardwood, etc.) can be glued 
to the screed.

STEP 9: STARTING THE SYSTEM

Once the screed has completely set, the system can be started (21 days after concrete casting). Initial heating 
will start with a feed temperature between 20°C and 25°C, which shall be kept for at least 3 days. Then, increase 
it by 5°C a day until reaching the maximum design temperature (40-45°C approx.), which shall be kept for at 
least 4 days.  This procedure will allow screed final setting without cracking. After this stage, make the system 
cool down gradually by lowering the supply temperature by 10° a day.

STEP 10: ANTI ALGAE ADDITIVE

Soon after starting the system (when the system is stopped and cold) we recommend filling the pipes with 
anti-algae additive, i.e. a protective scale-inhibiting solution that prevents system and pipe corrosion. The 
required additive concentration is 0.5% - 1% of the entire quantity of water in the system. We recommend 
repeating this operation once a year in order to keep the protection at its maximum efficiency.
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STEP 1: PRELIMINARY CHECKS

Underfloor heating systems require preliminary checks to be carried out on site:
• check that floor height values available on site match those of the provided laying diagram.
•  check that sub-base surface is even, smooth, flat, levelled and free of any irregularities or rubbles.
•  check that the covering type (ceramic, wood, etc.) to be applied is the same considered in system design.

STEP 2: PLACING THE CABINET AND THE RELEVANT DISTRIBUTION MANIFOLD

Once defined where rising pipes are going to be 
laid, the metal manifold cabinet can be installed, 
following the design instructions installers have 
been provided with.
The cabinet’s height of installation is extremely 
important: it shall be higher than circuit laying 
surface, guaranteeing system vent.
Then, insert the manifold and connect it to the 
rising pipes by means of ball valves.

STEP 3: FIXING THE EDGE STRIPS

After the cabinet and the manifold have been 
installed, glue the adhesive side of the edge strip 
along the entire system perimeter, so to make 
the floor resistant to thermal stress and structural 
settlement.
This insulation strip must vertically connect the 
bearing base to the finished floor surface, allowing 
the sub-base to move some [mm]. 
Near wall edges and corners the insulation 
strip may require to be slightly cut in order to 
guarantee better contact with walls, thus avoiding 
any cement mixture infiltrations during screed 
casting. 
To avoid this problem, also remember to lay on 
the insulation board the transparent film coupled 
to the edge strip.

INSTALLATION STEPS: PREFORMED SYSTEM
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To make the operation easier we suggest moving 
clockwise thus leaving the roll to unroll on your right 
side and passing from one room to the other without 
cutting the edge strip.
The upper part of the edge strip that will protrude 
from the finished floor will have to be cut only after 
the entire floor covering is complete.

STEP 4: MAKING THE EXPANSION JOINTS

This standard states that any surface larger than 40 sq. 
m. and with a maximum length of 8 m has to be divided 
by using expansion joints; in case of rectangular rooms, 
joint surface may exceed these values, provided that the 
maximum length ratio is 2:1. Furthermore, all irregular 
surfaces are to be turned rectangular or square. The 
joints must pass through the entire screed, separating 
all the various components, mesh, piping, screed and 
surface covering. System pipes must be protected by 
the proper sheathing (at least 30 cm long) where they 
cross the joints, so to avoid any possible damage due 
to mechanical stress. In case of structural joints, they 
must be inserted in the expansion joints, too. Joints 
are to be provided also at doors so to separate the 
different rooms also from the point of view of possible 
expansion. The special support rail is required (Item 
No: BAM002).

Steps for joint making:
• lay the support rail on the sub-base (the insulation 

board will be coupled to its sides)
• fit the perimeter edge strip inside the profile
•  cut the edge strip drilling holes to allow pipe 

passage
•  wrap the pass-through pipe with the proper 

insulation sheathing
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STEP 5: LAYING THE INSULATION BOARD

Once the perimeter strip edge has been installed, 
the surface to be heated can be covered by laying 
the rolls of expanded insulation board.
(Item No.: BIL2050030 – BIL3050030 – BIL4050030).
This type of system grants a good laying speed for 
medium and big surfaces.
The upper side of the insulation board is protected 
by an aluminised plastic film.
This film increases the thermal radiation 
exchange, protects the insulator and makes pipe 
laying easier since it features a number of traces 
at a distance of 50 mm from one another. Thanks 
to the double-sided adhesive tape placed on 
one of the roll edges it is possible to connect it 
to another one thus creating an homogeneous 
surface without gaps.
In case of irregular walls, cutting and shaping the 
insulator with a cutter is very fast and easy.

Practical laying tips:
• start laying the board from the longer wall or 

form the wall opposite to the entrance door, so 
to avoid as much as possible treading on the 
roll, thus reducing the risk of damaging it.

With this type of board there are two main fixing 
systems to fix the pipe tightly to the mat: clips or 
grip rails.
Thanks to these systems the pipe is prevented 
from moving when the screed is cast.
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STEP 6: LAYING THE CIRCUITS

After laying all the insulation boards, lay the pipes. Before starting, check on the design the installation spacing, 
pipe length and passages and from which room you have to start. Circuits must be laid in succession avoiding 
any overlapping between the supply sections from the manifold to the coils.
Lay the pipes starting from the supply manifold and, in case of spiral pipe circuit, start from the outside going 
towards room centre. During this operation, the pipe installation spacing must be twice the spacing provided 
in the design in order to leave space for manifold return pipes.

Example: Installation spacing set out in the design given to the installer: 100 [mm]

1) installation spacing for the circuit’s supply pipe 200[mm] 2) installation spacing for the pipe between circuit’s supply and return 100[mm]

For pipe bending, strictly observe the minimum radius reported in product data sheet so to avoid any 
bottleneck or cross-section reduction that may affect 
liquid flow inside the pipe.

During the design stage perimeter areas may be required 
where the heat loss is higher (e.g. large surfaces with 
windows or walls with high heat dissipation). There the 
installation spacing is generally reduced in order to 
guarantee a higher thermal flow. These areas may be provided with a separate circuit or part of the same 
heating circuit.
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perimeter area with a single heating  circuit perimeter area with an independent heating circuit

The type of pipe layout is established during the design stage by the technician who decides the installation 
method most suitable for the type of board and the needs of the building. The reverse spiral pipe system is 
generally used for civil buildings. The main advantage is that of guaranteeing a more even heat distribution 
inside the same room since supply and return remain always side to side and the temperature difference 
between them is always very low.
On the other side, the coil system is generally used for big surfaces, such as for example commercial offices, 
warehouses and sheds. This system is very fast and functional and the levels of comfort guaranteed are suitable 
for one’s effective needs.

Laying of spiral pipe circuit Laying of coil circuit

To lay radiant underfloor heating systems on insulation boards in rolls there are two different fixing systems:

• GRIP RAILS:
With this system the pipe is anchored to the smooth 
insulation board with 1 [m] long plastic bars whose 
special profile permits both fitting the pipe and at the 
same time maintaining a minimum installation spacing 
of 50 [mm]. With this system we suggest using the coil 
system. Grip rails are generally laid at a distance of 1 
– 1.5 [m] from one another. Grip rails can be fixed to 
the insulation boards with double-sided adhesive or 
simple anchor clips. Item No. BAT16200M. For proper 
fit use 2 clips per each linear metre of grip rail installed.
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• RETAINING CLIPS:
Laying the pipe with the use of retaining clips greatly reduces the contact surface between pipe 
and insulation board to the full advantage of the heat exchange. These special clips (item No.: 
BAT16200T) are fixed to the board with the special tacker (item No: BATP000T) that helps the 
operator maintaining a straight position.
We suggest that this type of laying is carried out by two operators: one laying the pipe and the 
other fixing it to the board.

Once the coil has been laid, connect the supply and 
return pipes to the distribution manifold by using the 
special ¾ Eurocono fittings.

• Fitting item No. (158107163) for multilayer pipes with  
16x2 diameter. 

• Fitting item No.  (158107173) for Pe-X pipes with 17x2 
diameter. 

•  Fitting item No.  (158107203) for Pe-X pipes with 20x2  
diameter. 

Once each circuit has been laid we recommend marking 
it with the number assigned to it in the design, or with the 
name of the room it belongs to. This will make it easier to 
recognize it during future maintenance operations or in 
case of thermoelectric actuator application.

In case of Pe-X pipes, provide bend formers (item No. 
BAT16180-BAT2000) outside the cabinet in order to help 
guaranteeing the correct pipe direction. After laying 
operations are completed, both for Pe-X and Multilayer 
pipes, manifold supplies and returns are to be completely 
insulated in order to avoid their overheating and, thus, 
a significant temperature difference between that area 
and the other ones.

IVR underfloor heating system laying details
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STEP 7: FILLING THE SYSTEM

After making sure that all coils have been properly laid and that the manifold is properly connected to the 
distribution network, fill each circuit, paying special attention to the air vent.  The correct step sequence to be 
followed is reported below.

1) Close all circuits by closing the flow-rate meters of the supply 
manifold.

2) Close all thermostatic radiator valves on the return manifold.

3) Connect a simple rubber water hose to the return manifold 
fill/drain valve to make a discharge pipe.
4) Connect the supply manifold with another hose to the 
domestic water distribution network, as already done for the 
return manifold, thus making system fill pipe.

5) Open the supply and return manifold fill/drain valve using the 
relevant square key supplied. Fill the first circuit by opening the 
relevant thermostatic radiator valve and flow-rate meter.
In this way, air will be completely vented out the drain pipe of 
the relevant circuit. Repeat the same operation on all manifold 
connections, always remembering to open only the circuit to be 
vented, leaving the others closed so to avoid that the vented air 
enters the already filled circuits.
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STEP 8: TESTING THE SYSTEM

Once the system is filled, it is necessary to test circuit tightness by means of a water pressure test after filling 
the circuits. In compliance with the UNI EN 1264-4 standard, “use for the test a pressure value that is twice the 
operating pressure, with a minimum pressure of 6 bars”. The system must stay under pressure also during concrete 
casting. The absence of leakage and the test pressure are to be reported in the test report. It is important to check 
that no pipe leaks. This is why the system must stay under pressure for at least 24 hours. In case of frost hazard, 
undertake the proper precautionary measures, such as, for instance, the use of antifreeze products or building 
air conditioning. Should proper system operation not require further antifreeze protection, drain it and flush the 
system changing water at least three times.

STEP 9: SCREED CASTING

After checking that no pipe leaks, additive-mixed screed casting is possible.
Do not carry out this operation if the ambient temperature is lower than 5°C. After casting, keep this temperature for 
not less than 3 days (UNI EN 1264-4).  When making the sand-cement mixture, consider the addition of plasticizer 
with the following proportion: 1 Kg additive per 100 Kg pure cement. The plasticizer increases concrete workability, 
guaranteeing better circuit covering and higher thermal efficiency for the system. The complete screed setting cycle 
before the floor can be laid must be of at least 21 days under smooth air conditions. The sub-base that covers board 
system pipes may be reinforced by electro-welded mesh. This is specially recommended if marble and granite are 
to be laid, as well as for slabs that are required to bear special loads (multi-storey car parks, warehouses, etc.). The 
reinforcement shall be placed approximately at screed centre, and interrupted near expansion joints and at certain 
distance from the baseboard. We recommend a fine mesh with 10 cm mesh width. For special high point loads, 
please refer to armoured concrete technical engineer. In case of screed with reduced thickness, we alternatively 
recommend polypropylene fibres to replace the wire mesh.

STEP 10: STARTING THE SYSTEM
Once the screed has completely set, the system can be started (21 days after concrete casting). Initial heating 
will start with a feed temperature between 20°C and 25°C, which shall be kept for at least 3 days. Then, increase 
it by 5°C a day until reaching the maximum design temperature (40-45°C approx.), which shall be kept for at 
least 4 days.  This procedure will allow screed final setting without cracking. After this stage, make the system 
cool down gradually by lowering the supply temperature by 10° a day.

STEP 11: ANTI ALGAE ADDITIVE

Soon after starting the system (when the system is stopped and cold) we recommend filling the pipes with 
anti-algae additive, i.e. a protective scale-inhibiting solution that prevents system and pipe corrosion. The 
required additive concentration is 0.5% - 1% of the entire quantity of water in the system. We recommend 
repeating this operation once a year in order to keep the protection at its maximum efficiency.

STEP 12: FLOORING

Lay the surface covering only after the screed reaches ambient temperature. During this operation, it is essential to 
respect expansion/break joints so to avoid possible breakage in the covering.



PIPESPIPES
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PE-Xa CROSS-LINKED POLYETHYLENE PIPE 

High-density polyethylene pipe cross-linked with the Engel, peroxide method and equipped with oxygen 
barrier.
Manufactured with a special three-layer extrusion process using high pressure and a temperature over the 
crystal melting point, so to activate the peroxide groups contained in the base polymer.
Thanks to this process, the degree of cross-linking is homogeneous over the entire pipe mass so that the alre-
ady formed pipe is prevented from suffering any further stress.
These features permit obtaining high flexibility and ease of handling that are in no way affected by the appli-
cation of the oxygen barrier.
Specially suitable for systems where metal pipes were used before, it is perfect for underfloor systems with 
radiant panels.
If due to improper use the pipe is deformed mechanically and subsequently heated with hot air at 135°C, it 
becomes transparent and, thanks to a homogeneous molecular cross-linking, goes back to the original shape 
preserving its initial thermal and mechanical resistance.
Thanks to its extraordinary elasticity, flexibility and ease of handling this type of pipe is particularly apprecia-
ted by installers.
Even if the pipe is equipped with the oxygen barrier please note that oxygen may enter hydraulic systems also 
through other components such as fittings, heaters, etc.
In our case, this phenomenon could cause metal elements to become corroded and lead to the formation of 
sludge that could clog and damage system components over time.
Therefore as recommended by standard UNI EN 1264-4/2003, Appendix A, it would be preferable to use pipes 
with oxygen barrier. The pipes provided by IVR meet this requirement.
As far as system protection against organic agents is concerned, it is preferable to use chemical additives such 
as the anti algae additive BAM100A.
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TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION OF THE PIPE

Physical characteristics

 Size Roll Weight Water volume Roughness Density
 Ø x s m g/m l/m mm kg/m3

BTA172100 17 x 2 100
BTA172240 17 x 2 240 96 0,13 0,007 951
BTA172600 17 x 2 600
BTA202100 20 x 2 100
BTA202240 20 x 2 240 125 0,2 0,007 951
BTA202600 20 x 2 600

Thermal characteristics

 
Size Roll

 Max. operating Max Thermal 
Perm. O2

 Expansion
   temperature temperature conductivity  coefficient
 Ø x s	 m	 °C	 °C	 W/m	•	K	 g/m3 	*	 mm/m	°K
BTA172100 17 x 2 100
BTA172240 17 x 2 240 95 110 0,35 - 0,38 0,08 0,026
BTA172600 17 x 2 600
BTA202100 20 x 2 100
BTA202240 20 x 2 240 95 110 0,35 - 0,38 0,08 0,026
BTA202600 20 x 2 600

 *40°C according to DIN 4726 
 Minimum bend radius (5)
*Negative pressure/max operating temperature: 6 bars/95°-10bars/60°

PRESSURE LOSS DIAGRAM
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SPECIFICATION TEXTS

Pipe PE-Xa BTA172 _
Two-layer, PE-Xa pipe PE-Xa/EV-OH with oxygen barrier (DIN 4726) for heating system and underfloor hea-
ting systems. 
Cross-linking carried out with peroxide method; operating temperature 0 ÷ 95 °C; max. operating temperature 
110°C,	operating	pressure	10	bars,	thermal	conductivity	0.35	÷	0.38	W/m	•	K,	thermal	expansion	coefficient	
0.026	mm/m	°K,	internal	roughness	0.007	mm.	Oxygen	barrier	of	EV-OH, oxygen permeability 0.08 g/m3 in 
compliance with standard DIN 4726/29. 
Each pipe metre is marked as follows: IVR trademark, material acronym PE-Xa/EV-OH and the wording “AN-
TIOSSIGENO” (oxygen barrier), compliance with standard DIN4726, diameter x thickness, compliance with 
the	reference	standards	ISO	EN	15875	and	UNI	9338,	operating	pressure	and	temperature,	progressive	length	
in metres, date and time of production, production line, operator code.
External diameter 17 mm, thickness 2 mm, internal diameter 13 mm.
Available in 100 metre-, 240 metre- and 600 metre-long rolls.

 
Pipe PE-Xa BTA202 _
Two-layer, PE-Xa pipe PE-Xa/EV-OH with oxygen barrier (DIN 4726) for heating system and underfloor hea-
ting systems. 
Cross-linking carried out with peroxide method; operating temperature 0 ÷ 95 °C; max. operating temperature 
110°C,	operating	pressure	10	bars,	thermal	conductivity	0.35	÷	0.38	W/m	•	K,	thermal	expansion	coefficient	
0.026	mm/m	°K,	internal	roughness	0.007	mm.	Oxygen	barrier	of	EV-OH, oxygen permeability 0.08 g/m3 in 
compliance with standard DIN 4726/29. 
Each pipe metre is marked as follows: IVR trademark, material acronym PE-Xa/EV-OH and the wording “AN-
TIOSSIGENO” (oxygen barrier), compliance with standard DIN4726, diameter x thickness, compliance with 
the	reference	standards	ISO	EN	15875	and	UNI	9338,	operating	pressure	and	temperature,	progressive	length	
in metres, date and time of production, production line, operator code. 
External diameter 20 mm, thickness 2 mm, internal diameter 16 mm. 
Available in 100 metre-, 240 metre- and 600 metre-long rolls.

Pipe laying
The pipe PE-Xa by IVR is easy to lay but proper laying requires adopting a number of simple measures, such 
as choosing the ideal fittings, respecting minimum bend radiuses, protecting pipes against sunlight, impacts 
or possible accidental damage. Pipes and manifolds shall be connected with IVR adapters. 
For proper installation, the pipes used in this type of connection must be cut with a tool capable of performing 
a clean cut, without flashes and perpendicular to their axis.
During laying operations, the minimum bend radius must be at least 5 times the diameter of the pipe.
Moreover care must be taken during the laying and covering of the pipe, paying attention not to scratch or 
flatten the pipes.
Pipes must not be exposed to solar radiation for too much time therefore unused pipes shall be kept in their 
own packages to prevent any alteration of their chemical and physical characteristics.
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MULTILAYER PIPE PE-X/Al/PE-X

The multilayer pipe PE-X/AL/PE-X provided by IVR is produced in compliance with  standard UNI 10954-1 
and manufactured with the prerogative of meeting all the needs of hot and cold water distribution networks 
inside buildings, with special attention to the needs of heating and cooling systems. This multilayer pipe offers 
the same flexibility and chemical resistance as polyethylene together with the high resistance of metal. The 
pipe consists of an outer shell and a Pe-Xb cross-linked polyethylene inner lining, of a longitudinally welded 
inner aluminium matrix and of intermediate films made of a special adhesive that ensures cohesion between 
the different structural elements.  The result is a pipe with great mechanical resistance to high pressure and 
high operating temperatures, with well-known resistance to corrosion, totally oxygen proof and chemically 
inert as well as fully inhibited against any electrochemical interactions with the laying environment. All these 
features are united with great ease of installation that is granted by the flexibility and lightness of the material.

Polyethylene	 is	 a	 thermoplastic	material	 consisting	of	 long	polymeric	 chains.	One	of	 the	characteristics	of	
this material is that its melt flow rate tends to increase as temperature rises until reaching the melting point. 

Therefore polyethylene’s reliability and high technical 
characteristics depend on the operating temperature 
range applied to this material.

In order to use polyethylene in heating and domestic 
water applications at temperatures exceeding the 
standard conditions of use in thermoplastic pipeworks, 
production systems were studied that enhance the 
characteristics of the polyethylene through chemical 
and physical processes facilitating the connection 
between single polymeric chains.

CROSS-LINKED	POLYETHYLENE

PE-HD
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These systems aim at creating a mesh structure whose characteristics offer greater performance in terms of 
abrasion resistance, chemical inertness and durability over time.
The technologies used to obtain proper polyethylene cross-linking are:

a.  Peroxide method
 In this chemical process, polyethylene is mixed with great quantities of peroxides and extruded at 

high temperatures (approximately 170°C). The cross-linking takes place during the final stage of the 
production process when pipes are exposed to temperatures of almost 220°C so that peroxides can 
create bonds between the polymeric chains of the polyethylene.

b.  Silane method
 This process is used to create chemical bonds between the polymeric chains of polyethylene through 

the use of a silane compound. The cross-linking of the material takes place after the extrusion, in the 
presence of a suitable catalyst in water at a temperature of almost 95°C. The process is activated by 
temperature and moisture.

c.  Radiation method 
 The cross-linking takes place thanks to a physical process activated by the presence of sources of 

electron radiuses (β) or electromagnetic waves (γ). Radiation provokes polyethylene molecules to be 
excited and consequently to become cross-linked. 

CHARACTERISTICS OF MATERIALS

The IVR multilayer pipe is extruded from a high-density polyethylene pipe cross-linked by means of a chemical 
process (Pe-Xb). This pipe is covered with a butt welded aluminium foil and then by a second extruded cross-
linked polyethylene coating (Pe-Xb). The different layers of materials are joined together by glues that have 
been specially studied to give to the finished product a homogeneous structure with the great structural 
characteristics typical of the polyethylene. Indeed in normal conditions this material is – at a microscopic 
level – like a series of disordered polymeric chains interacting with low intermolecular forces. The cross-linking 
takes place through a chemical process with silane compounds capable of inducing the formation of chemical 
bonds between molecules, and subsequently through a passage in hot water or vapour in the presence of 
a catalyst in order to give to the structure the degree of cross-linking  most suitable for enhancing abrasion 
resistance, chemical resistance and durability over time. This process causes a decrease in the melt flow index 
of the material with a clear improvement in the performance of the pipe at high temperatures.

Cross-Linked Polyethylene (Pe-Xb):
It is produced by adding the polyethylene with a silane compound 
obtained from a vynil silane mix to facilitate the creation of active 
cells for the subsequent cross-linking. Extrusion is carried out in the 
presence of a catalyst and then the process is completed with a bath 
in hot water or vapour. This process permits obtaining a 65% degree 
of cross-linking pursuant to UNI EN 579. 

Glue:
High quality polymer-based adhesive.

Aluminium: 
IVR multilayer pipes have a butt welded aluminium core obtained by 
means of TIG welding to get a seamless joint. Compared to ultrasonic lap welding this type of process permits 
obtaining a more resistant welding with great advantages in terms of operating pressures and tensions 
developed during the bending of pipes. 
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ADVANTAGES OF THE MULTILAYER PIPE

The multi-layer pipe by IVR unites the flexibility, chemical inertness and abrasion resistance of the polyethylene 
and the characteristics of metal to guarantee high operating standards at temperatures up to 95°C and 
pressures up to 10 bars.

Electrochemical inertness:
Pipelines made of multilayer pipes do not conduct electricity thanks 
to their cross-linked polyethylene coating. In this way the risk of 
corrosion due to the potential difference in the metal layer is reduced 
to zero.

Durability:
The multilayer pipe Pe-Xb-Al-Pe-Xb guarantees very high durability 
at the recommended working conditions.

Hygiene:
The multilayer pipe Pe-Xb-Al-Pe-Xb is certified for the delivery of drinking water and food-grade liquids.

Acoustic comfort
Compared to standard metal pipes, the double cross-linked polyethylene coating enhances the sound 
absorption degree.

Reduced thermal expansion:
Thanks to the aluminium coating, the expansion is limited and comparable to that of metal pipes.

Reduced heat loss:
The low thermal conductivity limits the heat loss thus reducing energy consumption in conditioning systems.

Great hydraulic performance:
The structure of the inner PE wall of Pe-Xb-Al-Pe-Xb multilayer pipes reduces the risk of abrasion and wear to 
the minimum even in case of very high slip velocities. Moreover the lack of roughness reduces pressure losses.

Sturdiness:
Multilayer pipes have great structural characteristics even though they are very light and easy to handle. 

No corrosion:
The multilayer pipe Pe-Xb-Al-Pe-Xb by IVR features high corrosion resistance; that is why it is particularly 
recommended for delivering very aggressive chemical agents such as acids and bases.

High workability:
The multilayer pipe Pe-Xb-Al-Pe-Xb can be bent easily also with very small bend radiuses and maintains the 
shape in which it is laid without needing any fitting or special pieces.
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Barrier effect:
If installed up to standards, the multilayer pipe Pe-Xb-Al-Pe-Xb by 
IVR is guaranteed to be fully oxygen proof and resistant to UVA 
rays. This permits reducing to the minimum the risk that deposits or 
scaling may form or that algae or bacteria may grow.
Even if the pipe is equipped with the oxygen barrier, oxygen may 
enter hydraulic systems also through other components such as 
fittings, heaters, etc. In our case, this phenomenon could cause 
metal elements to become corroded and lead to the formation 
of sludge that could clog and damage system components over 
time. Therefore as recommended by standard UNI EN 1264-4/2003, 
Appendix A, it would be preferable to use pipes with oxygen barrier. 
The pipes provided by IVR meet this requirement. As far as system 
protection against organic agents is concerned, it is preferable to use 
chemical additives such as the anti algae additive BAM100A.

TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION OF THE PIPE

Physical characteristics

Item No. Size Roll Al Density Weight Water volume
 Internal

      roughn.
 Ø x s m mm g/m l/m μm
BTM162100 16 x 2 100
BTM162240 16 x 2 240 0,2 115 0,113 0,007
BTM162500 16 x 2 500

    Degree of  Manual
Item No. Size Roll Density PE  bend O₂ Perm.
    cross-linking radius
	 Ø	x	s	 m	 Kg/m³	 %	weight	 mm	 g/m³(*)
BTM162100 16 x 2 100
BTM162240 16 x 2 240 95 >65 5 x DE 0,004
BTM162500 16 x 2 500

(*) 40°C DIN 4726

Thermal characteristics

   Max Max  Max Thermal Linear
Item No. Size Roll operating peak operating conductivity expansion
   temperature temperature pressure coefficient coefficient
	 Ø	x	s	 m	 °C	 °C	 bar	 W/m	K	 mm/m	K
BTA162100 16 x 2 100
BTA162240 16 x 2 240 95 110 10 0,43 0,026
BTA162600 16 x 2 600
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PERFORMANCE OF SYSTEMS WITH MULTILAYER PIPES

•  (m/s) water speed V

•  (mbar/m) pressure loss at 20°C and 50°C

•  (m/s) flow rate Q

Pressure loss diagram form multilayer pipe (T = const.)

Pipe Ø 16 x 2 

Q
V ∆H

m/s 20°C 50°C
l/s mbar/m

0,02 0,18 0,6 0,5
0,04 0,35 2,1 1,7
0,06 0,53 4,3 3,6
0,08 0,71 7,2 6,1
0,1 0,88 10,5 9

0,15 1,33 21,8 18,8
0,2 1,77 36,3 31,7

0,25 2,21 54,1 47,6
0,3 2,65 75 66,4

0,35 3,09 99,1 88,3
0,4 3,54 126,9 113,7

0,45 3,98 157,2 141,5
0,5 4,42 190,4 172,1
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Ageing resistance
 
The life duration of pipelines depends on the relevant working conditions and in particular on the 
temperature and inner pressure to which the pipeline is subjected during the period of use.
As time goes by the pipe loses part of its capacity to resist to inner pressure. To guarantee proper 
system functioning IVR Multilayer pipes undergo specific tests aimed at defining what structural 
characteristic will change and the degree of their change during operation depending on operating 
temperature and pressure.
Ageing resistance tests are carried out by exposing the pipes to different temperature cycles and 
assessing in each case the resistance to inner pressure and the time needed to provoke cracks in the 
pipe.
The regression curves obtained by extrapolating the values obtained in the experiments permit 
calculating the operating pressure value that can be borne by the pipe for a life duration of up to 
50 years at a determined operating temperature. The curves shown are obtained from theoretical 
considerations for a pipe with 16 mm diameter.
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APPLICATIONS

Multilayer pipes can be used in many applications in the field of water delivery but they seem to be specially 
suited for being used in the underfloor, wall and ceiling heating and cooling systems.

Provision and laying

•		 Multilayer pipes must be transported paying attention not to damage them; pay attention when using 
sharp tools for removing the packaging.

•		 When unrolling, start from the outer end of the pipe.

•		 Do not use damaged, wrinkled or swelled pipes.

•		 Lay	the	pipes	without	twisting,	deforming,	dirtying	or	in	any	way	damaging	them.

•		 Handle and lay the pipes using suitable tools.

•		 Always cut the pipes at right angle; deflash and trim the two ends with care.

•		 To bend the pipe no heating is needed.

•		 Respect the recommended bend radiuses.

•		 Make sure that the radius of the bends is 5 times the external diameter of the pipe from the fittings.

Wall heating system Underfloor heating system
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SPECIFICATION TEXTS

Multilayer pipe BTM162_

Multilayer pipe Pe-Xb-Al-Pe-Xb with oxygen barrier (DIN 4726) for domestic water, heating, underfloor 
heating and fan-coil systems.
Operating	temperature	0	÷	95	°C;	max.	peak	temperature	110°C,	operating	pressure	10	bars,	thermal	expansion	
coefficient	0.43	W/mK,	internal	roughness	0.007	μm.	Oxygen	barrier	consisting	of	an	aluminium	foil	with	laser	
tested welding in compliance with standard UNI 10954-1.
Each pipe metre is marked as follows: IVR trademark, material acronym PEX-b Al PEX-b, diameter x thickness, 
operating pressure and temperature, progressive length in metres, date and time of production, production 
line, operator code.
External diameter 16 mm, thickness 2 mm, internal diameter 12 mm.
Available in 100 metre-, 240 metre- and 500 metre-long rolls.
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In recent times there has been a return to central heating solutions in multi-family properties, this is partially due to new building regulations.
There are undeniable benefits that such systems allow to achieve in terms of installation cost, energy efficiency, durability, maintenance and 
safety.
After years of single home autonomous heating, that provided the only advantage of allowing greater freedom of management, the centralized 
system combined with the accounting systems of consumption is the best solution from both technical and economic point of view.

The combined advantages of central heating and single home consumption accounting  

•	 It	provides	undeniable	cost	savings:	 the	 installation	of	Metering	systems,	or	cost	allocation	devices,	
where	it	 is	not	possible	or	convenient	to	adopt	IVR	MULTIKLIMA	UNITS,	combined	with	the	use	of	
thermostatic heads on radiators allows energy savings between 12% and 30%.

•	 The	maintenance	and	periodic	check-ups	are	less	expensive	for	a	centralized	system	if	compared	with	
the	sum	of	costs	of	check-ups	for	many	individual	autonomous	units

•	 It	allows	greater	flexibility	in	living	comfort	and	temperature	regulation	in	singe	rooms	when	combined	
with the installation of thermostatic heads placed on radiators

•	 Provides	a	fair	solution	for	costs	sharing	for	heating/cooling,	DHW	(Domestic	Hot	Water)	and	DC(old)
W,	which	are	proportionally	divided	according	to	real	consumption	of	individual	homes

•	 It	 is	a	good	economic	 investment	 in	 the	property,	Central	Heating	 increases	 the	property’s	market	
value when combined with accounting or cost allocation solutions

•	 It	receives	incentives	and	VAT	tax	deductions	from	environment	policies	in	most	countries	nowadays
•	 The	absence	of	boilers	in	homes	increases	safety
•	 The	 activity	 of	 Central	 Heating	 systems	 are	 not	 pre-scheduled	 by	 local	 authorities	 when	 they	 are	

combined with metering and single home cost accounting systems
•	 The	higher	level	of	energy	consumption	efficiency	is	a	benefit	for	the	environment	in	general
•	 It	helps	the	building/home	achieve	a	certification	for	high	level	of	energy	consumption	efficiency,	

most countries are nowadays classifying buildings on an environmental impact basis

In	addition:
•	 IVR	MULTIKLIMA	units	are	compatible	with	any	type	of	fuel/energy	source	used
•	 IVR	MULTIKLIMA	unit	perfectly	suit	with	solar	heating	systems	and	district	heating	schemes
•	 The	accounting	systems	built	with	radio	or	M-Bus	is	safe,	reliable	and	does	not	allow	device	tampering	

or to alter the data consumption
•	 The	seasonal	consumption	data	can	be	sent	to	the	BMS	supervisor	in	a	clear	and	comprehensive	format*
•	 No	access	to	the	home	or	condo	is	required	for	data	reading	*
•	 No	presence	of	data	collection	devices	in	the	common	parts	of	the	building	**
•	 No	need	for	cables	**

A greater proof of the benefits of accounting, is the fact that nowadays the new buildings that include 
more	than	4	housing	units	must	be	equipped	with	a	system	of	heat	metering.	For	these	buildings	some	
regional	authorities	in	Europe	have	already	issued	regulations	imposing	the	installation	of	accounting/
metering  or heat cost allocation devices

*	In	the	case	of	units	with	M-Bus	Radio	Version
**	In	the	case	of	units	with	radio	data	transmission
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Functions
The	IVR	MULTIKLIMA	Metering	Unit	provides	a	flexible	accounting	solution	for	managing	apartments	individually.
It	is	available	in	various	configurations,	allowing	you	to	measure:	

												•	 the	consumption	of	thermal	energy	during	the	winter

												•	 consumption	of	energy	for	summer	cooling

												•	 the	consumption	of	domestic	hot	water

												•	 the	consumption	of	domestic	cold	water

												•	 the	consumption	of	grey	water

The version with heat and cooling meter does not require manual intervention to convert from heating to 
cooling and viceversa at the change of season.  

The IVR MULTIKLIMA	Units	are	available	in	these	versions	depending	on	the	chosen	options:
•	 Meter	with	direct	reading,	M-Bus	data	transmission	or	Radio	data	transmission
•	 with	heat	meters	for	heating	or	heating/cooling
•	 zone valves with 2-way or 3-way with bypass
•	 with or without balancing valve
•	 Anti-scald	thermostatic	mixing	valve	for	DHW/DCW
•	 Optional	Grey	Water	(service	water)	line

CONNECTIONS LAYOUT

CENTR. HEATING RIGHT LEFT BOTTOM TOP	

HOUSEHOLD LEFT RIGHT TOP BOTTOM

IVR MULTIKLIMA 
Configuration tool is available 

online at www.ivrvalvole.it

IVR	MULTIKLIMA
Inlet	form	Left

IVR	MULTIKLIMA	
Inlet form Right

HOUSEHOLD CENTRAL	HEATINGCENTRAL	HEATING HOUSEHOLD The sets can be installed vertically oriented 
either with flow from above or from below

Compliance with Directive 2004/22/CE MID
DHW

DCW

GW



MODULO DI CONTABILIZZAZIONE    IVR 471

2

DENOMINAZIONEN.

N.PART NAME

1

2

Valvola a sfera IVR 204 Dn 20

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

12

14

10

9

10

11

12

13

14

13

Valvola a sfera IVR 205 Dn 20

Valvola a sfera IVR 87 Dn 20

Gruppo portasonda IVR 429

Contatore di calore 

Corpo contatore 

Ritegno IVR 998L DN20

Raccordo 3 vie IVR430 Dn 20

Raccoglitore d’impurità IVR 924 

Contatore d’acqua ACS 

Contatore d’acqua AFS 

A

B

D

C

F

H

G

E

I

L

2

2

2

2

3

2

1

1

1

54

11

8 7

6

Rubinetto orientabile di carico-scarico

Valvola miscelatrice termostatica

A= Ingresso dal circuito di distribuzione
B= Ritorno al circuito di distribuzione
C=Ingresso acqua calda sanitaria
D=Ingresso acqua fredda sanitaria
E= Ingresso acqua fredda duale
F= Mandata al circuito d’utenza
G=Ritorno dal circuito d’utenza
H =Mandata acqua calda sanitaria miscelata
I  = Mandata acqua fredda sanitaria
L  = Mandata acqua fredda duale

Contatore d’acqua duale

15

IVR MULTIKLIMA
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IVR MULTIKLIMA 471 

Features:
-	Cabinet	painted	Steel.	Colour	RAL	9010
-	Inlet	and	outlet	connections	to	the	Heating/Cooling	circuit
-	Inlet	and	outlet	connections	to	the	Domestic	Hot	Water	line	
-	Inlet	and	outlet	connections	to	the	Domestic	Cold	Water	line
-	DHW/DCW	Mixing	valve	avoids	scalding
- Grey water line 
-	Maximum	working	pressure	10	bar
-	Temperature	range		on	heating/cooling	circuit	5÷90°C
-	Temperature	range	on	Domestic	water	lines	3÷90°C

Nominal	Flow:
-	Qn	1.5	-	2.5	m³/h	for	heating	and	cooling
-	Qn	2.5	m³/h	for	DHW,	DCW,	GW

Available	data	reading	options:
-	Direct	visual	display
-	M-Bus	data	transmission
- Radio data transmission

A =	Supply	from	central	heating
B = Return to central heating
C = DHW	inlet
D = DCW	inlet
E = Grey	Water	inlet
F = Supply	to	the	heating	circuit
G = Return from the heating circuit
H = Supply	to	the	DHW	line
I =	Supply	to	the	DCW	line
L =	Supply	to	the	GW	line

N. PART NAME

1 Ballvalve	IVR	204	Dn20

2 Ballvalve	IVR	205	Dn20

3 Ballvalve	IVR	87	Dn20

4 Sensor	connector		IVR	429

5 Rotatable	drain	valve	IVR	836	1/2”

6 Heating	meter	body

7 Heating	meter

8 Check	valve	IVR	998L	Dn20

9 Y	strainer	IVR	924

10 DHW	meter

11 DCW	meter

12 GW	meter

13 Thermostatic	mixing	valve

14 T	connection	fitting	IVR	430	Dn20

15 Steel	cabinet	IVR	470

471 - 1		DHW/DCW	mixing	valve 471 - 2	Includes	GW	line 471 - 3	Standard	version



MODULO DI CONTABILIZZAZIONE    IVR 481

2

DENOMINAZIONEN.

N.PART NAME

1

2

Valvola a sfera IVR 204 Dn 20

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

12

14

10

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

13

Valvola a sfera IVR 205 Dn 20

Valvola a sfera IVR 87 Dn 20

Gruppo portasonda IVR 429

Contatore di calore 

Corpo contatore 

Ritegno IVR 998L DN20

Raccordo 3 vie IVR430 Dn 20

Raccoglitore d’impurità IVR 924 

Contatore d’acqua ACS 

Contatore d’acqua AFS 

Valvola di bilanciamento IVR 340 DN20

Contatore d’acqua duale

A

B

D

C

F

H

G

E

I

L

2

2

2

2

3

2

1

1

1

54

11

8 7

6

Rubinetto orientabile di carico-scarico

Valvola miscelatrice termostatica

A= Ingresso dal circuito di distribuzione
B= Ritorno al circuito di distribuzione
C=Ingresso acqua calda sanitaria
D=Ingresso acqua fredda sanitaria
E= Ingresso acqua fredda duale
F= Mandata al circuito d’utenza
G=Ritorno dal circuito d’utenza
H =Mandata acqua calda sanitaria miscelata
I  = Mandata acqua fredda sanitaria
L  = Mandata acqua fredda duale

15

16

125

IVR MULTIKLIMA 481

Features:
-	Cabinet	painted	Steel.	Colour	RAL	9010
-	Inlet	and	outlet	connections	to	the	Heating/Cooling	circuit
-	Balancing	valve	on	Heating/Cooling	Line
-	Inlet	and	outlet	connections	to	the	Domestic	Hot	Water	line
-	Inlet	and	outlet	connections	to	the	Domestic	Cold	Water	line
-	DHW/DCW	Mixing	valve	avoids	scalding
- Grey water line 
-	Maximum	working	pressure	10	bar
-	Temperature	range	on	heating/cooling	circuit	5÷90°C
-	Temperature	range	on	Domestic	water	lines	3÷90°C

Nominal	Flow:
-	Qn	1.5	-	2.5	m³/h	for	heating	and	cooling
-	Qn	2.5	m³/h	for	DHW,	DCW,	GW

Available	data	reading	options:
-	Direct	visual	display
-	M-Bus	data	transmission
- Radio data transmission

N. PART NAME

1 Ballvalve	IVR	204	Dn20

2 Ballvalve	IVR	205	Dn20

3 Ballvalve	IVR	87	Dn20

4 Sensor	connector		IVR	429

5 Rotatable	drain	valve	IVR	836	1/2”

6 Heating	meter	body

7 Heating	meter

8 Check	valve	IVR	998L	Dn20

9 Y	strainer	IVR	924

10 DHW	meter

11 DCW	meter

12 GW	meter

13 Thermostatic	mixing	valve

14 T	connection	fitting	IVR	430	Dn20

15 Balancing	valve	IVR	340	Dn20

16 Steel	cabinet	IVR	470

A =	Supply	from	central	heating
B = Return to central heating
C = DHW	inlet
D = DCW	inlet
E = Grey	Water	inlet
F = Supply	to	the	heating	circuit
G = Return from the heating circuit
H = Supply	to	the	DHW	line
I =	Supply	to	the	DCW	line
L =	Supply	to	the	GW	line

481 - 1		DHW/DCW	mixing	valve 481 - 2	Includes	GW	line 481 - 3	Standard	version



MODULO DI CONTABILIZZAZIONE    IVR 472

2

DENOMINAZIONEN.

N.PART NAME

1

2

Valvola a sfera IVR 204 Dn 20

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

12

14

10

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

13

Valvola a sfera IVR 205 Dn 20

Valvola 2 vie  IVR222 Dn20

Valvola a sfera IVR 87 Dn 20

Servocomando IVR 215

Gruppo portasonda IVR 429

Contatore di calore 

Corpo contatore 

Ritegno IVR 998L DN20

Raccordo 3 vie IVR430 Dn 20

Raccoglitore d’impurità IVR 924 

Contatore d’acqua ACS 

Contatore d’acqua AFS 

16

Contatore acqua duale

A

B

D

C

F

H

G

E

I

L

2

2

2

2

3

2

1

1

1

54

11

8 7

6

Rubinetto orientabile di carico-scarico

Valvola miscelatrice termostatica

A= Ingresso dal circuito di distribuzione
B= Ritorno al circuito di distribuzione
C=Ingresso acqua calda sanitaria
D=Ingresso acqua fredda sanitaria
E= Ingresso acqua fredda duale
F= Mandata al circuito d’utenza
G=Ritorno dal circuito d’utenza
H =Mandata acqua calda sanitaria miscelata
I  = Mandata acqua fredda sanitaria
L  = Mandata acqua fredda duale

15 16

17

IVR MULTIKLIMA
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IVR MULTIKLIMA 472

Features:
-	Cabinet	painted	Steel.	Colour	RAL	9010
-	Inlet	and	outlet	connections	to	the	Heating/Cooling	circuit
- 2 way ballvalve with electric actuator
-	Inlet	and	outlet	connections	to	the	Domestic	Hot	Water	line
-	Inlet	and	outlet	connections	to	the	Domestic	Cold	Water	line
-	DHW/DCW	Mixing	valve	avoids	scalding
- Grey water line 
-	Maximum	working	pressure	10	bar
-	Temperature	range	on	heating/cooling	circuit	5÷90°C
-	Temperature	range	on	Domestic	water	lines	3÷90°C

Nominal	Flow:
-	Qn	1.5	-	2.5	m³/h	for	heating	and	cooling
-	Qn	2.5	m³/h	for	DHW,	DCW,	GW

Available	data	reading	options:
-	Direct	visual	display
-	M-Bus	data	transmission
- Radio data transmission

N. PART NAME

1 Ballvalve	IVR	204	Dn20

2 Ballvalve	IVR	205	Dn20

3 Ballvalve	IVR	87	Dn20

4 Sensor	connector		IVR	429

5 Rotatable	drain	valve	IVR	836	1/2”

6 Heating	meter	body

7 Heating	meter

8 Check	valve	IVR	998L	Dn20

9 Y	strainer	IVR	924

10 DHW	meter

11 DCW	meter

12 GW	meter

13 Thermostatic	mixing	valve

14 T	connection	fitting	IVR	430	Dn20

15 2	way	ballvalve	IVR	222	Dn20

16 Electric	actuator		IVR	215

17 Steel	cabinet		IVR	470

A =	Supply	from	central	heating
B = Return to central heating
C = DHW	inlet
D = DCW	inlet
E = Grey	Water	inlet
F = Supply	to	the	heating	circuit
G = Return from the heating circuit
H = Supply	to	the	DHW	line
I =	Supply	to	the	DCW	line
L =	Supply	to	the	GW	line

472 - 1		DHW/DCW	mixing	valve 472 - 2	Includes	GW	line 472 - 3	Standard	version



MODULO DI CONTABILIZZAZIONE    IVR 482

2

DENOMINAZIONEN.

N.PART NAME

1

2

Valvola a sfera IVR 204 Dn 20

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

12

14

10

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

13

Valvola a sfera IVR 205 Dn 20

Valvola 2 vie  IVR222 Dn20

Valvola a sfera IVR 87 Dn 20

Servocomando IVR 215

Gruppo portasonda IVR 429

Contatore di calore 

Corpo contatore 

Ritegno IVR 998L DN20

Raccordo 3 vie IVR430 Dn 20

Raccoglitore d’impurità IVR 924 

Contatore d’acqua ACS 

Contatore d’acqua AFS 

16

17

Contatore d’acqua duale

A

B

D

C

F

H

G

E

I

L

2

2

2

2

3

2

1

1

1

54

12

11

8 7

6

Rubinetto orientabile di carico-scarico

Valvola miscelatrice termostatica

A= Ingresso dal circuito di distribuzione
B= Ritorno al circuito di distribuzione
C=Ingresso acqua calda sanitaria
D=Ingresso acqua fredda sanitaria
E= Ingresso acqua fredda duale
F= Mandata al circuito d’utenza
G=Ritorno dal circuito d’utenza
H =Mandata acqua calda sanitaria miscelata
I  = Mandata acqua fredda sanitaria
L  = Mandata acqua fredda duale

15 16 17

Valvola di bilanciamento IVR 340 DN2018
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IVR MULTIKLIMA 482
Features:
-	Cabinet	painted	Steel.	Colour	RAL	9010
-	Inlet	and	outlet	connections	to	the	Heating/Cooling	circuit
- 2 way ballvalve with electric actuator
-	Balancing	valve	on	Heating/Cooling	Line
-	Inlet	and	outlet	connections	to	the	Domestic	Hot	Water	line
-	Inlet	and	outlet	connections	to	the	Domestic	Cold	Water	line
-	DHW/DCW	Mixing	valve	avoids	scalding
- Grey water line 
-	Maximum	working	pressure	10	bar
-	Temperature	range	on	heating/cooling	circuit	5÷90°C
-	Temperature	range	on	Domestic	water	lines	3÷90°C

Nominal	Flow:
-	Qn	1.5	-	2.5	m³/h	for	heating	and	cooling
-	Qn	2.5	m³/h	for	DHW,	DCW,	GW

Available	data	reading	options:
-	Direct	visual	display
-	M-Bus	data	transmission
- Radio data transmission

N. PART NAME

1 Ballvalve	IVR	204	Dn20

2 Ballvalve	IVR	205	Dn20

3 Ballvalve	IVR	87	Dn20

4 Sensor	connector		IVR	429

5 Rotatable	drain	valve	IVR	836	1/2”

6 Heating	meter	body

7 Heating	meter

8 Check	valve	IVR	998L	Dn20

9 Y	strainer	IVR	924

10 DHW	meter

11 DCW	meter

12 GW	meter

13 Thermostatic	mixing	valve

14 T	connection	fitting	IVR	430	Dn20

15 2	way	ballvalve	IVR	222	Dn20

16 Electric	actuator		IVR	215

17 Balancing	valve	IVR	340	Dn20

18 Steel	cabinet		IVR	470

482 - 1		DHW/DCW	mixing	valve 482 - 2	Includes	GW	line 482 - 3	Standard	version

A =	Supply	from	central	heating
B = Return to central heating
C = DHW	inlet
D = DCW	inlet
E = Grey	Water	inlet
F = Supply	to	the	heating	circuit
G = Return from the heating circuit
H = Supply	to	the	DHW	line
I =	Supply	to	the	DCW	line
L =	Supply	to	the	GW	line



MODULO DI CONTABILIZZAZIONE    IVR 473

2

DENOMINAZIONEN.

N.PART NAME

1

2

Valvola a sfera IVR 204 Dn 20

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

12

10

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

13

Valvola a sfera IVR 205 Dn 20

Valvola 3 vie  IVR242 Dn20

Valvola a sfera IVR 87 Dn 20

Valvola di regolazione IVR 551

Servocomando IVR 215

Gruppo portasonda IVR 429

Contatore di calore 

Corpo contatore 

Ritegno IVR 998L DN20

Raccordo 3 vie IVR430 Dn 20

Raccoglitore d’impurità IVR 924 

Contatore d’acqua ACS 

Contatore d’acqua AFS 

16

17

Contatore d’acqua duale

A

B

D

C

F

H

G

E

I

L

2

2

2

2

3

2

1

1

1

54

17

11

8 7

6

Rubinetto orientabile di carico-scarico

Valvola miscelatrice termostatica

A= Ingresso dal circuito di distribuzione
B= Ritorno al circuito di distribuzione
C=Ingresso acqua calda sanitaria
D=Ingresso acqua fredda sanitaria
E= Ingresso acqua fredda duale
F= Mandata al circuito d’utenza
G=Ritorno dal circuito d’utenza
H =Mandata acqua calda sanitaria miscelata
I  = Mandata acqua fredda sanitaria
L  = Mandata acqua fredda duale

15 16

14

14

18

IVR MULTIKLIMA
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IVR MULTIKLIMA 473

Features:
-	Cabinet	painted	Steel.	Colour	RAL	9010
-	Inlet	and	outlet	connections	to	the	Heating/Cooling	circuit
- 3 way by-pass ballvalve with electric actuator and regulat. valve
-	Inlet	and	outlet	connections	to	the	Domestic	Hot	Water	line
-	Inlet	and	outlet	connections	to	the	Domestic	Cold	Water	line
-	DHW/DCW	Mixing	valve	avoids	scalding
- Grey water line 
-	Maximum	working	pressure	10	bar
-	Temperature	range	on	heating/cooling	circuit	5÷90°C
-	Temperature	range	on	Domestic	water	lines	3÷90°C

Nominal	Flow:
-	Qn	1.5	-	2.5	m³/h	for	heating	and	cooling
-	Qn	2.5	m³/h	for	DHW,	DCW,	GW

Available	data	reading	options:
-	Direct	visual	display
-	M-Bus	data	transmission
- Radio data transmission

N. PART NAME

1 Ballvalve	IVR	204	Dn20

2 Ballvalve	IVR	205	Dn20

3 Ballvalve	IVR	87	Dn20

4 Sensor	connector		IVR	429

5 Rotatable	drain	valve	IVR	836	1/2”

6 Heating	meter	body

7 Heating	meter

8 Check	valve	IVR	998L	Dn20

9 Y	strainer	IVR	924

10 DHW	meter

11 DCW	meter

12 GW	meter

13 Thermostatic	mixing	valve

14 T	connection	fitting	IVR	430	Dn20

15 2	way	ballvalve	IVR	222	Dn20

16 Electric	actuator		IVR	215

17 Flow	regulating	valve

18 Steel	cabinet	IVR	470

473 - 1		DHW/DCW	mixing	valve 473 - 2	Includes	GW	line 473 - 3	Standard	version

A =	Supply	from	central	heating
B = Return to central heating
C = DHW	inlet
D = DCW	inlet
E = Grey	Water	inlet
F = Supply	to	the	heating	circuit
G = Return from the heating circuit
H = Supply	to	the	DHW	line
I =	Supply	to	the	DCW	line
L =	Supply	to	the	GW	line



MODULO DI CONTABILIZZAZIONE    IVR 483

2

DENOMINAZIONEN.

N.PART NAME

1

2

Valvola a sfera IVR 204 Dn 20

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

12

14

10

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

13

Valvola a sfera IVR 205 Dn 20

Valvola 3 vie  IVR242 Dn20

Valvola a sfera IVR 87 Dn 20

Valvola di regolazione IVR 551

Servocomando IVR 215

Gruppo portasonda IVR 429

Contatore di calore 

Corpo contatore 

Ritegno IVR 998L DN20

Raccordo 3 vie IVR430 Dn 20

Raccoglitore d’impurità IVR 924 

Contatore d’acqua ACS 

Contatore d’acqua AFS 

16

17

Valvola di bilanciamento IVR 340 DN20

Contatore d’acqua duale

A

B

D

C

F

H

G

E

I

L

2

2

2

2

3

2

1

1

1

5418

17

11

8 7

6

Rubinetto orientabile di carico-scarico

Valvola miscelatrice termostatica

A= Ingresso dal circuito di distribuzione
B= Ritorno al circuito di distribuzione
C=Ingresso acqua calda sanitaria
D=Ingresso acqua fredda sanitaria
E= Ingresso acqua fredda duale
F= Mandata al circuito d’utenza
G=Ritorno dal circuito d’utenza
H =Mandata acqua calda sanitaria miscelata
I  = Mandata acqua fredda sanitaria
L  = Mandata acqua fredda duale

15 16

18

14

19
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IVR MULTIKLIMA 483
Features:
-	Cabinet	painted	Steel.	Colour	RAL	9010
-	Inlet	and	outlet	connections	to	the	Heating/Cooling	circuit
- 3 way by pass ballvalve with electric actuator and regulat. valve
-	Balancing	valve	on	Heating/Cooling	Line
-	Inlet	and	outlet	connections	to	the	Domestic	Hot	Water	line
-	Inlet	and	outlet	connections	to	the	Domestic	Cold	Water	line
-	DHW/DCW	Mixing	valve	avoids	scalding
- Grey water line 
-	Maximum	working	pressure	10	bar
-	Temperature	range	on	heating/cooling	circuit	5÷90°C
-	Temperature	range	on	Domestic	water	lines	3÷90°C

Nominal	Flow:
-	Qn	1.5	-	2.5	m³/h	for	heating	and	cooling
-	Qn	2.5	m³/h	for	DHW,	DCW,	GW

Available	data	reading	options:
-	Direct	visual	display
-	M-Bus	data	transmission
- Radio data transmission

N. PART NAME

1 Ballvalve	IVR	204	Dn20

2 Ballvalve	IVR	205	Dn20

3 Ballvalve	IVR	87	Dn20

4 Sensor	connector		IVR	429

5 Rotatable	drain	valve	IVR	836	1/2”

6 Heating	meter	body

7 Heating	meter

8 Check	valve	IVR	998L	Dn20

9 Y	strainer	IVR	924

10 DHW	meter

11 DCW	meter

12 GW	meter

13 Thermostatic	mixing	valve

14 T	connection	fitting	IVR	430	Dn20

15 2	way	ballvalve	IVR	222	Dn20

16 Electric	actuator		IVR	215

17 Flow	regulating	valve

18 Balancing	valve	IVR	340	Dn20

19 Steel	cabinet	IVR	470

483 - 1		DHW/DCW	mixing	valve 483 - 2	Includes	GW	line 483 - 3	Standard	version

A =	Supply	from	central	heating
B = Return to central heating
C = DHW	inlet
D = DCW	inlet
E = Grey	Water	inlet
F = Supply	to	the	heating	circuit
G = Return from the heating circuit
H = Supply	to	the	DHW	line
I =	Supply	to	the	DCW	line
L =	Supply	to	the	GW	line



CASSETTA PER MODULI MULTIKLIMA IVR 470
Cassetta per moduli di contabilizzazione IVR MULTIKLIMA a lettura via Radio. 
Coperchio combinato in acciaio regolazione da 0 a 40 mm.verniciato e pannello in ABS 
dotato di serratura ad aggancio rapido.
Corpo cassetta in acciaio zincato con dime di alloggiamento linee contatori. 
Installazione a muro.

Cassetta per moduli di contabilizzazione IVR MULTIKLIMA a lettura diretta o M-Bus
Coperchio in acciaio verniciato regolazione da 0 a 40 mm. dotato di serratura ad 
aggancio rapido.
Corpo cassetta in acciaio zincato con dime di alloggiamento linee contatori. 

Versione 5 linee 
550 x 650 x 110

Versione 4 linee 
550 x 550 x 110

Versione 5 linee 
550 x 650 x 110

Versione 4 linee 
550 x 550 x 110
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CASSETTA PER MODULI MULTIKLIMA IVR 470
Cassetta per moduli di contabilizzazione IVR MULTIKLIMA a lettura via Radio. 
Coperchio combinato in acciaio regolazione da 0 a 40 mm.verniciato e pannello in ABS 
dotato di serratura ad aggancio rapido.
Corpo cassetta in acciaio zincato con dime di alloggiamento linee contatori. 
Installazione a muro.

Cassetta per moduli di contabilizzazione IVR MULTIKLIMA a lettura diretta o M-Bus
Coperchio in acciaio verniciato regolazione da 0 a 40 mm. dotato di serratura ad 
aggancio rapido.
Corpo cassetta in acciaio zincato con dime di alloggiamento linee contatori. 

Versione 5 linee 
550 x 650 x 110

Versione 4 linee 
550 x 550 x 110

Versione 5 linee 
550 x 650 x 110

Versione 4 linee 
550 x 550 x 110
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IVR MULTIKLIMA
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Cabinet		for	IVR	MULTIKLIMA	metering	units	with	radio	data	transmission.	The	frame	is	made	in	plated	steel,	the	depth	of	the	cabinet	
can	be	extended	from	110mm	to	150mm.	The	cover	is	made	of	a	steel	frame	and	an	ABS	lockable	board.	The	body	of	the	cabinet	is	
made of galvanized steel, it includes preassembled profiles for the circuit connections. The cabinet is designed for in-wall installation.
. 

Cabinet	for	IVR	MULTIKLIMA	metering	units	with	direct	or	M-Bus	data	transmission.	The	frame	is	made	in	plated	steel,	the	depth	of	
the	cabinet	can	be	extended	from	110mm	to	150mm.	The	cover	is	made	of	a	lockable	steel	board.	The	body	of	the	cabinet	is	made	of	
galvanized steel, it includes preassembled profiles for the circuit connections. The cabinet is designed for in-wall installation.

CABINET FOR MULTIKLIMA UNITS IVR 470



+ +

=
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SUPPLY OPTIONS FOR IVR MULTIKLIMA METERING UNITS

For	all	versions	of	IVR	MULTIKLIMA	Metering	units	it	is	possible	to	order	the	cabinets	disassembled	as	well	as	each	hydraulic	line	and	
accessories separately.

It	is	also	possible	to	order	the	Units	without	Meters,	in	place	of	which	there	will	be	connection	pipes	allowing	to	perform	hydraulic	tests,	the	
meters can be retrofitted in a second moment.

N.B.:	Also	in	this	version	it	is	possible	to	order	the	cabinets,	the	hydraulic	lines	and	the	accessories	separately.



550	mm550	mm550	mm

1080	mm

1630	mm

2180	mm

IVR MULTIKLIMA
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MULTI-DwELLING SOLUTIONS
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MULTI-DwELLING SOLUTIONS

For	multi-dwelling	or	multi-storey	buildings	and	for	the	upgrading	of	heating	installation	in	existing	buildings,	IVR	offers	specific	solutions	to	
optimize	the	installation	of	IVR	MULTIKLIMA	Units.

In	detail,	the	IVR	MULTIKLIMA	units	can	be	supplied	as	listed:
-	Clamps	for	fixing	the	hydraulic	line	without	cabinets
- In cabinets for  2, 3 or 4 dwellings 
- In pre-assembled cabinets complete with manifolds connecting 2, 3 or 4 dwellings
 



IVR 711 IVR 712 IVR 713 IVR 714
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IVR DISTRIBUTION

INTRODUCTION
IVR	MK	DISTRIBUTION	Units	allow	you	to	connect	single	dwellings	to	the	central	Heating	system.	These	MK	Units	can	be	designed	to	
work	with	high	temperature	(radiators,	towel	rails),	warm	temperature	obtained	by	a	mixing	process,	suitable	for	radiant	panels,	and	the	
combination	of	both	high	and	warm	temperature	simultaneously.		The	AISI	304	Stainless	steel	distribution	manifolds	can	supply	all	kinds	
of radiators, fan coils, and radiant panels for floor, wall and ceiling. 

The	distribution	at	warm	temperature	is	available	in	three	variants:
•	 Mixing	set	with	fixed	point	thermostatic	head	IVR	711
•	 Mixing	set	fixed	point	with	thermostatic	mixer	IVR	712
•	 Mixing	set	modulating	electric	actuator	IVR	713

Salmson	*	Circulation	pumps	are	provided	in	2	versions:
•	 3-speed pump
•	 electronic pump with variable  A Rated compliant with 

ErP	2009/125/EC	Regualtion

*	Other	brands	and	models	are	available	on	request In	all	the	mixing	sets	as	an	option	
a 130mm connection pipe can 
be provided and a pump can be 
retrofitted	subsequently.

IVR MULTIKLIMA 
Configuration tool is available 

online at www.ivrvalvole.it

The	IVR	714	by-pass	set	with	regulating	valve	and	safety	thermostat	is	always	supplied	in	combination	with	all	mixing	sets.
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IVR MULTIKLIMA FUNCTIONAL LAYOUT 

IVR DISTRIBUTION 

IVR METERING UNIT



509A DISTRIBUZIONE ALTA VALVOLA - DETENTORE
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IVR DISTRIBUTION

IVR MULTIKLIMA 509/A - High temperature or warm water

N. PART NAME

1 Steel	Cabinet	IVR	830

2 Ballvalve	IVR	980/A	1”

3 Ballvalve		IVR	980/B	1”

4 Manifold	IVR	803	1”	-	1”1/4

5 Plugs	IVR	899	1”	-	1”1/4

6 Themostatic valve 

7 Regulating	lockshield

8 Rotatable	drain	valve		IVR	836	1/2”

9 	Air	vent		IVR	838	1/2”

10 Brackets	IVR	821

Distribution	cabinet	includes	AISI	304	stainless	steel	manifolds	1”	x	¾”	Ek	or	1”	¼”	x	¾”	Ek*.	
Preassembled	in	RAL9010	plated	steel	cabinet,	manifolds	are	complete	with	thermostatic	valves	(to	be	operated	by	thermoelectric	head),	
micrometric	regulating	lockshield,	drain	valve,	air	vent,	interception	ballvalves,	plugs	and	brackets..

A =	Supply
B = Return 

The	509/A	Distribution	unit	can	be	supplied	in	a	disassembled	form	by	ordering	separate	components	and	accessories.

*	soon	available

 

The units are available 

with	both	Left	and	Right	

orientation

Cabinet	depth	110	mm
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IVR MULTIKLIMA 509/B - High temperature or warm water

N. PART NAME

1 Steel	Cabinet	IVR	830

2 Ballvalve	IVR	980/A	1”

3 Ballvalve		IVR	980/B	1”

4 Manifold	IVR	803	1”	-	1”1/4

5 Plugs	IVR	899	1”	-	1”1/4

6 Themostatic valve 

7 Flow	meter		IVR	829

8 Rotatable	drain	valve		IVR	836	1/2”

9 	Air	vent		IVR	838	1/2”

10 Brackets	IVR	821

Distribution	cabinet	includes	AISI	304	stainless	steel	manifolds	1”	x	¾”	Ek	or	1”	¼”	x	¾”	Ek*.	
Preassembled	in	RAL9010	plated	steel	cabinet,	manifolds	are	complete	with	thermostatic	valves	(to	be	operated	by	thermoelectric	head),	
flow	meters,	drain	valve,	air	vent,	interception	ballvalves,	plugs	and	brackets.

A =	Supply
B = Return 

The	509/B	Distribution	unit	can	be	supplied	in	a	disassembled	form	by	ordering	separate	components	and	accessories.

*	soon	available

 

The units are available 

with	both	Left	and	Right	

orientation

Cabinet	depth	110	mm
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IVR DISTRIBUTION

IVR MULTIKLIMA 511 - warm (mixed) water for radiant panels

Warm	water	Distribution	cabinet	for	radiant	panels,	includes	AISI	304	stainless	steel	manifolds	1”	x	¾”	Ek	or	1”	¼”	x	¾”	Ek.	
Preassembled	in	RAL9010	plated	steel	cabinet,	manifolds	are	complete	with	thermostatic	valves	(to	be	operated	by	thermoelectric	head),	
flow	meters,	drain	valve,	air	vent,	interception	ballvalves	and	brackets;	fixed	point	mixing	set	with	thermostatic	head,	by-pass	set	with	safety	
thermostat and sensor connection.

N. PART NAME

1 Steel	Cabinet	IVR	830

2 Ballvalve	IVR	964/A	1”

3 Ballvalve	IVR	964/B	1”

4 Return	manifold	IVR	702	1”	-	1”1/4

5 Supply	manifold	IVR	703	1”	-	1”1/4

6 Safety	thermostat	

7 Micrometric	regulating	lockshield

8 Circulating	pump

9 Interception	ballvalve	IVR	108

10 Thermostatic	head		IVR	591

11 Mixing	valve		IVR	583

12 Rotatable	drain	valve		IVR	836	1/2”

13 Air	vent		IVR	838	1/2”

A =	Supply
B = Return

*	soon	available

 

The units are available 

with	both	Left	and	Right	

orientation

Cabinet	depth	150	mm
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IVR MULTIKLIMA 512 - warm (mixed) water for radiant panels with hydraulic separator

*	soon	available

Warm	water	Distribution	cabinet	for	radiant	panels,	includes	AISI	304	stainless	steel	manifolds	1”	x	¾”	Ek	or	1”	¼”	x	¾”	Ek.	
Preassembled	in	RAL9010	plated	steel	cabinet,	manifolds	are	complete	with	thermostatic	valves	(to	be	operated	by	thermoelectric	head),	
flow	meters,	drain	valve,	air	vent,	interception	ballvalves	and	brackets;	fixed	point	mixing	set	with	thermostatic	head,	by-pass	set	with	safety	
thermostat	and	sensor	connection;	hydraulic	separator.

N. PART NAME

1 Steel	Cabinet	IVR	830

2 Ballvalve	IVR	964/A	1”

3 Ballvalve	IVR	964/B	1”

4 Return	manifold	IVR	702	1”	-	1”1/4

5 Supply	manifold	IVR	703	1”	-	1”1/4

6 Safety	thermostat	

7 Micrometric	regulating	lockshield

8 Circulating	pump

9 Interception	ballvalve	IVR	108

10 Thermostatic	head		IVR	591

11 Mixing	valve		IVR	583

12 Hydraulic	Separator	IVR	330

13 Rotatable	drain	valve		IVR	836	1/2”

14 Air	vent		IVR	838	1/2”

A =	Supply
B = Return 

 

The units are available 

with	both	Left	and	Right	

orientation

Cabinet	depth	150	mm
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IVR DISTRIBUTION

IVR MULTIKLIMA 513 - warm (mixed) water for radiant panels

Warm	water	Distribution	cabinet	for	radiant	panels,	includes	AISI	304	stainless	steel	manifolds	1”	x	¾”	Ek	or	1”	¼”	x	¾”	Ek.	
Preassembled	in	RAL9010	plated	steel	cabinet,	manifolds	are	complete	with	thermostatic	valves	(to	be	operated	by	thermoelectric	head),	
flow	meters,	drain	valve,	air	vent,	interception	ballvalves	and	brackets;	fixed	point	mixing	set	with	thermostatic	mixing	valve,	by-pass	set	with	
safety thermostat and sensor connection.

A =	Supply
B = Return

*	soon	available

N. PART NAME

1 Steel	Cabinet	IVR	830

2 Ballvalve	IVR	964/A	1”

3 Ballvalve	IVR	964/B	1”

4 Return	manifold	IVR	702	1”	-	1”1/4

5 Supply	manifold	IVR	703	1”	-	1”1/4

6 Safety	thermostat	

7 Micrometric	regulating	lockshield

8 Circulating	pump

9 Interception	ballvalve	IVR	108

10 Thermostatic	mixing	valve	

11 Rotatable	drain	valve		IVR	836	1/2”

12 Air	vent		IVR	838	1/2”

 

The units are available 

with	both	Left	and	Right	

orientation

Cabinet	depth	150	mm
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IVR MULTIKLIMA 514 - warm (mixed) water for radiant panels with hydraulic separator

*	soon	available

Warm	water	Distribution	cabinet	for	radiant	panels,	includes	AISI	304	stainless	steel	manifolds	1”	x	¾”	Ek	or	1”	¼”	x	¾”	Ek.	
Preassembled	in	RAL9010	plated	steel	cabinet,	manifolds	are	complete	with	thermostatic	valves	(to	be	operated	by	thermoelectric	head),	
flow	meters,	drain	valve,	air	vent,	interception	ballvalves	and	brackets;	fixed	point	mixing	set	with	thermostatic	mixing	valve,	by-pass	set	with	
safety	thermostat	and	sensor	connection;	stainless	steel	hydraulic	separator.

N. PART NAME

1 Steel	Cabinet	IVR	830

2 Ballvalve	IVR	964/A	1”

3 Ballvalve	IVR	964/B	1”

4 Return	manifold	IVR	702	1”	-	1”1/4

5 Supply	manifold	IVR	703	1”	-	1”1/4

6 Safety	thermostat	

7 Micrometric	regulating	lockshield

8 Circulating	pump

9 Interception	ballvalve	IVR	108

10 Thermostatic	mixing	valve	

11 Hydraulic	Separator	IVR	330

12 Rotatable	drain	valve		IVR	836	1/2”

13 Air	vent		IVR	838	1/2”

A =	Supply
B = Return

 

The units are available 

with	both	Left	and	Right	

orientation

Cabinet	depth	150	mm
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IVR DISTRIBUTION

IVR MULTIKLIMA 515 - warm (mixed) water for radiant panels

Warm	water	Distribution	cabinet	for	radiant	panels,	includes	AISI	304	stainless	steel	manifolds	1”	x	¾”	Ek	or	1”	¼”	x	¾”	Ek.	
Preassembled	in	RAL9010	plated	steel	cabinet,	manifolds	are	complete	with	thermostatic	valves	(to	be	operated	by	thermoelectric	head),	
flow	meters,	drain	valve,	air	vent,	interception	ballvalves	and	brackets;	dynamic	mixing	set	with	electrothermal	actuator	operating	the	mixing	
valve, by-pass set with safety thermostat and sensor connection.

A =	Supply
B = Return

*	soon	available

N. PART NAME

1 Steel	Cabinet	IVR	830

2 Ballvalve	IVR	964/A	1”

3 Ballvalve	IVR	964/B	1”

4 Return	manifold	IVR	702	1”	-	1”1/4

5 Supply	manifold	IVR	703	1”	-	1”1/4

6 Safety	thermostat	

7 Micrometric	regulating	lockshield

8 Circulating	pump

9 Interception	ballvalve	IVR	108

10 Electrothermal actuator

11 Mixing	valve		IVR	583

12 Rotatable	drain	valve		IVR	836	1/2”

13 Air	vent		IVR	838	1/2”

 

The units are available 

with	both	Left	and	Right	

orientation

Cabinet	depth	150	mm



I	=	50	mm

H =	650	mm	
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IVR MULTIKLIMA 516 - warm (mixed) water for radiant panels with hydraulic separator

*	soon	available

Warm	water	Distribution	cabinet	for	radiant	panels,	includes	AISI	304	stainless	steel	manifolds	1”	x	¾”	Ek	or	1”	¼”	x	¾”	Ek.	
Preassembled	in	RAL9010	plated	steel	cabinet,	manifolds	are	complete	with	thermostatic	valves	(to	be	operated	by	thermoelectric	head),	
flow	meters,	drain	valve,	air	vent,	interception	ballvalves	and	brackets;	dynamic	mixing	set	with	electrothermal	actuator	operating	the	mixing	
valve,	by-pass	set	with	safety	thermostat	and	sensor	connection;	hydraulic	separator.

N. PART NAME

1 Steel	Cabinet	IVR	830

2 Ballvalve	IVR	964/A	1”

3 Ballvalve	IVR	964/B	1”

4 Return	manifold	IVR	702	1”	-	1”1/4

5 Supply	manifold	IVR	703	1”	-	1”1/4

6 Safety	thermostat	

7 Micrometric	regulating	lockshield

8 Circulating	pump

9 Interception	ballvalve	IVR	108

10 Electrothermal actuator

11 Mixing	valve		IVR	583

12 Hydraulic	Separator	IVR	330

13 Rotatable	drain	valve		IVR	836	1/2”

14 Air	vent		IVR	838	1/2”

A =	Supply
B = Return

 

The units are available 

with	both	Left	and	Right	

orientation

Cabinet	depth	150	mm
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IVR DISTRIBUTION

IVR MULTIKLIMA 521 - Combined high temperature and warm (mixed) water

A =	Supply
B = Return

*	soon	available

Combined	high	temperature	and	warm	(mixed)	waater	distribution	cabinet,	includes	AISI	304	SS	manifolds	1”	x	¾”	Ek	or	1”¼”	x	¾”	Ek.	
Preassembled	in	RAL9010	plated	steel	cabinet,	high	temp.	SS	manifolds	with	2	connections,	manifolds	are	complete	with	thermostatic	valves	
(to	be	operated	by	thermoelectric	head),	flow	meters,	drain	valve,	air	vent,	interception	ballvalves	and	brackets;	fixed	point	mixing	set	with	
thermostatic head, by-pass set with safety thermostat and sensor connection.

N. PART NAME

1 Steel	Cabinet	IVR	830

2 Ballvalve	IVR	980/A	1”

3 Ballvalve	IVR	980/B	1”

4 Return	manifold	IVR	702	1”	-	1”1/4

5 Supply	manifold	IVR	703	1”	-	1”1/4

6 Safety	thermostat	

7 Micrometric	regulating	lockshield

8 Circulating	pump

9 Interception	ballvalve	IVR	108

10 Thermostatic	head		IVR	591

11 Mixing	valve		IVR	583

12 Twin	set	high	temp.	manifolds	IVR	701	1”

13 Air	vent		IVR	838	1/2”

14 Rotatable	drain	valve		IVR	836	1/2”

 

The units are available 

with	both	Left	and	Right	

orientation

Cabinet	depth	150	mm
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IVR MULTIKLIMA 522 - Combined high temp. and warm (mixed) water with hydraulic separator

*	soon	available

Combined	high	temperature	and	warm	(mixed)	water	distribution	cabinet,	includes	AISI	304	SS	manifolds	1”	x	¾”	Ek	or	1”¼”	x	¾”	Ek.	
Preassembled	in	RAL9010	plated	steel	cabinet,	high	temp.	SS	manifolds	with	2	connections,	manifolds	are	complete	with	thermostatic	valves	
(to	be	operated	by	thermoelectric	head),	flow	meters,	drain	valve,	air	vent,	interception	ballvalves	and	brackets;	fixed	point	mixing	set	with	
thermostatic	head,	by-pass	set	with	safety	thermostat	and	sensor	connection;	stainless	steel	hydraulic	separator.

N. PART NAME

1 Steel	Cabinet	IVR	830

2 Ballvalve	IVR	980/A	1”

3 Ballvalve	IVR	980/B	1”

4 Return	manifold	IVR	702	1”	-	1”1/4

5 Supply	manifold	IVR	703	1”	-	1”1/4

6 Safety	thermostat	

7 Micrometric	regulating	lockshield

8 Circulating	pump

9 Interception	ballvalve	IVR	108

10 Thermostatic	head		IVR	591

11 Mixing	valve		IVR	583

12 Hydraulic	Separator	IVR	330

13 Twin	set	high	temp.	manifolds	IVR	701	1”

14 Air	vent		IVR	838	1/2”

15 Rotatable	drain	valve		IVR	836	1/2”
 

The units are available with both 
Left	and	Right	orientation

A =	Supply
B = Return 

Cabinet	depth	150	mm
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IVR DISTRIBUTION

IVR MULTIKLIMA 523 - Combined high temperature and warm (mixed) water

A =	Supply
B = Return

*	soon	available

Combined	high	temperature	and	warm	(mixed)	water	distribution	cabinet,	includes	AISI	304	SS	manifolds	1”	x	¾”	Ek	or	1”¼”	x	¾”	Ek.	
Preassembled	in	RAL9010	plated	steel	cabinet,	high	temp.	SS	manifolds	with	2	connections,	manifolds	are	complete	with	thermostatic	valves	
(to	be	operated	by	thermoelectric	head),	flow	meters,	drain	valve,	air	vent,	interception	ballvalves	and	brackets;	fixed	point	mixing	set	with	
thermostatic	mixing	valve,	by-pass	set	with	safety	thermostat	and	sensor	connection.

N. PART NAME

1 Steel	Cabinet	IVR	830

2 Ballvalve	IVR	980/A	1”

3 Ballvalve	IVR	980/B	1”

4 Return	manifold	IVR	702	1”	-	1”1/4

5 Supply	manifold	IVR	703	1”	-	1”1/4

6 Safety	thermostat	

7 Micrometric	regulating	lockshield

8 Circulating	pump

9 Interception	ballvalve	IVR	108

10 Thermostatic	mixing	valve

11 Twin	set	high	temp.	manifolds	IVR	701	1”

12 Air	vent		IVR	838	1/2”

13 Rotatable	drain	valve		IVR	836	1/2”

 

The units are available 

with	both	Left	and	Right	

orientation

Cabinet	depth	150	mm
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IVR MULTIKLIMA 524 - Combined high temp. and warm (mixed) water with hydraulic separator

IVR 830IVR 897 IVR 581  
3/4”	Eurokonus*	soon	available

Combined	high	temperature	and	warm	(mixed)	water	distribution	cabinet,	includes	AISI	304	SS	manifolds	1”	x	¾”	Ek	or1”¼”	x	¾”	Ek.	
Preassembled	in	RAL9010	plated	steel	cabinet,	high	temp.	SS	manifolds	with	2	connections,	manifolds	are	complete	with	thermostatic	valves	
(to	be	operated	by	thermoelectric	head),	flow	meters,	drain	valve,	air	vent,	interception	ballvalves	and	brackets;	fixed	point	mixing	set	with	
thermostatic	mixing	valve,	by-pass	set	with	safety	thermostat	and	sensor	connection;	stainless	steel	hydraulic	separator.

N. PART NAME

1 Steel	Cabinet	IVR	830

2 Ballvalve	IVR	980/A	1”

3 Ballvalve	IVR	980/B	1”

4 Return	manifold	IVR	702	1”	-	1”1/4

5 Supply	manifold	IVR	703	1”	-	1”1/4

6 Safety	thermostat	

7 Micrometric	regulating	lockshield

8 Circulating	pump

9 Interception	ballvalve	IVR	108

10 Thermostatic	mixing	valve

11 Hydraulic	Separator	IVR	330

12 Twin	set	high	temp.	manifolds	IVR	701	1”

13 Air	vent		IVR	838	1/2”

14 Rotatable	drain	valve		IVR	836	1/2”

A =	Supply
B = Return

 

The units are available with both 
Left	and	Right	orientationCabinet	depth	150	mm
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IVR DISTRIBUTION

IVR MULTIKLIMA 525 - Combined high temperature and warm (mixed) water

A =	Supply
B = Return 

*	soon	available

Combined	high	temperature	and	warm	(mixed)	water	distribution	cabinet,	includes	AISI	304	SS	manifolds	1”	x	¾”	Ek	or	1”¼”	x	¾”	Ek.	
Preassembled	in	RAL9010	plated	steel	cabinet,	high	temp.	SS	manifolds	with	2	connections,	manifolds	are	complete	with	thermostatic	valves	
(to	be	operated	by	thermoelectric	head),	flow	meters,	drain	valve,	air	vent,	interception	ballvalves	and	brackets;	mixing	set	with	dynamic	
electrothermal	mixing	valve,	by-pass	set	with	safety	thermostat	and	sensor	connection.

N. PART NAME

1 Steel	Cabinet	IVR	830

2 Ballvalve	IVR	980/A	1”

3 Ballvalve	IVR	980/B	1”

4 Return	manifold	IVR	702	1”	-	1”1/4

5 Supply	manifold	IVR	703	1”	-	1”1/4

6 Safety	thermostat	

7 Micrometric	regulating	lockshield

8 Circulating	pump

9 Interception	ballvalve	IVR	108

10 Electrothermal actuator

11 Mixing	valve		IVR	583

12 Twin	set	high	temp.	manifolds	IVR	701	1”

13 Air	vent		IVR	838	1/2”

14 Rotatable	drain	valve		IVR	836	1/2”

 

The units are available 

with	both	Left	and	Right	

orientation

Cabinet	depth	150	mm
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IVR MULTIKLIMA 526 - Combined high temp. and warm (mixed) water with hydraulic separator

*	soon	available

Combined	high	temperature	and	warm	(mixed)	water	distribution	cabinet,	includes	AISI	304	SS	manifolds	1”	x	¾”	Ek	or	1”¼”	x	¾”	Ek.	
Preassembled	in	RAL9010	plated	steel	cabinet,	high	temp.	SS	manifolds	with	2	connections,	manifolds	are	complete	with	thermostatic	valves	
(to	be	operated	by	thermoelectric	head),	flow	meters,	drain	valve,	air	vent,	interception	ballvalves	and	brackets;	mixing	set	with	dynamic	
electrothermal	mixing	valve,	by-pass	set	with	safety	thermostat	and	sensor	connection;	Stainless	steel	hydraulic	separator.

N. PART NAME

1 Steel	Cabinet	IVR	830

2 Ballvalve	IVR	980/A	1”

3 Ballvalve	IVR	980/B	1”

4 Return	manifold	IVR	702	1”	-	1”1/4

5 Supply	manifold	IVR	703	1”	-	1”1/4

6 Safety	thermostat	

7 Micrometric	regulating	lockshield

8 Circulating	pump

9 Interception	ballvalve	IVR	108

10 Electrothermal actuator

11 Mixing	valve		IVR	583

12 Hydraulic	Separator	IVR	330

13 Twin	set	high	temp.	manifolds	IVR	701	1”

14 Air	vent		IVR	838	1/2”

15 Rotatable	drain	valve		IVR	836	1/2”

A =	Supply
B = Return 

 

The units are available with both 
Left	and	Right	orientationCabinet	depth	150	mm
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IVR DISTRIBUTION

IVR MULTIKLIMA COMBINED UNITS FOR METERING AND DISTRIBUTION

IVR	can	supply	each	model	of	MK	Distribution	UNIT	combined	with	a	heating/cooling	energy	metering	section	(photo	hereunder	shows	
IVR	MK	526	for	Distribution	complete	with	IVR	MK	483	for	metering).

Compliance with 2004/22/CE MID Directive

Visual readingHeatingHeating/Cooling Radio reading M-Bus reading

IVR MULTIKLIMA COMBINED MODEL 
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I	=	55	mm
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IVR MULTIKLIMA COMBINED UNIT: DISTRIBUTION IVR MK 509/B + METERING

 

The units are available 

with	both	Left	and	Right	

orientation

IVR MULTIKLIMA COMBINED UNIT: DISTRIBUTION IVR MK 509/A + METERING

 

The units are available 

with	both	Left	and	Right	

orientation

Cabinet	depth	110	mm

Cabinet	depth	110	mm
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IVR DISTRIBUTION

IVR MULTIKLIMA COMBINED UNIT: DISTRIBUTION IVR MK 511 + METERING

IVR MULTIKLIMA COMBINED UNIT: DISTRIBUTION IVR MK 512 + METERING

 

The units are available 

with	both	Left	and	Right	

orientation

 

The units are available 

with	both	Left	and	Right	

orientation

Cabinet	depth	150	mm

Cabinet	depth	150	mm
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IVR MULTIKLIMA COMBINED UNIT: DISTRIBUTION IVR MK 513 + METERING

IVR MULTIKLIMA COMBINED UNIT: DISTRIBUTION IVR MK 514 + METERING

 

The units are available 

with	both	Left	and	Right	

orientation

 

The units are available 

with	both	Left	and	Right	

orientation

Cabinet	depth	150	mm

Cabinet	depth	150	mm
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IVR DISTRIBUTION

IVR MULTIKLIMA COMBINED UNIT: DISTRIBUTION IVR MK 515 + METERING

IVR MULTIKLIMA COMBINED UNIT: DISTRIBUTION IVR MK 516 + METERING

 

The units are available 

with	both	Left	and	Right	

orientation

 

The units are available 

with	both	Left	and	Right	

orientation

Cabinet	depth	150	mm

Cabinet	depth	150	mm
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IVR MULTIKLIMA COMBINED UNIT: DISTRIBUTION IVR MK 521 + METERING

IVR MULTIKLIMA COMBINED UNIT: DISTRIBUTION IVR MK 522 + METERING

 

The units are available 

with	both	Left	and	Right	

orientation

 

The units are available 

with	both	Left	and	Right	

orientation
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IVR DISTRIBUTION

IVR MULTIKLIMA COMBINED UNIT: DISTRIBUTION IVR MK 523 + METERING

IVR MULTIKLIMA COMBINED UNIT: DISTRIBUTION IVR MK 524 + METERING

 

The units are available 

with	both	Left	and	Right	

orientation

 

The units are available 

with	both	Left	and	Right	

orientation

Cabinet	depth	150	mm

Cabinet	depth	150	mm
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IVR MULTIKLIMA COMBINED UNIT: DISTRIBUTION IVR MK 525 + METERING

IVR MULTIKLIMA COMBINED UNIT: DISTRIBUTION IVR MK 526 + METERING

 

The units are available 

with	both	Left	and	Right	

orientation

 

The units are available 

with	both	Left	and	Right	

orientation

Cabinet	depth	150	mm

Cabinet	depth	150	mm
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IVR DISTRIBUTION

IVR MK COMBINED MODEL wITH HEAT EXCHANGER

The	IVR	MK	Units	can	include	heat	exchanger	for	local	instantaneous	production	of	DHW.

Please	Note:	IVR	MK	units	can	be	customized	for	specific	project	requirements.
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LAYOUT OF IVR METERING SOLUTION FOR CENTRAL HEATING

Volumetric heat meter
MEGASPLIT
Visual display
M-Bus	data	transmission
Radio data transmission

Compact	heat	meter
WZ	Compact
Visual display
M-Bus	data	transmission
Radio data transmission

IVR MULTIKLIMA

Central Heating

Hot water

DHW

DCW

IVR MULTIKLIMA

DHW

DCW
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IVR SERVICES

For	the	M-BUS	version	of	the	IVR	MULTIKLIMA	units	the	data	can	be	collected	directly
from	the	user	by	installing	a	Control	Unit	that	can	be	also	connected	to	PC	or	a	
modem with a specific software.

IVR 149600060
Control unit for 60 meters

IVR 149600020
Control unit for 20 meters

IVR 149700001 
Modem

IVR 149800001
SOFTWARE DOKOM CS 
for management of data
sourced from the control
units connected to the
meters by an M-Bus link

IVR 149800002
SOFTWARE MBSHEET
Software for downloading
data from the control
units connected to the
meters by an M-Bus link

IVR 149800003
SOFTWARE FService
for the configuration
of the Control units of
the M-Bus data

IVR 149600250 
IVR 149600120
Control unit for 120-250 
meters

CONTROL UNIT FOR DATA RECORDING FROM IVR MULTIKLIMA UNITS M-BUS VERSION 

IVR 335800105
IVR 335800106
M-Bus signal converter 
(Wall/Din)

IVR MULTIKLIMA

UNIT

IVR MULTIKLIMA

UNIT

IVR MULTIKLIMA

UNIT

IVR MULTIKLIMA

UNIT

Central 
Heating

M-Bus 
Control Unit

Control Unit 
for 20 meters

Control Unit 
for 60 meters

Control Unit 
for 120-150 

meters

DHW

DCW



COSTO RISCALDAMENTO
CONDOMINIO 125/2

                                          CONSUMO   PREZZO   AMMONTARE

                                                MWh          MWh              EUR

                                            

                                               90,31          45,00            824,65

                                               60,85          45,00            597,32

                                               50,31          45,00            524,65

                                               20,31          45,00            324,89

                                               48,24          45,00            424,65

CONSUMO SINGOLOCOSTI BASE                       Eur 52

COSTI CONSUMO              Eur 458

000235000235

 M-Bus
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The steps to install the IVR MULTIKLIMA Metering Units for cost 
accounting and to activate the services available for individual users 
and condo administrators

IIVR	SpA,	a	leader	in	the	field	of	valves	for	heating	systems,	in	collaboration	with	Techem	
Srl,	leader	in	the	field	of	metering	and	accounting,	now	offer	their	experience	by	providing	
a particularly advanced solution for heat energy cost accounting.

Once	installed,	the	IVR	MULTIKLIMA	UNIT	with	Radio	or	M-Bus	allows	you	to	access	to	
added value services in collaboration with Techem.

The services available are:

•	 Reading	 the	seasonal	consumption	data	(including	possible	periodic	 intermediate	
readings)	by	Techem	staff	without	having	to	physically	access	to	homes	and	buildings

•	 The	integrity	and	accuracy	of	data	is	guaranteed	by	Techem
•	 Preparation	of	bills	of	consumption	for	each	apartment	/	condo	
•	 Individual	consumption	charges	are	sent	to	the	end	user	along	with	the	data

The partition of heating costs

The charge to the individual apartments for the costs of heating and cooling and
hot	water	consumption	is	the	sum	of	two	factors:
•	 A	fixed	part,	independent	of	the	consumption	recorded,	is	used	to	cover	the	costs	of

maintenance of the boiler, the costs of periodic audits of public bodies, the dissipation 
of	heat	in	the	common	area	piping	and	the	electricity	consumption.	The	fixed	fee	
is	determined	by	the	building’s	internal	regulation	and	varies	from	20%	to	40%	of	
total cost of heating.

•	 A	variable	part	resulting	from	proportional	division	among	the	dwellings	according	
to	 the	heat	 consumed	and	 recorded	on	 the	heat	meters	 included	 in	 the	 IVR	MK	
units.

DCW	expenses	are	normally	split	according	to	the	metered	data	only.

READING AND 
CERTIFICATIoN oF DATA 

CoNsumpTIoN by TECHEm

READING AND 
CERTIFICATIoN oF DATA 

CoNsumpTIoN by usER oR 
by TECHEm

METERING DATA PROVIDED BY THE LOCAL TECHEM BRANCH

The	Radio	and	M-Bus	version	of	IVR	MULTIKLIMA	allow	to	access	to	the	metering	data	services	provided	by	the	local	Techem	branch,	where
present.	This	service	is	part	of	an	agreement	between	IVR	and	TECHEM.
These	services	consist	in	Techem	to	collect	from	the	IVR	MULTIKLIMA	units	installed	all	the	consumption	data	and	supply	it	to	the	building
administrators	according	to	the	specific	requests	of	each	customer.	The	charts	with	the	billing	data	for	every	single	apartment	will	be	sent	once	
the	customers	subscribe	to	the	service	provided	by	the	local	TECHEM	branch,	the	charts	can	be	supplied	in	writing	or	in	the	digital	version.

HEATING AND CoolING

ElAboRATIoN AND pARTITIoN oF HEATING 
CoNsumpTIoN supplIE D bE THE loCAl 

TECHEm bRANCH
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IVR ACCESSORIES

Compact	electronic	heating	meter	with	M-Bus	data	transmission	complete	with	temperature	sensors	Pt	100,	8	
figures	digit	and	M-Bus	integrated	interface,	includes	battery	with	10+2	years	lifetime
 
IVR 493 149300031 WZ	COMPACT	IV	S	Qp	3,5			WZM							Dn	25	-	L	260	mm								M-Bus

149300032 WZ	COMPACT	IV	S	Qp				6			WZM							Dn	25	-	L	260	mm								M-Bus
149300033 WZ	COMPACT	IV	S	Qp		10			WZM							Dn	40	-	L	300	mm								M-Bus
149300041 WZ	COMPACT	IV	S	Qp	3,5			WZM	-	S		Dn	25	-	L	135	mm								M-Bus
149300042 WZ	COMPACT	IV	S	Qp				6			WZM	-	S		Dn	25	-	L	135	mm								M-Bus
149300043 WZ	COMPACT	IV	S	Qp		10			WZM	-	S		Dn	40	-	L	150	mm							 	M-Bus
149300051 WZ	COMPACT	IVS		Qp	3,5			WZM	-	F		Dn	25	-	L	135	mm								M-Bus
149300052 WZ	COMPACT	IV	S	Qp				6			WZM	-	F		Dn	25	-	L	135	mm								M-Bus
149300053 WZ	COMPACT	IV	S	Qp		10			WZM	-	F		Dn	40	-	L	150	mm								M-Bus

Compact	electronic	heating	meter	with	direct	visual	reading	complete	with	temperature	sensors	Pt	100,	8	figures	digit
   
IVR 493 149300001 WZ	COMPACT	V		vario	S			Qp	3,5			WZM					 	 Dn	25	-	L	260	mm	Visual	reading

149300002 WZ	COMPACT	V		vario	S			Qp				6			WZM					 	Dn	25	-	L	260	mm	Visual	reading
149300003 WZ	COMPACT	V		vario	S			Qp		10			WZM							Dn	40	-	L	300	mm	Visual	reading
149300011 WZ	COMPACT	V		vario	S			Qp	3,5			WZM	-	S		Dn	25	-	L	135	mm	Visual	reading
149300012 WZ	COMPACT	V		vario	S			Qp				6			WZM	-	S		Dn	25	-	L	135	mm	Visual	reading
149300013 WZ	COMPACT	V		vario	S			Qp		10			WZM	-	S		Dn	40	-	L	150	mm	Visual	reading
149300021 WZ	COMPACT	V		vario	S			Qp	3,5			WZM	-	F		Dn	25	-	L	135	mm	Visual	reading
149300022 WZ	COMPACT	V		vario	S			Qp				6			WZM	-	F		Dn	25	-	L	135	mm	Visual	reading
149300023 WZ	COMPACT	V		vario	S			Qp		10 			WZM	-	F		Dn	40	-	L	150	mm	Visual	reading

Compact	electronic	heating	meter,	MID	approved,	complete	with	temperature	sensor	Pt	100,	8	figures	display,	with	integrated
M-Bus	interface
   
IVR 492 149200012 COMPACT		IV	S		M-Bus	data	transmission		Dn	3/4”		Qp	1,5			L	110

149200022 COMPACT		IV	S		M-Bus	data	transmission		Dn			1”		Qp	2,5				L	130

Compact	electronic	heating	meter,	MID	approved,	complete	with	temperature	sensor	Pt	100,	8	figures	display,	2	registers	both
heating and cooling
   
IVR 492 149200052 COMPACT	-	KLIMA		IV	S		M-Bus	data	transmission		Dn	3/4”		Qp	1,5				L	110				

149200062 COMPACT	-	KLIMA		IV	S		M-Bus	data	transmission		Dn			1”		Qp	2,5				L	130

Compact	electronic	heating	meter,	MID	approved,	complete	with	temperature	sensor	Pt	100,	8	figures	display,	2	registers	for	both
heating and cooling
      
IVR 492 149200051 COMPACT	V	-	KLIMA			Dn	3/4”		Qp	1,5		direct	visual	reading		L	110

149200061 COMPACT	V	-	KLIMA			Dn			1”		Qp	2,5			direct	visual	reading		L	130

Compact	electronic	heating	meter,	MID	approved,	complete	with	temperature	sensor	Pt	100,	8	figures	display,	2	registers	both
heating and cooling

IVR 492 149200053 COMPACT	V	-	KLIMA			Dn	3/4”		Qp	1,5		RADIO	data	transmission		L	110
149200063 COMPACT	V	-	KLIMA			Dn			1”		Qp	2,5			RADIO	data	transmission		L	130

Compact	electronic	heating	meter,	MID	approved,	complete	with	temperature	sensor	Pt	100,	8	figures	display
      
IVR 492 149200011 COMPACT	V	direct	visual	reading	3/4”	Qn	1,5	L	110

149200021 COMPACT	V	direct	visual	reading	1”	Qn	2,5	L	130

Compact	electronic	heating	meter,	MID	approved,	complete	with	temperature	sensor	Pt	100,	8	figures	display,	with	integrated	Radio	
interface 

IVR 492 149200013 COMPACT	V	RADIO	data	transmission		Dn	3/4”		Qp	1,5			L	110
149200023 COMPACT	V	RADIO	data	transmission		Dn			1”		Qp	2,5			L	130

Volumetric	DHW
   
IVR 491 149100021 AP	VARIO													Qn	2,5		Direct	Visual	reading	1”

149100022 AP	MODULARIS			Qn	2,5		M-Bus	data	transmission	1”
149100023 AP	DATA	III											Qn	2,5		Radio	data	transmission	1”

Volumetric	DHW	
  
IVR 491 149100041 AP	VARIO												Qn	2,5		Direct	Visual	reading	1”

149100042 AP	MODULARIS		Qn	2,5		M-Bus	data	transmission	1”
149100043 AP	DATA	III										Qn	2,5	Radio	data	transmission	1”
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Compact	electronic	heating	meter	with	Radio	data	transmission	complete	with	temperature	sensors	Pt	100,	8	figures	
digit and integrated radio transmission interface
   
IVR 493 149300061 WZ	COMPACT	V		Qp	3,5			WZM					 		Dn	25	-	L	260	mm		RADIO

149300062 WZ	COMPACT	V		Qp				6			WZM							Dn	25	-	L	260	mm		RADIO
149300063 WZ	COMPACT	V		Qp		10			WZM						 	Dn	40	-	L	300	mm		RADIO
149300071 WZ	COMPACT	V		Qp	3,5			WZM	-	S		 Dn	25	-	L	135	mm		RADIO
149300072 WZ	COMPACT	V		Qp				6			WZM	-	S		Dn	25	-	L	135	mm		RADIO
149300073 WZ	COMPACT	V		Qp		10			WZM	-	S	 	Dn	40	-	L	150	mm		RADIO
149300081 WZ	COMPACT	V		Qp	3,5			WZM	-	F	 	Dn	25	-	L	135	mm		RADIO
149300082 WZ	COMPACT	V		Qp				6			WZM	-	F 		Dn	25	-	L	135	mm		RADIO
149300083 WZ	COMPACT	V		Qp		10			WZM	-	F	 	Dn	40	-	L	150	mm		RADIO

Compact	electronic	heating	meter	with	M-Bus	data	transmission	complete	with	temperature	sensors	Pt	100,	8	figu-
res	digit	and	M-Bus	integrated	interface,	2	registers	for	heating	and	cooling,	includes	battery	with	10+2	years	lifetime
   
IVR 493 149300531 WZ	COMPACT	IV	S	Qp	3,5			WZM							Dn	25	-	L		260	mm		 	M-Bus

149300532 WZ	COMPACT	IV	S	Qp				6			WZM							Dn	25	-	L	260	mm				M-Bus
149300533 WZ	COMPACT	IV	S	Qp		10			WZM							Dn	40	-	L	300	mm				M-Bus
149300541 WZ	COMPACT	IV	S	Qp	3,5			WZM	-	S		Dn	25	-	L	135	mm				M-Bus
149300542 WZ	COMPACT	IV	S	Qp				6			WZM	-	S		Dn	25	-	L	135	mm				M-Bus
149300543 WZ	COMPACT	IV	S	Qp		10			WZM	-	S		Dn	40	-	L	150	mm				M-Bus
149300551 WZ	COMPACT	IV	S	Qp	3,5			WZM	-	F		Dn	25	-	L	135	mm				M-Bus
149300552 WZ	COMPACT	IV	S	Qp				6			WZM	-	F		Dn	25	-	L	135	mm				M-Bus
149300553 WZ	COMPACT	IV	S	Qp		10			WZM	-	F		Dn	40	-	L	150	mm				M-Bus

Compact	electronic	heating	meter	with	Radio	data	transmission	complete	with	temperature	sensors	Pt	100,	8	figures	
digit, 2 registers for cooling and heating and integrated radio transmission interface
  
IVR 493 149300561 WZ	COMPACT	V	KLIMA	Qp	3,5			WZM							Dn	25	-	L	260	mm	RADIO

149300562 WZ	COMPACT	V	KLIMA	Qp				6			WZM							Dn	25	-	L	260	mm	RADIO
149300563 WZ	COMPACT	V	KLIMA	Qp		10			WZM							Dn	40	-	L	300	mm	RADIO
149300571 WZ	COMPACT	V	KLIMA	Qp	3,5			WZM	-	S		Dn	25	-	L	135	mm	RADIO
149300572 WZ	COMPACT	V	KLIMA	Qp				6			WZM	-	S		Dn	25	-	L	135	mm	RADIO
149300573 WZ	COMPACT	V	KLIMA	Qp		10			WZM	-	S		Dn	40	-	L	150	mm	RADIO
149300581 WZ	COMPACT	V	KLIMA	Qp	3,5			WZM	-	F		Dn	25	-	L	135	mm	RADIO
149300582 WZ	COMPACT	V	KLIMA	Qp				6			WZM	-	F		Dn	25	-	L	135	mm	RADIO
149300583 WZ	COMPACT	V	KLIMA	Qp		10			WZM	-	F		Dn	40	-	L	150	mm	RADIO

Compact	electronic	heating	meter	with	direct	visual	reading	complete	with	temperature	sensors	Pt	100,	8	figures	digit,	2	
registers for heating and cooling
   
IVR 493 149300501 WZ	COMPACT	V	vario	S	KLIMA	Qp	3,5			WZM				 			Dn	25	-	L	260	mm	Vis.reading	

149300502 WZ	COMPACT	V	vario	S	KLIMA	Qp				6			WZM							Dn	25	-	L	260	mm	Vis.reading
149300503 WZ	COMPACT	V	vario	S	KLIMA	Qp		10			WZM						Dn	40	-	L	300	mm	Vis.reading
149300511 WZ	COMPACT	V	vario	S	KLIMA	Qp	3,5			WZM	-	S		Dn	25	-	L	135	mm	Vis.reading
149300512 WZ	COMPACT	V	vario	S	KLIMA	Qp				6			WZM	-	S		Dn	25	-	L	135	mm	Vis.reading
149300513 WZ	COMPACT	V	vario	S	KLIMA	Qp		10			WZM	-	S		Dn	40	-	L	150	mm	Vis.reading
149300521 WZ	COMPACT	V	vario	S	KLIMA	Qp	3,5			WZM	-	F		Dn	25	-	L	135	mm	Vis.reading
149300522 WZ	COMPACT	V	vario	S	KLIMA	Qp				6			WZM	-	F		Dn	25	-	L	135	mm	Vis.reading
149300523 WZ	COMPACT	V	vario	S	KLIMA	Qp		10			WZM	-	F		Dn	40	-	L	150	mm	Vis.reading

Set	of	connection	pipes	for	MK	units
   
IVR pipes 4A00000A14 Set	of	4	connection	pipes	for	DHS/DCW/	Heating	line		

4A00000A15 Set	of	5	connection	pipes	for	DHS/DCW/	Heating	line	/	GW

Volumetric	heat	meter,	includes	a	volumetric	unit	WOLTMANN	type,	impulse	interface,	twin	Sensor	set	Pt	100,	data
contol and Et visual display, volume and thermal leap, powered by long term battery.
Optional	interfaces	are	available	for	Radio	and	M-Bus	data	transmission.	
   

149420001 MEGASPLIT		WZM										da	Qp		15	Dn			50		L.	270
149250001 MEGASPLIT		WZM										da	Qp		25	Dn			65			L		300 
149430001 MEGASPLIT		WZM										da	Qp		40	Dn			80			L		300
149440001 MEGASPLIT		WZM										da	Qp		60	Dn		100			L		360
149450001 MEGASPLIT		WZM	S	/	F		da	Qp	100	Dn	125			L		250
149460001 MEGASPLIT		WZM	S	/	F		da	Qp	150	Dn	150			L		300
149480001 MEGASPLIT		WZM	S	/	F		da	Qp	250	Dn	200		L		350

IVR 494
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G2	VOLUMETRIC	HEAT	METER	WOLTMANN	tyoe,	pre-arranged	for	with	a	reed	pulse-emitting	device		
   
IVR 494 149402201 G2		WELC			DN	50	-	Qp	15				L	200

149402251 G2		WELC			DN	65	-	Qp	25				L	200
149402301 G2		WELC			DN	80	-	Qp	40				L	225
149402401 G2		WELC			DN100	-	Qp	60			L	250
149402501 G2		WELC			DN125	-	Qp	100		L	250
149402601 G2		WELC			DN150	-	Qp	150		L	300
149402801 G2		WELC			DN200	-	Qp	250		L	350
149402901 G2		WELC			DN250	-	Qp	400		L	450
149402951 G2		WELC			DN300	-	Qp	600		L	500

G2	VOLUME	Meter	for	DHW/DCW,	pulse	output	signal		Reed	type,	rotary	piston	display,	rotary	counter			

IVR 493 149302001 G2		CACML/25		Qp 3,5		DN	25
149302002 G2		CACML/30		Qp 6					DN	30
149302003 G2		CACML/40		Qp 10			DN	40
149302004 G2		CACML/50		Qp 15			DN	50
149302011 G2		CACML-VA/25		Qp 3,5		DN	25	VERTICAL	UPSTREAM
149302012 G2		CACML-VA/30		Qp 6					DN	30	VERTICAL	UPSTREAM
149302013 G2		CACML-VA/40		Qp 10			DN	40	VERTICAL	UPSTREAM
149302021 G2		CACML-VD/25		Qp 3,5		DN	25	VERTICAL	UPSTREAM
149302022 G2		CACML-VD/30		Qp	6					Dn	30	Vertical	Downstream
149302023 G2		CACML-VD/40		Qp	10			Dn	40	Vertical	Downstream

Compact		electronic	heat	meter,	MID	approved,	complete	with	temperature	sensor	Pt	500	display	a	8	digit
2	pulse	connections	(2	pulse	meters	for	DHW/DCW)

IVR 492 149202011 G2	COMPACT		15	Qp	1,5	Dn	3/4”		Direct	visual	reading			L	110	
149202021 G2	COMPACT		25	Qp	2,5	Dn		1”			Direct	visual	reading		L	130

Compact		electronic	heat	meter,	MID	approved,	complete	with	temperature	sensor	Pt	500	display	a	8	digit
2	pulse	connections	(2	pulse	meters	for	DHW/DCW),	M-BUS	data	transmission

IVR 492 149202012 G2	COMPACT		15	Qp	1,5	Dn	3/4”		M-Bus		data	transmission		L	110	
149202022 G2	COMPACT		25	Qp	2,5	Dn			1”		M-Bus		data	transmission		L	130	

COM-KLIMA	electronic	heat	meter,	MID	approved,	complete	with	temperature	sensor	Pt	500	display	a	8	digit
2	pulse	connections	(2	pulse	meters	for	DHW/DCW)	–	automatic	Switch		calories	/	frigories

IVR 492 149202051 G2	COM-KLIMA			15	Qp	1,5	Dn	3/4”		Direct	visual	reading		L	110		
149202061 G2	COM-KLIMA			25	Qp	2,5		Dn		1”			Direct	visual	reading		L	130

COM-KLIMA	electronic	heat	meter,	MID	approved,	complete	with	temperature	sensor	Pt	500	display	a	8	digit
2	pulse	connections	(2	pulse	meters	for	DHW/DCW)	–	automatic	Switch		calories	/	frigories	-		M-BUS	data	transmission

IVR 492 149202052 G2	COM-KLIMA			15	Qp	1,5	Dn	3/4”		M-Bus		data	transmission		L	110
149202062 G2	COM-KLIMA			25	Qp	2,5		Dn		1”		M-Bus		data	transmission			L	130		

T	FITTING	for	G2	heat	meter

IVR 495 149502100 T	Fitting	for	G2	meters	sensor	connection	5mm	1/2”		
149502101 T	Fitting	for	G2	meters	sensor	connection	5mm		3/4”
149502102 T	Fitting	for	G2	meters	sensor	connection	5mm		1”

T	FITTING	for	Techem	meters	connection

IVR 429 142910707 3/4”x3/4”	T	Fitting	with	connection	for	sensor		from	Techem	meters
142911010 1”x1”							T	Fitting	with	connection	for	sensor		from	Techem	meters	

VOLUMETRIC	METER	FOR	DCW
   
IVR 491 149102011 G2	SFUL/15	DCW	Q3	2,5		Direct	visual	reading										3/4”

149102012 G2	SFUL/15	DCW	Q3	2,5		M-BUS	data	transmission			3/4”

VOLUMETRIC	METER	FOR	DHW
   
IVR 491 149102031 G2	SCUL/15	DHW	Q3	2,5		Direct	visual	reading										3/4”

149102032 G2	SCUL/15	DHW	Q3	2,5		M-BUS	data	transmission			3/4”

TWO	PIECES	FITTINGS	(Techem	/	G2)
   
IVR 312 131205002 Two	pieces	fitting	with	flat	seat	1/2”	x	3/4”

131207002 Two	pieces	fitting	with	flat	seat	3/4”	x			1”
131210002 Two	pieces	fitting	with	flat	seat	1”	x	11/4”
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IVR 494 149402981 G2	CONTROL	FOR	THERMAL	ENERGY	CALCULATION	UC,	complete	with	sensors	PT500,	display	a	8	digit.
Twin	connections	for	meters	DHW/DCW,	pulse	emitting	device	included	for	CACML	/	WELC	meters

149402982 M-BUS	output	option	–	for	CACML	/	WELC	meters	
149402983 KLIMA	option	-	PTB	–	for		CACML	/	WELC	meters	

IVR 496-7-8 149600250 Control	unit	for	M-Bus	transmission	for	250	meters	
149600120 Control	unit	for	M-Bus	transmission	for	120	meters
149600060 Control	unit	for	M-Bus	transmission	for	60	meters
149600020 Control	unit	for	M-Bus	transmission	for	20	meters
149700001 MODEM
149800001 SOFTWARE	DOKOM	CS		(version	for	20,	60,	120	or	250	meters)
149800002 SOFTWARE	MBSHEET	
149800003 SOFTWARE	FService

IVR 823-4 182300101 Electrothermal	head	230V	NC	m30x1,5
182300110 Electrothermal	head	230V	NO	m30x1,5
182400101 Electrothermal	head	24V	NC	m30x1,5
182400110 Electrothermal	head	24V	N0	m30x1,5

IVR 825 182500001 Room thermostat 
182510501 Programmable	room	analogic	/digital	thermostat

IVR 900 190000001 Electronic temperature control unit with input and output sensor
190001001 External	temperature	sensor	for	control	unit	IVR	190001001
190002001 External	humidity	sensor	for	control	unit	IVR	19002001

IVR Covers 335800410	 LEFT	INSULATION	COVER	FOR	HEATING/COOLING	LINE
335800411 RIGHT	INSULATION	COVER	FOR	HEATING/COOLING	LINE
1847A1012 INSULATION	COVER	FOR	MANIFOLDS:	1”						IVR	802,	803,	701,	702,	703
1847A1212 INSULATION	COVER	FOR	MANIFOLDS:	1”1/4		IVR	802,	803,	701,	702,	703
335800420 INSULATION	COVER	FOR	HYDRAULIC	SEPARATOR	IVR	330	

IVR Circulat. 335895331 CIRCULATOR	SALMSON	NYL	33-15	L130-1”		*
335895332 CIRCULATOR	SALMSON	NYL	33-25	L130-1”	1/2		*
335895711 ELECTRONIC	CIRCULATOR	auto-adjusting	variable	speed	WILO	STRATOS-PICO	L130-1”
335895712 ELECTRONIC	CIRCULATOR	auto-adjusting	variable	speed	WILO	STRATOS-PICO	L130-1”1/2

*	or	alternative	equivalent	WILO	model	

IVR 335 335800105	 M-Bus	Signal	Converter,	2	pulse	connections,	wall	fix	option,	0,23	Ah	battery
335800106	 M-Bus	Signal	Converter,	2	pulse	connections,	DIN	type	fixing,	battery	0,23	Ah	battery

IVR 495 149500034 TCH	TWIN	SET	OF	SENSOR	CONNECTORS	FOR	IVR	494		34	mm		-	1/2”					
149500050 TCH	TWIN	SET	OF	SENSOR	CONNECTORS	FOR	IVR	494		50	mm		-	1/2”	
149500085 TCH	TWIN	SET	OF	SENSOR	CONNECTORS	FOR	IVR	494		85	mm		-	1/2”	
149500100 TCH	TWIN	SET	OF	SENSOR	CONNECTORS	FOR	IVR	494		100	mm		-	1/2”				
149500120 TCH	TWIN	SET	OF	SENSOR	CONNECTORS	FOR	IVR	494		120	mm		-	1/2”		
149502001 G2	TWIN	SET	OF	CONNECTORS	DN	65	FOR	WELC	/	CACML
149502002 G2	TWIN	SET	OF	CONNECTORS	DN	80	-	DN125	FOR	WELC
149502003 G2	TWIN	SET	OF	CONNECTORS	DN150	-	DN200	FOR	WELC
149502004 G2		TWIN	SET	OF	CONNECTORS	DN250	-	DN300	FOR	WELC

IVR 495 149502050 G2	TWIN	SET	OF	SENSORS	PT500	5mm	-	3mt	FOR	CACML	/	WELC
149502051 G2	TWIN	SET	OF	SENSORS	PT500	5mm	-	10mt	FOR	CACML	/	WELC
149502060 G2	TWIN	SET	OF	SENSORS	PT500	6mm	-	3mt	FOR	CACML	/	WELC
149502061 G2	TWIN	SET	OF	SENSORS	PT500	6mm	-	10mt	FOR	CACML	/	WELC
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The	supply	of	Techem’s	Heat	Cost	Allocator	includes	the	following	services	free	of	charge:
•	 Configuration	according	to	the	heating	element
•	 Installation	of	the	Heat	Cost	Allocator
•	 Program	setting	
•	 Safety	setting	to	avoid	manumission
•	 Fixing	to	the	heating	element

*	 The	Heat	Cost	Allocator		DOESN’T REQUIRE A CENTRAL DATA CONTROL
DEVICE FOR DATA COLLECTION 

Services provided by Techem:
•	 Once	the	installation	is	terminated	Techem	will	verify	the	correct	functioning	of	each	

Heat	Cost	Allocator	by	taking	out	a	testing	inspection.
•	 At	 the	end	of	 the	Heating	 season	Techem	will	 collect	 all	 the	 consumption	data	 for	

each	 household	 and	 provide	 a	 complete	 chart	 necessary	 for	 the	 exact	 Heat	 cost	
consumption calculation for each household.

Additional services:
•	 If	required	Techem	can	collect	data	over	shorter	intervals	in	orders	to	monitor	the	Heat	

cost trend during the cold season.

IVR Thermostatic Valve
Installed by the plumber

IVR Lockshield
Installed by the plumber

Heat Cost Allocator* Radio data transmission

Installed by Techem technicians

Definition of IVR’s cost allocation Kit for Radiators

Version 
with remote 
sensor

When	it	isn’t	possible	nor	convenient	to	install	IVR	MULTIKLIMA	METERING	units,	IVR	
suggests	an	alternative	solution	for	cost	allocation,	IVR’s	cost	allocation	kit	is	a	combination	
of	the	following	items:

Accessories:	extendable	tail	piece

In compliance with EN 834 and CE

Version 
with remote 
sensor

Limited	thermal	inertia	in	compliance	with	EN215	allows	access	to	energy	efficiency	
schemes and energy efficiency rating benefits.

IVR HEAT COST ALLOCATION
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IVR 581 PLASTIC PIPE ADAPTERS

The IVR range features only one type of adapter suitable both for cross-linked high-density polyethylene pipes 
PE-X and for aluminium core multilayer pipes.
In both cases the connection is ¾” EUROCONO pursuant to DIN V3838.
It consists of a brass cover threaded in compliance with ISO 228 standard, brass body with 3 sealing O-rings, 
double cone ring and sealing for the galvanic separation of the material.
The installation does not require either presses or jaws; sealing is obtained by simply tightening the nut with 
a standard wrench (30 mm opening).
This operation deforms the ring that in turn compresses the pipe on the body.

Steps for the connection of the pipe to the distribution manifold of the radiant panel system using the IVR 
581 adapter.

Cut the desired measure of pipe                                                    Make sure that pipe end is free from                                      Fit the cover onto the end 
at right angle with the relevant tool.                                            flashes due to the cut.                                                                  of the pipe to be connected.                                                                                                                 

Fit the double cone ring.                                      Press the body until it stops. Tighten the cover on the  
                                                                                                                                                                                                                              manifold using a wrench.                             

                                                                                                                                                                                                                           

 
N.B: In case of long connection lines, adopt those measures (expansion bends) that may prevent pressure or 

traction from negatively affecting the locking connection.
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MateRIals

IteM MateRIal
Cover Nickel-plated brass
Body Brass

Double cone ring Brass 
O-rings EPDM

Seal PE-HD

Table of IVR 581 adapters:

Item No. Pipe thread Cover size
158107163  (Ø 16x2.0) 3/4” Eurocono ch 30 [mm]
158107173  (Ø 17x2.0) 3/4” Eurocono ch 30 [mm]
158107203 (Ø 20x2.0) 3/4” Eurocono ch 30 [mm]

Suitable pipes are those that comply with the following standards:

DIN 16833/16834 Raised temperature resistant polyethylene pipes (PE-RT) – General quality requirements, 
testing, dimensions.

DIN 16892 Cross-linked high density polyethylene pipes (PE-X) – General quality requirements, te-
sting.

DIN 16893 Cross-linked high density polyethylene pipes (PE-X) – Dimensions.
DIN 16894 Cross-linked medium density polyethylene pipes (PE-X) – General quality requirements, 

testing.
DIN EN ISO 15875 Plastic piping systems for hot and cold water installations - Cross-linked polyethylene 

(PE-X).
DIN EN ISO 15874 Plastic piping systems for hot and cold water installations – Polypropylene (PP).
DIN EN ISO 15876 Plastic piping systems for hot and cold water installations – Polybutene (PB).
DIN EN ISO 15877 Plastic piping systems for hot and cold water installations – Chlorinated polyvinyl chlori-

de (PVC-C).
DIN 16837 Multilayer pipes for hot and cold water installations  (Pe-X/Al/PE-X).
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Even though Appendix A of standard UNI EN1264-4 requires to adopt pipes with a special film working as an 
oxygen barrier (EV-OH in PE-Xa pipes and aluminium in multilayer pipes), oxygen may still enter the system 
through other components provoking corrosion and scaling.
This is why there is the need to use global protection products capable of totally preventing the above men-
tioned phenomena. 

PRODUCT FEATURES
In order to keep the efficiency of the underfloor heating system over time use the anti-corrosion, anti-algae 
BAM100A additive provided by IVR for every system.
The additive prevents the formation of scale inside pipes and of algae that may damage the system with the 
passing of time.

QUANTITY AND INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE

The anti-algae, scale inhibiting additive BAM100A offered by IVR to its customers is poured in the system 
pipes just after testing (with the system stopped and cold) but only when the system is about to be started.
When pouring the additive in the system we suggest diluting the quantity needed for the protection of the 
system in 10 litres of water and injecting it by means of a manual pump, accessing the manifold via the fill and 
drain valves.
The needed concentration is one 1 litre bottle per 200 litres of water, that is 1 litre per 700-800 metres of pipes 
per each radiant panel. The additive concentration shall be 0.5% - 1% of the entire quantity of water in the 
system (including the volume of water in rising pipes too).

We recommend repeating the injection of the same dose of additive once a year to keep the protection at its maxi-
mum efficiency.

ANTI ALGAE ADDITIVE 
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Pipe        Litre of water/100 m of pipe     Litres BAM100A/100 m of pipe
14 x 2 7.9 0.06
16 x 2 11.3 0.1
16 x 1,5 13.3 0.11
17 x 2 13.3 0.11
18 x 2 15.4 0.12
20 x 2,5 18.9 0.15
20 x 2 20.1 0.16
25 x 2,3 32.7 0.26
25 x 2,5 31.4 0.25
26 x 3 31.4 0.25
32 x 3 53.1 0.42 
Values calculated for a 0.8% concentration  

PRECAUTIONS

The IVR anti-algae additive is not toxic (it does not contain chlorides, sulphates, carbonates, heavy metals) but 
we recommend keeping it out of children’s reach and avoiding contact with eyes. In case of ingestion induce 
vomiting and seek medical attention showing the material safety datasheet (it is possible to administer acti-
vated carbon in suspension with water or medicinal white mineral oil).
In case of contact with eyes or skin, rinse abundantly with water for at least 10 minutes.
During use, avoid inhaling vapours, eating foods or drinking.
Keep the product at temperatures over 0 °C.
Mix the product by shaking the bottle before pouring it into the system:

SPECIFICATION TEXTS

Anti-algae, scaling inhibiting additive BAM100A.
Synthetic additive suitable to prevent the formation and development of reaction gases and of calcareous 
deposits, to create a protective film working as a further oxygen barrier on synthetic material pipes and to 
work as corrosion inhibitor for the metal parts of the system. Totally free from chlorides, nitrates, sulphates, 
carbonates and heavy metals. 1 litre bottle.
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With the increasing diffusion of underfloor heating systems, the industry designers have started increasing 
the use of additional products to refine and improve this type of system. 
Special attention has been paid to the problem of the thermal expansion of cement screeds and to the relevant 
thermal and mechanical performance.
Mix the BAM500M plasticizer provided by IVR with the cement mixture directly in the concrete mixer, in order 
to obtain higher casting fluidity and thus the filling up of all the gaps between pipes and insulation boards. 

 
PRODUCT FEATURES
 
The IVR AM500M concrete plasticizer is a concentrate solution with plasticizing capacity that permits reducing 
the needed quantity of water by 20 – 30 %. The resulting mixture is particularly suitable to cover radiant 
panel systems where concrete can infiltrate all the gaps between pipes and insulation boards, avoiding the 
formation of air pockets to the advantage of the final thermal efficiency. Thanks to this features that will then 
characterize the screed, there is no more the need to vibrate the casting.
Moreover the BAM500M additive gives great advantages in terms of mechanical features since it increases 
water-tightness and diminishes the shrinkage. The additive provided by IVR does not contain chemical 
substances harmful to the concrete; on the contrary it gives the concrete the possibility to maintain its 
characteristics unaffected over time, without damaging the metal or plastic components buried in it.
 

 
DOSES
   
The concrete plasticizer is added directly in the concrete mixer during mixing.
The recommended dose is approximately 0.5 ÷ 0.8 kg per 100 kg of pure cement.
This is an example of a typical mixture:

 Unit of measure Quantity
Portland 325-like cement binder Kg 300 ÷ 350
Sand (particle size 0,4 - 0,8) m3 1
Water Kg 60 - 90
Additive BAM500M Kg 3 ÷ 3,5  

DEAERATING CEMENT PLASTICIZER 
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PRECAUTIONS FOR USE
 
The cement plasticizer by IVR is not toxic but we recommend keeping it out of children’s reach and avoiding 
contact with eyes. In case of ingestion induce vomiting and seek medical attention showing the material 
safety datasheet.
In case of contact with eyes or skin, rinse abundantly with water for at least 10 minutes.
During use, avoid inhaling vapours, eating foods or drinking.
Keep the product at temperatures over 0 °C.
Mix the product by shaking the package before adding it to the mix.

 
SPECIFICATION TEXTS
 
Cement plasticizer BAM500M
Synthetic cement additive with plasticizing-deaerating effect for screed casting, suitable for improving the 
thermal and mechanical features of the screed and for preventing the formation of cracks near the pipes 
and all the other components buried in the screed. Non toxic product free from chlorides, nitrates, sulphates, 
carbonates and heavy metals. Package: 5 kg.
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VAPOUR BARRIER

Use vapour barriers if the underfloor heating system is laid on soil or on a slab placed on soil.
On the other hand, it is almost useless to use them if the system lays on a slab under which there are other 
rooms or a crawl space.
The vapour barrier consists of a virgin polyethylene film with 0.200 mm thickness; IVR supplies it in rolls of 50 
m². 
Place the product under the insulation board with the aim of slowing down the constant rise of moisture from 
soil. If not stopped, moisture would cause the insulator to rot and require a vast consumption of energy to be 
dried out. Lay the vapour barrier sheets so that their sides overlap of at least 15-20 cm. 

This type of film is also used in the mesh or rail system. The film is laid on the extruded polyethylene boards 
as explained above. Once the film is laid, the pipe supporting and fixing system can be installed, such as the 
electro-welded mesh BAT553 or BAT10103, or the grip rails BAT17251 for the pipes of the circuit.
We also suggest superposing the transparent film laid on the edge strip with the laid polyethylene.
All these precautionary measures permit avoiding any infiltrations between the boards during the subsequent 
casting of the cement screed. Special attention must be paid during all the stages of the work to prevent that 
the vapour barrier is punched, cut or damaged.  
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SPECIFICATION TEXTS

Polyethylene sheet BAM15002
Transparent virgin polyethylene film with 0.200 mm thickness. Used as a vapour barrier under the insulator or 
as a protection for a smooth insulator without barrier (UNI EN 1264/4). It is supplied in rolls with a height of 1 
metre and a surface of 50 m².
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BATS000 Uncoiler, adjustable according to 
roll size

BATP16170R Clip fixing tool for electro-
welded mesh with 3 mm wire

BATP2000R  Clip fixing tool for electro-
welded mesh with 3 mm wire

BATP000T Clip fixing tool for flat insulation 
boards

EQUIPMENT
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BDD30000S - BDD60000S - BDD100000S CEILING 
MOUNTED DEHUMIDIFIER

CEILING MOUNTED IVR BDD30000S - BDD60000S- BDD100000S dehumidifiers are high performance 
appliances, equipped with a strong, zinc-coated plate structure and designed to be coupled to radiant cooling 
systems.
The series features 3 models whose working capacity ranges from 24 to 57 l/24h. Built-in electronic control 
board. Featuring a pre-cooling and post-cooling water battery, they guarantee optimum performance.
All the units are completely assembled and wired in the factory, subjected to tightness test, no load cycle and 
filled with R134a coolant. Before shipment they undergo a complete functional test. All the units comply with 
the applicable EUROPEAN DIRECTIVES, are marked with the CE marking and complete with the relevant 
certification of conformity.
These units are generally mounted on a false ceiling. Installation is very easy:
Simply connect the units to the mains, to the post-cooling battery – if any – and to the condensate drain.

 unit of measure DD30000S DD60000S DD100000S
Dehumidifying capacity(1) litres/24h 20,1 48,5 87,2
Rated power consumption(1) W 360 700 1450
Maximum input power(3) W 450 800 1600
Rated current consumption(1) A 2,5 4,6 7
Maximum current consumption(3) A 2,8 4,9 8,8
Cold water battery(1) litri/h 300 500 600
 kPa 12 17 32
Air flow m3/h  300 600 1000
Effective static head Pa 30 60 75
Coolant  R134a R407c R407c
Sound pressure level(3) dB(A) 39 42 49
Operating temperature range °C 15-35 15-35 15-35
Operating moisture range % 40-99 40-99 40-99
Dimensions (LxPxA) mm 580x580x250 580x580x350 795x750x398
Weight kg 35 52 87
Power supply V/Hz 230/50 230/50 230/50

1) Ambient temperature 26°C, relative humidity 65% with cold water battery, water inlet 15°C

2) The performance is referred to the following conditions: ambient temperature 35°C, relative humidity at 
80%

3) Sound pressure values measured at a distance of 1 m from the unit in a free area in accordance with ISO 
3746
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CEILING MOUNTED BDD30000S DEHUMIDIFIER RELATIVE HUMIDITY (%) 
(Litres/24h)

Rel. Humidity %  80% 70% 60% 50%
TEMP (°C) 15 10 7,5 6 4,5
 20 16,5 13 10 6,5
 25 19 16 13 9
 30 26 22 19 12

DEUMIDIFICATORE BDD30000S A SOFFITTO
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CEILING MOUNTED BDD60000S DEHUMIDIFIER RELATIVE HUMIDITY (%) 
(Litres/24h)

Rel. Humidity %  80% 70% 60% 50%
TEMP (°C) 15 16 12,5 10 6
 20 23 18 13 9
 25 27 21 17,5 13
 30 37 30 232 16

DEUMIDIFICATORE BDD60000P A SOFFITTO
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BDD100000S CEILING MOUNTED DEHUMIDIFIER RELATIVE HUMIDITY (%) 
(Litres/24h)

Rel. Humidity %  80% 70% 60% 50%
TEMP (°C) 15 29 26 21 11
 20 37 30 21 15
 25 43 38 30 21
 30 59 49 37 29 

DEUMIDIFICATORE BDD100000S A SOFFITTO
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BDD30000P WALL MOUNTED DEHUMIDIFIER

IVR BDD30000P dehumidifiers are high performance appliances, equipped with a strong, zinc-coated plate 
structure and designed to be coupled to radiant cooling systems. The series features 1 model with a working 
capacity of 23 l/24h. Built-in electronic control board.
Featuring a pre-cooling and post-cooling water battery, the unit guarantees optimum performance.
The unit is filled with BR134a coolant. Before shipment it undergoes a complete functional test.
The unit complies with the applicable EUROPEAN DIRECTIVES, is marked with the CE marking and complete 
with the relevant certification of conformity.
This unit is generally built in the wall. Installation is very easy:
Simply connect it to the mains, to the post-cooling battery – if any – and to the condensate drain

MODELLO BDD30000P unit of measure Valore
Dehumidifying capacity(1) litres/24h 20,1
Dehumidifying capacity with cooling system litres/24h 25,3
Rated power consumption(1) W 360
Maximum input power(3) W 380
Rated current consumption(1) A 2,5
Maximum current consumption(3) A 2,8
Cold water battery(1) litres/h 300
 kPa 12
Air flow m3/h 300
Coolant   R134a
Sound pressure level(3) dB(A) 37
Operating temperature range °C 15-35
Operating moisture range % 40-99
Dimensions (LxPxA) mm 545x221x680
Weight kg 36
Power supply V/Hz 230/50
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1) Ambient temperature 26°C, relative humidity 65% with cold water battery, water inlet 15°C
2) The performance is referred to the following conditions: ambient temperature 35°C, relative humidity at 
80%
3) Sound pressure values measured at a distance of 1 m from the unit in a free area in accordance with ISO 
3746

 

CEILING MOUNTED BDD30000P DEHUMIDIFIER RELATIVE HUMIDITY (%) (kg/
day)

Rel. Humidity%  80% 70% 60% 50%
TEMP (°C) 15 9,3 7,5 5,5 3,6
 20 13,5 10,6 7,9 5,6
 25 17,9 14,8 11,7 8
 30 23,1 19 15,1 11,1

DEUMIDIFICATORE BDD30000P A PARETE
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